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QUARTZ LOCKED 
FREQUENCY STANDARD 
1 Hz to 10 MHz IN 
8 RANGES 

MAY 1981 

3 STAGE 
MW SUPERHET 

RECEIVER 

VOLTMETER 
SENSITIVITY BOOSTER 

EXPANDS THE CAPABILITY OF YOUR MULTIMETER 

iCn 3 re 3 C 3 
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT ENCLOSED 



IT'S ALL AT ARROW ID 
"Didn't know you stocked those", they said. "Oh, yes!" we said, "plus Yaesu Musen, 
Standard, Shure, Microwave Modules, Hi -Mound, CDE, Stolle, Vibroplex, 
Telecomm, Cushcraft, Swan ... ". "OK, that's enough", they said. "I'll send for your 
list-how much?" "FREE, of course", we said. "But a stamped addressed envelope 
would be nice." 
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TS280FM 
£199.00 

World's most compact 80 channel 50W 2 metre mobile rig. With auto select of 
repeater/simplex. Digital readout of channel. 
AND NOW WITH VOLUME CONTROL ON MIC AND AUTOMATIC 
TONEBURST R0 -R7 PLUS INPUT MONITOR CAPABILITY. 
(Optional extra). 
TS280LP NEW LOW PRICE £159.00 
16Watt version 80Ch 
NOW WITH AUTO TONEBURST RO- R7 Er INPUT LISTEN. 
(Optional extra). - 

C 

C 

C f'y 
I 

IYM 35 Mike not included) 

FT107 Yaesu Basic set £690.00 

FT307DMS Sommerkamp with Int. PSU Et DMS unit. Mic. POA 

AND SOME OF THE REST: 

FT7B- Still one of the best HF Mobiles-with mike and mobile mount £399.00 

ARROW now stock 
4 versions of 
this excellent 
transceiver: 

F1 -101Z with Analogue dial £445.00 

FT101ZD Digital with Fan Er Mic £515.00 

FT101ZD Digital-WARC version £569.00 

FT277ZD Sommerkamp Digital + WARC and all options £649.00 

Two versions of the 
"Wayfarer" from stock. 

FT707 Yaesu £529.00 

FT767DX Sommerkamp with CW Filter Er Mic £559.00 

C8800- Standard 2m FM mobile with digital display, scan with Microphone 
control: come and see it £252.00 

C7800- Standard's beautiful 70cm FM Box. Really nice unit, scans, mic. 
control etc. £275.00 

SX200- Revco's super scanner with 26-514MHz (less a couple of gaps!!) 
Clock, Digital display, 16 -channel memory and much more ... £239.00 

DX8A- Hustler discone antenna for the SX200 or sim. £17.95 

IC2E ICOM's famous "pocket" portable supplied with free leather 

case £159.00 

1r 

FREE THIS 
MONTH WITH 
RECEIVERS 
(NOT FRG7700) 
HEADPHONES 
by YAESU 

R1000 Kenwood £289.00 

FRG -7 Yaesu £189.00 

FRG7700 Yaesu 
FRG7700 Mem. 

£309.00 
£389.00 + 

FRG7000 f2g,00 

FT207R 12.5kHz model with leather case, nicad, and Helical £195.00 

NC3A Slot in charger £39.50 

YM24 Speaker Mic. £16.85 

MASPRO 7/8 wavelength 2m antennas now in £17.85 

NEW: 2 metre ground planes beautifully made 6dB gain £34.95 

70cm version 6dB gain £34.95 

DP1- Trap Dipoles for 80/40/20/10 or 80/40/15/10 from stock £25.30 

G4MH- "Jim's" famous beam from ARROW, a two Element for 20/15/10 for 

£79.95 cant be bad!! 

PLEASE SEND FOR OUR 1981 LIST, MAYBE THERE WILL BE SOMETHING 

YOU CAN'T GET ELSEWHERE-REMEMBER ALSO OUR LARGE 

COMPONENT STOCK IS STILL AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER-PLEASE ASK IF 

YOU'D LIKE A COPY OF OUR COMPONENTS LIST. 

REMEMBER ARROW ONLY STOCK FOR THE AMATEUR Et ELECTRONIC 

ENTHUSIAST WE DON'T OFFER YOU A SHOWROOM OF DOMESTIC HI-FI Er 

ONE EYED MONSTERS!! 

ALL -IN POLICY: ALL ADVERTISED PRICES INCLUDE TAX AND FREE DELIVERY (SECURICOR FOR RIGS) 

Access 

ARROW ELECTRONICS LTD 
7 Coptfold Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4BN 
Tel: 0277 226470 or 219435 Ansafone on 219435 Telex: 995801 

Open 5 days a week. Closed Thurs. ' 

ACCESS VISA INSTANT HP TWO YEARS' WARRANTY 
FREE QSLs BEST TRADE-IN PRICES 

NEW 1981 CATALOGUE FREE ON REQUEST (SAE PLEASE) 
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LINEAR ICS LINEAR ICS LINEAR ICS LINEAR ICS 4000 series 4000 series TTL 'N' 'LPSN' TTL 'N' 'LPSN' TTL 'N' 'LPSN' TTL 'N' 'LPSN' MICROMARKET LEDS LEDS 

L200 1.96 
U237B 1.28 
U247B 1.28 
U257B 1.28 
U267B 1.28 
LM301H 0.67 
LM301N 0.30 
LM308TC 0.65 
LM324 0.64 
LM339N 0.66 
LM348N 1.86 
LF351N 0.49 
LF353N 0.76 
LM374N 3.75 
LM380N-14 1.00 
LM380N-8 1.00 
LM381N 1.81 
ZN419CE 1.98 
NE544N 1.80 
NE555N 0.30 
NE556 0.50 
NE560N 3.50 
NE562N 4.05 
NE564N 4.29 
NE565N 1.00 
NE566N 1.80 
NE570N 3.85 
SL624 3.28 
TBA651 1.81 
uA709HC 0.64 
uA709PC 0.46 
uA710HC 0.65 
uA710PC 0.59 
uA741CH 0.66 
uA741CN 0.27 
uA747CN 0.70 
uA748CN 0.36 
uA753 2.44 
uA758 2.35 
TBA820M 0.78 
TCA940E 1.80 
TDA1028 2.11 
TDA1029 2.11 
TDA1054 1.45 
TDA1062 1.95 
TDA1072 2.69 
TDA1074A 5.04 
TDA1083 1,95 
TDA1090 3.05 
HA1137 1.20 
HA1196 2.00 
HA1197 1.00 
TDA1220 1.40 
LM1303 0.99 
LM1307 1.55 
MC1310P 1.90 
MC1330 1.20 
MC1350 1.20 
HA1370 1.90 
HA1388 2.75 
TDA1490 1.86 
MC1496P 1.25 

6 1P .6 
1.60 
1.60 
1.89 
2.17 
2.17 
2.44 
3.28 
2.17 
2.44 
1.62 
1.89 
1.89 
1.25 
3.05 
1.00 
0.70 
1.84 
3.35 
1.40 
0.80 
0.90 
0.46 
2.20 
1.27 
2.85 
0.60 
0.68 
2.80 
2.80 
0.80 
0.60 
1.95 
1.95 
1.80 
1.09 
2.65 
2.30 
1.65 
1.95 
1.95 

33 1.52 
36 2.53 
37 1.75 

438 2.22 
1 1.35 

445 1.29 
2.75 

8 1.65 
5044N 2.26 
5532N 1.85 

D6000 3.75 
SL6270 2.03 
SL6310 2.03 
SL6600 3.75 
SL6640 2.75 
SL6440 POA 
SL6690 3.20 
SL6700 2.35 
ICL8038CC 4.50 
MSL9362 1.75 
MSL9363 1.75 
HA11211 1.95 

A1122 .1 
A11225 1.45 
A12002 1.45 
A12017 0.80 
A12402 1.95 
A12411 1.20 
A12412 1.55 

LF13741 0.33 
N76660N 0.80 

1611P 
1612P 
1613P 
1620P 
1621P 
1623P 
624C 
1625P 
1626P 
1630P 
1640P 
1641P 
A2002 

LN2242A 
LN2283B 

3080E 
3089E 
090A0 

3123E 
3130E 
3130T 
3140E 
3189E 

A3240 
C3357P 

3900N 
3909N 
3914N 
3915N 
4400 

412 
4413 
4417 
4420B 
A4420 

23 
24 
31 
32 

FREQ. DISPLA 
AND SYNTH. 
DEVICES 
SAA1056 3.75 
SAA1058 3.35 
SAA1059 3.35 
11C90DC 14.00 
LN1232 19.00 
LN1242 19.00 
MSL2318 3.84 
MSM5523 11.30 
MSM5524 11.30 
MSM5525 7.85 
MSM5526 7.85 
MSM5527 9.75 
MSM55271 9.75 
MSL2312 3.94 
SP8629 3.85 
SP8647 6.00 
95H90PC 7.80 
HD10551 2.45 
H044015 4.45 
HD12009 6.00 
HD44752 8.00 
MC145151 12.45 
MC145156 8.75 

MISC 
ICM7106CP 9.55 
ICM7107CP 9.55 
ICM7216BP 19.50 
ICM7555 0.94 

CRYSTALS 

4000 r. 8 1.81 
4001 0.18 4069 
4002 0.24 4070 
4007 0.30 4071 
4008 0.80 4072 
4008AE 0.80 4073 
4009 0.58 4075 
4010 0.58 4076 
4011 AE 0.24 4077 
40116 0.24 4078 
4012 0.55 4082 
4013 0.55 4093 
4015 0.95 4175 
4016 0.52 4503 
4017 0.80 4506 
4019 0.60 4510 
4020 0.98 4511 
4021 0.82 4512 
4022 0.96 4514 
4023 0.25 4518 
4024 0.76 4520 
4025 0.25 4521 
4026 1.80 4522 
4028 0.79 4529 
4029 1.04 4539 
4030 D.59 4549 
4035 1.20 4554 
4040 0.98 4560 
4042 0.85 4566 
4043 0.85 4568 
4043AE 0.93 4569 
4044 0.94 4572 
4046 1.30 4585 
4047 0.99 
4049 0.52 
4050 0.55 
4051 0.78 
4052 0.79 
4053 0.78 
4060 1.54 
4063 1.18 
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CRYSTALS 
2.768kHz 

100kHz 
455kHz 
1.000MHz 
3.2768 
4.000 
4.1934 
4.096 
4.032 
4.433619 
4.800 
5.000 
6.5536 
7.000 
7.68 
&000 
9.000 
10.000 
10.240 

2.70 
3.85 
5.00 
2.95 
2.70 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 

r. 
0.25 
0.30 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.25 
0.90 
0.35 
0.30 
0.28 
0.86 
1.15 
1.15 
0.68 
0.99 
1.49 
0.98 
2.55 
1.03 
1.09 
2.36 
1.49 
1.61 
1.28 
3.50 
1.73 
2.18 
1.59 
2.18 
3.03 
0.30 
1.00 

e 

10.245 
10.6985 
10.700 
10.7015 
11.00 
11.115 
11.520 
8.9985 
9.0015 
21.000 

2.00 
2.50 

.00 

.50 

.00 
2.00 

.00 

.00 

.00 
2.00 

25.000 2.00 
26.000 2.00 
1&000 2.50 

XTAL FILTERS 
10M4B1; 10.7Mhz, 15Khz BW 
8 pole. 14.50 
10M22D; 10.7Mhz, 2.4Khz BW, 
SSB, 8 pole. 17.20 

L ' 
7400 0.13 
7401 0.13 
7402 0.14 
7403 0.14 
7404 0.14 
7405 0.18 
7406 0.36 
7407 0.38 
7408 0.19 
7409 0.21 
7410 0.18 
7411 0.26 
7412 0.27 
7413 0.32 
7414 0.51 
7415 
7416 0.30 
7417 0.30 
7420 0.19 
7421 0.38 
7423 0.27 
7425 0.27 
7427 0.32 
7428 0.35 
7430 0.17 
7432 0.32 
7437 0.40 
7438 0.33 
7440 0.20 
7441 0.74 
7442 0.70 
7443 1.15 
7444 1.12 
7445 1.05 
7446 1.32 
7447 
7448 0.56 
7449 
7451 0.20 
7453 0.20 

0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.24 
0.26 

0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.32 

0.40 

0.24 
0.24 

0.35 
0.35 
0.26 
0.28 

0.35 
0.28 

0.99 

0.89 
0.99 
0.89 
0.25 

RADIO CONTROL 
RC XTALS 
AM TX/RX 
FM RX: 
3rd of/30pF 
HC25U 1.65 
FMTX: Fund 
20pF HC25U 
'r5 freq 1.85 
PAIRS...AM 3.10 
PAIRS...FM 3.25 
CHANNELLING: 
27MHz. 5OkHz 
35MHz: 20kHz 

ABIT international 

L 'N' 'LSN' TTL 
7454 0.20 0.30 74128 
7455 0.30 74132 
7460 0.20 74136 
7463 1.24 74138 
7470 0.40 74141 
7472 0.30 74142 
7473 0.35 0.45 74143 
7474 0.35 0.35 74144 
7475 0.56 74145 
7476 0.41 0.45 74147 
7478 0.50 74148 
7480 0.52 74150 
7481 1.20 74151 
7482 0.75 74153 
7485 1.04 0.99 74154 
7486 0.40 74155 
7489 2.05 74156 
7490 0.42 0.90 74157 
7491 0.85 1.25 74158 
7492 0.50 0.78 74159 
7493 0.57 0.99 74160 
7494 0.85 74161 
7495 0.70 1.15 74162 
7496 0.58 1.20 74163 
7497 1.85 74164 
74107 0.45 74165 
74109 0.63 74167 
74110 0.54 74169 
74111 0.68 74170 
74112 0.41 74174 
74113 0.75 74175 
74114 0.40 74176 
74118 0.85 74177 
74120 1.15 74181 
74121 0.48 74183 
74122 0.46 74184 
74123 0.73 74185 
74124 1.80 74190 
74125 0.55 0.46 74192 
74126 0.57 0.46 74193 

'N' 'LSN' TTL 'N' 'LSN' 
0.74 74194 1.05 
0.73 0.78 74196 1.34 1.20 

0.40 74197 1.10 
0.72 74198 1.60 

0.75 74199 1.60 
2.65 74247 0.93 
3.12 74257 1.08 
3.12 74260 0.89 

0.97 74279 0.88 
1.75 74283 1.20 
1.09 1.19 74293 1.32 
0.99 74365 0.66 
0.55 0.90 74366 0.65 
0.70 0.85 74367 0.64 
1.30 74368 0.92 
0.75 1.10 74374 1.80 
0.80 74377 1.99 
0.78 0.70 74379 2.15 

0.71 74393 1.40 
2.10 
0.99 
0.99 

0.99 
1.20 
1.20 
2.50 

1.30 
0.98 
1.30 
0.95 
1.30 
1.45 

2.10 
2.30 2.88 
1.05 1.20 
0.87 1.10 
0.80 
0.84 
2.80 3.50 

2.98 
1.35 
1.34 
0.92 
1.20 
1.42 

1.80 
1.80 

VOLTAGE REGS. 
78 series 
79 series 
78M series 
78L series 
79L05 
78MGT2C 
79MGT2C 
723CN 
L200 
TDA1412 
NE5553N 
LM317MP 
LM337MP 

0.95 
1.00 
0.65 
0.35 
0.85 
1.75 
1.75 
0.65 
1.95 
0.75 
1.25 
1.48 
1.48 

MICROMARKET 
8080A/2 7.50 
8212 2.30 
8214 3.50 
8216 1.95 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT - CURRENTLY AT 15'%. 

POSTAGE 50p ORDERS UNDER f12 - FREE OVER £12 

8224 
8251 
8255 
6800P 
6810 
6820 
6850 
6852 
MC2708 
2114 
4027 
2102 
2112 
2513 
HM4716 
81LS97 

3.50 
6.25 
5.40 
7.50 
5.95 
7.45 
4.90 
4.85 
6.00 
6.50 
5.78 
1.70 
3.40 
7.54 
4.00 
1.25 

Terms and condition of sale: CWO please, MA available 
for sch000ls, colleges industrial users etc. Please ask for 
details. ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD may be used for mail 
or phone orders (Mastercharge/Visa overseas). Please add 
enough for overseas airpost (inc catalgues pse) since the 
airmail rates have been dramatically increased in January. 
This listing gives a brief insight into the wide range of active and 
passive components available from AMBIT. Our full catalogues & 
pricelist include the LARGEST STOCK RANGES OF COILS, 
CHOKES, CERAMIC/MECHANICAL/CRYSTAL FILTERS, all 
types of radio modules for AM/FM/SSB - plus the most sophist- 
icated DIY FM tuner parts in the world. £1.85 lint) will get you 
full sat of catalogua Ipts. 2,3 & 41 or 76p per individual section. 

LEDS LEDS 

FLAT TOP LEDS: 
SHAPES 
SQUARE 3x3mm 
RECT. 2.505mm 
TRIA. 2.5x5mm 
TRIA. 3x3mm 
TRIA. 505mm 
ROUND 3mm 
ROUND 5mm 

PRICED BY 
COLOUR: 
Red 17p 
Green 20p 
Yellow 20p 
Orange 26p 

TRANSISTORS 

STD DOMED TYPES 
5mm RED 12p 
3mm RED dr 15p 
3mm RED 15p 
2.505 RED 17p 
5mm GRN 15p 
3mm GRN clr 16p 
3mm GRN 16p 
2.505 GRN 20p 
5mm YL 15p 
3mm YL dr 16p 
3mm YL 18p 
2.505 YL 20p 
5mm ORA 20p 
5mm ORA dr 29p 
3mm ORA 19p 
2.505 ORA 24p 
5mm Infra Rd 56p 
BPW41 IF Det 1.51 
IF Opto Cplr 1.44 
5mm Clip 5p 

TRANSISTORS 
BF256 
2SK55 
2SK168 
J310 
J176 
40823 
40673 
3SK45 
3SK51 
3SK60 
3SK88 
MEM680 
6E961 

38p 
28p 
35p 
69p 
65p 
65p 

3SK51 
49p 
54p 
58p 

1.24 

BC237 
BC238 
BC239 
BC307 
BC308 
BC309 
BC413 
BC414 
BC415 
BC416 
BC546 
BC556 
BC550 
BC560 
BC639 
BC640 
2SC1775 
2SA872A 
2SD666A 
2S8646A 
2SD668A 
2SB648A 
250760 
256720 
2SC2547 
2SA1085 

8p 
8p 
813 
8p 
8p 
Bp 

10p 
11p 
10p 
11p 
12p 
12p 
12p 
12p 
22p 
22p 
18p 
14p 
30p 
30p 
40p 
40p 
45p 
45p 
19p 
20p 

8E194 
8E195 
8E224 
8E241 
8E274 
8E440 
8E441 
8E362 
13E395 
6E479 
BF679S 
BFR91 
BFW92 
BFT95 
BFY90 
40238 
258753 
25B723 
2SK134 
2SJ49 
2SK135 
25J50 
2SK227 
2SJ83 
VN66AF 
2N3868 

tap 
18p 
22p 
18p 
18p 
21p 
21p 
49p 
18p 
G6p 
55p 

1.33 
60p 
99p 
90p 
85p 

2.34 
2.34 
3.10 
3.10 
4.25 
4.25 
3.55 
3.55 

95p 
85 

TELEPHONE (STD 0277) 230909 TELEX 995194 AMBIT G POSTCODE CM144SG 

Road, Brentwood, Essen 

Con erchip. 
Be it a career, hobby or interest, like it or not the Silicon Chip 

will revolutionise every human activity over the next ten years. 
Knowledge of its operation and its use is vital. Knowledge you 

can attain, through us, in simple, easy to understand stages. 
Learn the technology of the future today in your own home. 

MASTER ELECTRONICS 
LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY 

BY SEEING AND DOING 

Building an oscilloscope. Recognition of components. 
Understanding circuit diagrams. Handling all types Solid State 'Chips'. 
Carry out over 40 experiments on basic circuits and on digital electronics. 
Testing and servicing of Radio, T.V., Hi-Fi and all types of modern 
computerised equipment. 

MASTER COMPUTERS 
LEARN HOW TO REALLY UNDERSTAND COMPUTERS, HOW 

THEY WORK - THEIR 'LANGUAGE' AND HOW TO DO PROGRAMS. 

Complete Home Study library. Special educational Mini - 
Computer supplied ready for use. Self Test program exercise. r- 
Services of skilled tutor available. 

MASTER THE REST 
Radio Amateurs Licence. Logic/Digital techniques. 
Examination courses (City & Guilds etc.) in electronics. 
Semi -conductor technology. 
Kits for Signal Generators - Digital Meters etc. 

Please send your FREE brochure 
Fwithout obligation to - REC/5/613 R Name 

EAddress 

E 
BLOCK CAPS PLEASE 

I am interested in 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

OTHER SUBJECTS 
loimse state your interest/ 

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL 
4 CLEVELAND ROAD, JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS. 

L_ J 
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imazTHE MODERN BOOK CO 

WORLD RADIO T.V. HANDBOOK 1981 EDITION £10.50p 
REPAIRING POCKET TRANSISTOR 
RADIOS 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £2.55 
TEST GEAR PROJECTS 
by T. Dixon Price £4.50 
ELECTRONICS - BUILD & LEARN 
by R. A. Penfold Price £3.20 
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS FOR THE HOME 
CONSTRUCTOR 
by I. R. Sinclair Price£3.00 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £3.50 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO 
by G. J. King Price £3.56 
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS IN THE 
WORKSHOP 
by R. A. Penfold Price £2.75 
110 ELECTRONIC ALARM PROJECTS 
FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR 
by R. M. Marston Price £4.35 
UNDERSTANDING MICROPROCESSORS 
by Texas Ins Price £4.00 
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL 
by R. J. Eckersley Price £4.70 

THE OSCILLOSCOPE IN USE 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £3.50 
PROJECTS FOR THE CAR & GARAGE 
by G. Bishop Price £4.00 
SIMPLE CIRCUIT BUILDING 
by P.C. Graham Price £2.75 
UNDERSTANDING HI FI SPECIFICATIONS 
by John Earl Price £3.40 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO DIGITAL 
ELECTRONICS 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £3.50 
ELECTRONICS POCKET BOOK 
by P. J. McGoldrick Price £5.00 
PROJECTS IN RADIO & ELECTRONICS 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £2.50 
UNDERSTANDING CALCULATOR MATH 
by Texas Ins. Price £4.00 
UNDERSTANDING SOLID STATE 
ELECTRONICS 
by Texas Ins Price £4.00 
AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES 
by P. Hawker Price: £3.70 
COST EFFECTIVE PROJECTS AROUND 
THE HOME 
by J. Watson Price 4.50 

AUDIO CIRCUITS & PROJECTS 
by G. Bishop Price f5.35 

PRINTED CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY 
by M. J. Hughes Price: f2.75 

MICROPHONES IN ACTION 
by V. Capel Price £5.00 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COLOUR 
TELEVISION 
by G. J. King Price £3.50 

HOW TO BUILD ELECTRONIC KITS 
by V. Capel Price £2.50 

ELECTRONIC GAME PROJECTS 
by F. G. Rayer Price £2.75 

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL 
ELECTRONICS 
by Texas Ins. Price £4.00 

HOW TO BUILD SPEAKER ENCLOSURES 
by A. Badmaieff Price £3.50 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO HAM RADIO 
by L. Buckwalter Price £3.50 

We have the Finest Selection of English and American Radio Books in the Country 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE 

19-21 PRAED STREET (Dept RC) LONDON W2 1NP 
Telephone: 01-402 9176 

RX 80 Midi - A DIY SOLID -STATE-OF-THE-ART MODULAR 
DUAL CONVERSION RECEIVER SYSTEM FOR THE ENTHUSIAST 

DESCRIBED 

CURRENT OPTIONS INCLUDE 

IN JAN/FEB/MAR 81 RADCOM BY TONY BAILEY.O3WPO : REPRINTS £1 inc 

* LOW DRIFT VARICAP TUNING (READILY ADAPTABLE FOR 
SYNTHESISED/ HUFF&PUFF STABILIZATION) 

* DUAL CONVERSION BASED ON A 3-4 MHz SSB IF, WITH 
MECHANICAL IF FILTER, AUDIO DERIVED AGC, BALANCED 
MIXER, WITH ON -BOARD AF AMP AND VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

* CAPACITY FOR UP TO 12HF/VHF/UHF 1 MHz WIDE CRYSTAL 
CONTROLLED CONVERTERS WITH TRACKED RF TUNING 

* EACH CONVERTER SELF CONTAINED - SO MORE CAN BE USED 
EXTERNALLY IF REQUIRED. RF PATHS ARE DC SWITCHED AT 
LOW IMPEDANCE 

* LCD DFM with built in IF offset, interface PCB 123.75 
* HUFF/PUFF vfo stabilizer ..£9.60 
* NBFM adapter inc 8kHz multielement ceramic IF filter ..£9.95 
* Constant Z PIN diode attenuator ..£4.95 
* 12v low RF noise mains PSU ..£7.95 

BqeehArm 

AMBIT internationa 

PRICES 
RX 80 Mk II tuneable 3-4MHz SSB receiver/IF with MFL series 
2.4kHz mechanical SSB IF filter 
A/A but with low cost 4kHz CFM2 series filter 
HF Converters, including crystal for the following bands: 
1-2MHz, 7-8MHz, 10-11MHz, 14-15MHz, 18-19MHz, 21-22MHz 
24-25MHz, 28-29MHz, 29-30MHz 
Hardware: Case, meters, pots, knobs (exc. DFM) 
Complete RX 80, 6 converters, switches, case, PSU 

..£42.66 

..£32.42 

..£9.10 ea 

..£25.00 

..£132.50 

PLANNED 
ADDITIONS 
TO THE 
SYSTEM 

3-4MHz IF frequency synthesiser 
'UP Conversion' front end system 
AM IF adapter Noise blanker 
VHF/UHF converters with helical filters 

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT (15%). Postage 50p on orders under £12. Free postage on orders over £12, except please note 
any order including HARDWARE should be accompanied with a £2 carriage charge . General price lists are available FOC 
with an SAE - full AMBIT catalogues including a multitude of radio parts/components £1.80 a set - or 70p per section. 

TELEPHONE (STD 0277) 230909 TELEX 995194 AMBIT G POSTCODE CM144S 

200 North Seruite Rood, Brentwood, Esse 
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0 (FE'l') Field 
ffect Transis tt 

28 Tested Transistor 
Projects 

Fun & Games with 
Your Electronic 
Calculator 

IJ 

50 Projects 
Using IC CA3130 

50CMGSIC 
Projects 

DIRECT READER SERVICE 
RADIO 8( ELECTRONICS BOOKS 

18. 50 Projects Using IC CA3130 £1.25 47. Practical Electronic Calculations and Formulae £2.25 
19. 50 CMOS IC Projects £1.25 48. Radio Stations Guide £1.45 
20. A Practical Introduction to Digital IC's 95p 49. Electronic Security Devices £1.45 
22. Beginners Guide to Building Electronic Projects £1.25 50. How to. Build Your Own Solid State 
23. Essential Theory for the Electronics Hobbyist £1.25 Oscilloscope £1.50 

26. 52 Projects Using IC741 
28. Two Transistor Electronic Projects 

95p 
85p 

51. 
52. 
53. 

50 Circuits Using 7400 Series IC's 
Second Book of CMOS IC Projects 
Practical Construction of Pre -Amps, Tone 

£1.45 
£1.50 

29. How to Build Your Own Metal and Treasure Controls, Fitters & Attenuators £1.45 Locators £1.00 54. Beginners Guide to Digital Techniques 95p 
30. Electronic Calculator Users Handbook 95p 55. 28 Tested Transistor Projects £1.25 
31. Practical Repair and Renovation of Colour TVs £1.25 56. Digital IC Equivalents 

Handbook IC and Pin Connections £2.50 
Amplifier Construction £1.25 57. Linear IC Equivalents 

33. 50 Circuits Using Germanium, Silicon and Zener and Pin Connections £2.75 
Diodes 75p 58. Electronic Household Projects £1.75 

34. 50 Projects Using Relays, SCR's and TRIACS £1.25 59. Microprocessor Primer £1.75 
35. Fun and Games with your Electronic Calculator 75p 60. Remote control projects £1.95 
36. 50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects £1.25 61. Electronic Music Projects £1.75 
37. 50 Simple L.E.D. Circuits 75p 62. Electronic Test Equipment Construction £1.75 
38. How to Make Walkie-Talkies £1.25 63. Power Supply Projects £1.75 
39. IC 555 Projects £1.75 64. Elements of Electronics Book 4 £2.95 
40. Projects in Opto -Electronics £1.25 65. Practical Computer Experiments £1.75 
41. Radio Circuits Using IC's £1.35 66. Radio Control for Beginners £1.75 
42. Mobile Discotheque Handbook £1.35 67. Popular Electronic Circuits Book 1 £1.95 
43. Electronic Projects for Beginners £1.35 68. Electronics synthesiser Projects £1.75 
44. Popular Electronic Projects £1.45 69. VMOS Projects £1.95 
45. IC LM3900 Projects £1.35 70. Digital I.C. Projects £1.95 
46. Electronic Music and Creative Tape Recording £1.25 71. International Transistor Equivalents Guide £2.95. 

POSTAGE 30p PER BOOK, and 15p THEREAFTER FOR EACH BOOK ORDERED 

To: Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London W9 1SN 

Please send me within 21 days copy/copies 
Book Nos 

I enclose Postal Order/Cheque for £ 

Name 

Address 

(Block Letters Please) 

(We regret this offer is only available to readers in the U.K.) 
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MOTORS 
1.5-6VDC Model Motors 
22p. Sub. Min. 'Big Inch' 
115VAC 3rpm Motors 
32p. 6 volt standard 
cassette motors new 
£1.20. 8 track 12V 
Replacement Motors 55p. 
Ex. Equip. BSR record 
player motors, C129, 
C197 type, £1.20. 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
LM340 80p. BY103 10p. 
2N5062 100V 800mA SCR 
18p. BX504 Opto Isolator 
25p. CA3130 95p. 
MC4741CP 50p. 741 22p. 
741S 35p. 723 35p. NE555 
24p. 2N3773 £1.70. NE556 
50p. ZN414 75p. BD238 
28p. BD438 28p. CB4069 
15p. 4" Red Led Displays, 
c.c. or c.a. 95p. TIL209 Red 
Leds 10 for 75p. Man3A 
3mm Led Displays 40p. 
BY223 20p. 

PROJECT BOXES 
Sturdy ABS black plastic 
boxes with brass inserts 
and lid. 75 x 56 x 35mm 
65p. 95 x 71 x 35mm 75p. 
115 x 95 x 37mm 85p. 

MOTOROLA PIEZO 
CERAMIC TWEETERS 
No crossover required 

2.5" Direct Radiating 
Tweeter, maximum rating 
25 volts R.M.S. 100 watts 
across 8 ohms. Freq. range 
3.8kHz-28kHz, £3.65 

TOOL SALE 
Small side cutters 5" in- 
sulated handles £1. Radio - 
pliers, snipe nosed in- 
sulated handles £1. Heavy. 
duty pliers insulated 
handles £1.10. Draper side 
cutters spring loaded £1. 

HANDY BENCH VICE 
1" Jaw opening, £2.95. 

Hand drill, double pinion 
with machine cut gears,, 
'I,o", only £2.75p plus 50p 
p&p. 

MORSE KEYS 
Beginners practice key 
£1.05. All metal full adjust- 
able type. £2.60 

MINIATURE LEVEL 
METERS 

1 Centre Zero 17 x 17mm 
75p. 2 (scaled 0-10) 28 x 
25mm 75p. 3 Grundig 40 x 
27mm £1.25. 

JVC NIVICO STEREO 
CASSETTE MECHANISM. 
Music centre type. Rev. 
counter, remote operation 
£13.50 and £1.00 p&p. 

JUMPER TEST LEAD 
SETS 

10 pairs of leads with 
various coloured croc clips 
each end (20 clips) 90p per 
set. 

TRANSFORMERS 
All 240VAC Primary (post- 
age per transformer is 
shown after price). 
MINIATURE RANGE: 6-0- 
6V 100mA, 9 volts 100mA, 
12-0-12V 50mA all 79p 

each (15p). 0-6, 0-6V, 
280mA £1.20 (20p). 6V 
500mA £1.20 (15p). 12V 2 

amp £2.75 (45p). 30-0- 
30V 1 amp £2.85 (54p). 
20-0-20V 2 amp £3.65 
(54p. 0-12-15-20-24-30V 
2 amp £4.75 (54p). 24 volt 
2 Amp £2.45 (54p). 

TRIAL/XENON PULSE 
TRANSFORMERS 

1:1 (gpo style) 30p. 1:1 plus 
1 sub. min. pcb mounting 
type 60p each. 

MICROPHONES 
Min. tie pin. Omni, uses 
deaf aid battery (supplied), 
£4.95, ECM105 low cost 
condenser, Omni, 600 
ohms, on/off switch, stan- 
dard jack plug, £2.95. 
EM507 Condenser, uni, 600 
ohms, 30-18kHz., highly 
polished metal body £7.92. 
F.M. WIRELESS MIC- 
ROPHONE, 88-108 MHz, 
Electret type £10.25. 
EM506 dual impedance 
condenser microphone 
600 ohms or 50K, heavy 
chromed copper body,' 
£12.95. CASSETTE 
replacement microphone 
with 2.5/3.5 plugs £1.35. 
GRUNDIG electric inserts 
with FET pre amp, 3-6VDC 
operation £1.00. 

LIGHT DIMMER 
240VAC 800 watts max. 
wall mounting, has built in 
photo cell for automatic 
swich on when dark £4.50 

RIBBON CABLE 
8 way single strand 
miniature 22p per metre. 

SPECIAL OFFER TAPE 
HEAD DEMAGNETIZER 

240VAC with curved probe 
suitable for reel to reel or 
cassette machines, £1.95. 

STEREO FM/GRAM TUNER 
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS, VHF 
and AM. Bass, treble and 
volume controls, Gram. 8 - 
track inputs, headphone 
output jack, 3 watts per 
channel with power supply. 
£14.95 and £1.20 p&p 

MULTIMETER 
BARGAINS 

Pocket Multimeter, 1,000 
opv sensitivity. Ranges 
1KV AC/DC Volts, 150ma 
DC current, resistance 0- 
2.5K, 0-100K, £4.50 

20,000 opv., 1,000 volts 
AC/DC, DC current to 
500ma, 5 ranges, resist- 
ance 4 ranges to 6 meg. 
Mirror scale, carrying 
handle, £975. 

40kHz Transducers. Rec/ 
Sender £3.50 pair. 

TELEPHONE PICK UP 
COIL 

Sucker type with lead and 
3.5mm plug 62p. 

500v electronic megger, push 
button operation. Ranges: - 
LO ohm Range 0 - 1000 (MW 
scale 5010 - 100M0 Mid scale 
5MH01 £46.75p 

Stabilized power sup- 
plies, 240V A.C. input out- 
put 13.8 volts at 3/5 amps 
D.C. £14.75p 

TERMS: 
Cash with order (Official 
Orders welcomed from 
colleges etc). 30p postage 
please unless otherwise 
shown. VAT inclusive. 
S.A.E. for illustrated lists 

MULTI -TESTER 

KRT5001 50k/v range doubler 
multimeter, 0-1kv (125mv LO 
range) 0- 1kv AC. 0 - 10amp 
DC. 0 - 20M0 res. (LO ohm 0 - 2k range) 170 x 124 x 50mm 
(15.50. 

YN360TR MULTIMETER 

YN360 M/Meter. 20,000 ohms 
per volt. IKV AC/DC volts, 
250ma dc current, 4 resistance 
ranges to 20meg, also has built 
in transistor tester with leakage 
and gain ranges. £12.50 

CRIMPING TOOL 

Combination type for crimping 
red blue and yellow termina- 
tions also incorporates a wire 
stripper 16 gauges) and wire 
cutter, with insultated handles 
only £2.30. 

SWITCHED TYPE PLUGS into 
13 amp socket, 3-6-9 volts DC' 
out at 300mA, £2.95. STAB- 
LISED SUPPLY, 3-6-7.5-9 volts 
DC out at 400mA max., with 
on/off switch, polarity revers- 
ing switch and voltage selector' 
switch, fully regulated to sup- 
ply exact voltage from no load 

.to max. current £4.95. 

AMPHENOL 
CONNECTORS 

(PL259) PLUGS 47p. Chassis 
sockets 42p. Elbows PL259/ 
SO239 90p. Double in line male 
connector (2XPL259) 65p. Plug 
reducers 13p. PL259 Dummy 
load, 52 ohms 1 watt with 
indicator bulb 95p. 

BUZZERS 

MINIATURE SOLID STATE 
BUZZERS, 33 x 17 x 15mm 
white plastic case, output at 
three feet 70db (approxl, low 
consumption only 15mA, volt- 
age operating 4-15VDC, 75p 
each. LOUD 12VDC BUZZER, 
with, metal case. 50mm 
diam. x 30mm high 63p. Carters 
12 volt Minimite Alarm sirens 
£7.65p. 12VDC siren, all metal 
rotary type, high pitched wail, 
fó.25. 

TOOLS 
SOLDER SUCKER, plunger 
type, high suction, teflon 
nozzle, £4.99 (spare nozzles 
69p each). 
All Antex irons still at pre 
increase prices, order now 
as new stock will be going 
up next month. 
Antex Model C 15 watt 
soldering irons, 240VAC 
£3.95 
Antex Model CX 17 watt 
soldering irons, 240VAC 
£3.95 
Antex Model X25 25 watt 
soldering irons, 240VAC 
£3.95 
ANTEX ST3 iron stands, 
suits all above models 
£1.65 
Antex heat shunts 12p 
each. 
Servisol Solder Mop 50p 
each. 
Neon Tester Screwdrivers 
8" long 59p each. 
Miyarna IC test clips 16 pin 
£1.95 

SWITCHES 
Sub. miniature toggles: 
SPST (8 x 5 x 7mm) 42p. 
DPDT (8 x 7 x 7mm) 55p. 
DPDT centre off 12 x 11 x 
9mm 77p. PUSH 
SWITCHES, 16mm x 6mm, 
red top, push to make 14p 
each, push to break version 
(black top) 16p each. 

TEI Mobile SWR metre, 
with field strength, PL259 
connection, £8.35. 

RES. SUB BOX 

Resistance Substitution 
Box. Swivelling disc 
provides close tolerance 
resistors of 36 values from 
5 ohms to 1 meg. £3.95. 

Signa Generator. Ranges 
250Hz-100MHz in 6 Bands, 
100MHz-300MHz (har- 
monics) internal modulator 
at 100Hz. R.F., output Max. 
0.1vRMS. All transistorised 
unit with calibrating 
device. 220-240VAC opera- 
tion, £48.95. 

TAPE HEADS 
Mono cassette £1.75. 
Stereo cassette £3.90. 
Standard 8 track stereo 
£1.95 BSR MN1330 track 
50p. BSR SRP90 i track 
£1.95. TD10 tape head 
assembly - 2 heads both 1 

track R/P with built in 
erase, mounted on bracket 
£1.20 

PROGRESSIVE 
RADIO 

31 CHEAPSIDE, LIVERPOOL 2. 
ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED BY RETURN POST 
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TRANSISTORS 
AC12230v.2w 12p 
AC12630v.2w 16p 
AC12836v1wt Op 

AC17632v.7w 11p 
AC17920v1.1w 40p 
AC18825v1w 10p 
ACY2040v.3w 30p 
ACY2140v.3w 20p 
ACY28 22p 
AD16120v6wt 40p 
AD162 20v 6wt 40p 
AD16425v6w 40p 
AD16525v6w 40p 
AF119 35p 
AF124 27p 
AF126 27p 
AF127 27p 
AF13922v.1w 23p 
AF178 35p 
AF180 35p 
AF181 33p 
AF23920v.1w 35p 
ALZ1050v.5w 37p 
ASY60 35p 
ASY63 4p 
ASY73 35p 

Z20 160v 30w 
4p 

£1.43 
AU113 250v 30w 

£1.031 
BC107A/B 7p 
8C108/A/B/C 7p 
BC109/B 30v .3w 7p 
BC109C 30v.Jw 7 
BC12550v.3w 4p 
BC1258 60v .3w 4p 
BC129A/B 50v .2w 

7p 
BC130A/C 25v .2w 

7p 
BC131C 25v .2w 7p 
BC13940v.7w 11p 
BC14040v.7w 15p 
BC14160v.7w 11p 
BC14360v.8w 11p 
BC147/A/B/C 5ip 
BC148/A/B/C 5ip 
13C149/A/B/C/S Sip 
BC15440v.2w 7p 
BC157/A 50v .4w Sip 
BC158/A/B 51p 
BC159/B/C 5ip 
BC160/10 40v 3.2w 

12p 
BC168B20v.3w 7ip 
BC1718 4p 
BC172 Sip 
BC172c lip 
8C173 4p 
BC177A 45v .4w 

10ip 
BC178A/B/C loip 
BC179B20v.3w 14p 
BC182/AL 50v .3w5p 
BC182L50v.3w 3p 
BC183A/AL/L/LC 3p 
BC184 5p 
BC186 21p 
BC187 8p 
BC196A 30v 50mw 
100 for £3.65p 
BC197A 50v 50mw 

4p 
BC1988 30v 50mw 

100 for £3.65p 
BC1996 30v 50mw 

100 for £3.65p 
BC20450v.3w 11p 
BC212B50v.3w 5p 
BC213L45v.3w 5p 
BC213LA45v.3w 3p 
BC213LB 45v 3w 4p 
BC214B45v.3w 5p 
BC214L45v.3w 3ip 
8C237A 45v .3w 71P 
BC2378 50v .3w lip 
BC23820v.3w 5p 
BC238B/C 7ip 
BC239C 20v .3w lip 
BC251 3p 
BC2578 lip 
BC258B/C lip 
BC259C lip 
BC302 15p 
BC304 15p 
BC30745v.3w 7p 
BC308B/C 25v .3w 

7ip 
BC3098 20v .3w lip 
BC32745v.7w 5p 
BC32825v.7w 6p 
BC33745v.7w 6p 
BC33825v.7w 5p 
BC382L lip 
BC3848 7ip 
BC54680v.6w 5p 
8C547/A/B 45v 5p 
BC548/A/B/C 5p 
BC549C30v.5w 5p 
BC55680v.5w 5p 
BCC557/B 5p 
BC558A 30v .5w 5p 
BC55930v.5w 5p 
BC612L 4p 
BCX32 lop 
BCX33 60v .75w 10p 
BCX34 10p 
BCX3660v1.5w 10p 

BCY11 28p BFY75 15p 
BCY3164v.6w 59p BFY9030v.2w 59p 
BCY56 10p BLY10 23p 
BCY7050v.35w 9p BR101 \ Frog. 20p 
BCY71 45v .35w 9p BRY39 J}- Uni- 29p 
BCY7225v.3w 9p BRY56 Junct 29p 
BCY79645v.3w 15p BSV6045v.8w 30p 
BCZ11 32p BSV64100v1w 36p 
BD113 57p BSV7940v.4w 50p 
BD115 35p BSV8040v.4w 50p 
EID(BRC)116 35p BSV81 Dep. Mos Fet 
BD131 45v 15w 15p 75p 
BD13245v15w 15P BSX1940v.4w 15p 
8013390v15w 28p BSX2040v.4w 7p 
B013545v13w 22p BSX21120v.3w 10p 
BD13645v13w 14p BSX78 8p 
BD13760v8w 28p BSY40 30p 
BD138 50v 8w 28p 
BD137/8 mich pr60p BSY95A20v.3w 10p 

BD/3980v12w 30p BU1051k5v10w 64p 
8014080v8w 26p BU105/04 78p 
BD142 35p BU2041k3v10w 75p BD756 SOp 

BU208 1k5v 12w £1.05 130182 70v 117w 44p 
8020145v60w 86p C1544PNP 4p 
BD20245v60w 64p C1601 NPN 4p 
BD203 60v 60w 86P D40C4 40v 8wt 
BD204 60v 60w 86p Darlington 22p 
BD232 500v 15w 34p D40D1 30v 7wt 22p 
BD233 45v 25w 20p D40D2 30v 7wt 15p 
BD235 60v 25w 35p D40D4 45v 7wt 22p 
BD238 80v 25w 25p D41 D2 30v 7wt 22p 

BD240 
BD239C 29P D43C860v13w1 30p 

30p D43CB60v13wt 13p 
80241 45v 40w 22P 045C2 40v. 30w 
B0242890v40w 30p 220HFE 50MHz 50p 
BD246 32p DS70 Darl. 10wt 22p 
BD253 44P GET102 46p 
BD375 35p GET111 45p 
B043745v36w 36p GET120 30p 

,13043645v 36w 28p M103G MOSFET 30p 
BD597 60v 55w 36p 

MA393 25p 
BD677 60v 40w 50P MD7000 £2.25 80678 Pwr. Danl. 

50p 
ME2 13p 60v 40w 
ME0412 14p 80X338 Pwr. Der.44p 

BDX42 60v. Dad. 36p ME0461 60v .3w 7111 

BDX77 80v 60w 50p ME6101 70v .36w lip 
8DY2060v117w 86p ME610260v.4w 71p 
BF11550v.2w 18p ME8003 20p 
BF137 11p MJ481 (BDY23) 25p 
BF16730v.15w 18p MJE371 40p 
BF17325v.2w 18p 

MJE2371 80p 
BF178 23p MJE2901T (Higain 
BF179 23p 2955) 50p BF18030v.2w 12p 
BF18130v.2w Bp Mn15Russian 25p 
8F182 18p M.n41 Russian 25p 
BF183 18p MP8113 60v 3w 25p 
BF18420v.15w 18p MPF131 Dual 
BF18520v.15w 18p MOSFET 21p 
BF194A/B 5113 MPS 8513 60v 3w 31p 
BF195/C/D AM 519 
BF196 FM Sip MPU131 Frog. Uni J. 

BF197 20v VHF 5ip 15p 
BF19830v.3w 5ip MRF5021mproved 
BF20030v.2w 13p BFY90 50p 

BF224 4P 
MST 1027 80v 100w 

BF244C FET30v 71p 40p 
BF245 FET 6p MST1072 300v 100w 

BF256FET 8p 50p 

BF256L8/LC FET 6p 
0 

7 NPN 4p 
MST2013 PNP 4p BF257 160v 5w 20p MST2015 PNP TO18 

BF259 see 205058 4p 
BF262 29P MST2018 PNP 1018 
BF263 29p 4p 
BF274 Bp MST 2038 100v 100w 
BF32430v.3w 3ip 40p 
BF336 185v 3w 16p n 16A Russian 25p 
BF355300v3w 15p n42ARussian 25p 
BF394B 3p NKT49 23p 
BF45140v.3w 6p NKTA52 20p 
BF49420v.3w 10p NK1854 30p 
BF49520v.3w Sp NKT152 38p 
8F595c FM/AM/GP NKT153 24p 

9ip NKT154 26p 
BF615 27p NKT251 18p 
BF617 27p NKT775 16p 
BF035 15p NKTME2 13p 
BF037 16p NSD102 45v 10wt 
BFR34A 12v .2 £1 230 

NSD129 Plastic 10wt 
BFR38 68p 23p 
BFR86 1913 NSD131 250v 10wt 
BFS21 FET pair £3 30p 
BFS28DuaI:M/Fet 50p NSD134 300v 10wt 
BFT30 15p 30p 
BFT31 15p NSD151 30v 10wt 
BFT39 15p Darlington 22P 
BFT41 15P NSD457 160v 10wt 
BFT60 6P 23p 
BFT61 15P NSD U45 40v 10wt 
BFT70 15p Darlington 30p 
13F171 15P NSD U51 30v 10wt 
BFW10 FET 30v 46p Y2p 
BFW11 FET30v 46p 0C41 4p 
BFW3020v.25w 15p 0C42 21p 
BFW31 15P 0C43 55p 
BFW57 18p 0C44 4p 

0C4515v.1w 13p 
007130v.2w 4p 
007232v.2w 4p 
0076 15p 
OC77 46p 
008132v.6w 5p 
0084 30p 
0C200 41p 
00201 66p 
OC202 66p 
00603 50p 
00701 50p 
00222 23p 

BFW58 
BFX12 
BFX2960v.6w 
BFX3060v.6w 
BFX37 60v .4w 
BFX84 100v .8w 
BFX85100v.8w 
BFX8840v.6w 
BFX8930v.2w 
BFY39 
BTY50 35v 1wt 
BFY51 60v 1w 
BFY52 40v 1w 

18p 
23p 
ilp 
16p 
16p 
20p 
14p 
20p 
20p 
20p 
15p 
15p 
15p 

P77 Plastic 10wt 15p 203133 24p 
P346A 24p 2N3283 25p 
P7029 30P 2N3418 15p 

PXB103 25P 2N3442 160v 117w 
RCP701A/B/D 10wT 75p 

30p 2N3583 18p 
R1039 1200813I 54p 2N3645 3P 
R20088660v85wE1.18 20366330v.2w 6p 
R20100 £1.18 2N370240v.4w 4p 
R2306 100v 40w 26p 

2N3703 50v .3w 3p 
R2540 £1.10 

2N370450v.4w 4p S3017 2513 

66240 26p 20370730v.3w 4p 
2N371130v.3w Bp SFT357 26p 203714 80v150w 54p 

SL102 40p 2N3794 14p 
7E886 £1 
TIP29 40v 30w 22p 

203799 
T30v 25p 

TIP30 40v 30w 22p 20390460v.3w 71p 
2N390540v.3w lip TIP30C 100v 30w 

26p 
TIP31C 100v 40w 26p 

TIP32A60v40w 22p 
TIP32C 100v 40w26p 
TIP41 40v 65w 15p 
TIP42C 100v 65w 

33p 
TIP48300v40w 33p 
TIP 110 60v 50w Darl. 

30p 
TIPI 12 100v 50w 45 
TIP115 60v 50wt 

Darlington 30p 
TIP2955 100v 90w45p 
TIP3055 100v 90w34p 
TIS44 VHF switch 

gip 
TIS6oGY 3p 
TIS61 3p 
TIS73L FET 7P 

TIS91 6p 
TIS92GY 14p 
rIS98 3p 
TK24 20p 
V435 20p 
U14710 20p 
ZT403P 30p 

ZT1486 £1.10 
ZTX341 
2G103 

9p 

2G302 12p 
2G309 30p 
2G339A 20p 
2G371 18p 
2N388 71p 
2N456A 71p 
2N525 45v .3w 12p 
2N52745v.2w 12p 
2N597 16p 
2N598 16p 
20601 £1.50 
2N644 22e 
2N698120v.8w. 12p 
20699 120v .6w 12p 
20706/A 25v .3w 

10ip 
20708 40v 4w 9p 
2N71860v.4w 10p 
2N720A 120v .5w 

12p 
2N720120v.5w 12p 
2N73680v.5w 7ip 
20914 159 
20918 15v.2w 12p 
2N92945v.3w 16p 
2N93045v.3w 7p 
20984 28p 
20987 45p 
201091 16p 
201132 14p 
2N130225v.2w 16p 
2N130330v.2w 16p 
201395 25p 
201484 36p 
20148560v25w 36p 
2N1487 90p 
2N1490 £3 
2N1500 30p 
201507 18p 
20171175v.8w 13p 
201716 15p 
2N1724A 118wt RF 

180v £2.10 
2N1748 28p 
2N2192A 15P 
2N2221A 40v .5w 9p 
2N2222A 40v .5w 8p 
2N236940v.4w 10p 
202401 lip 
2N2412 27p 
202483 28p 
2N248460v.4w 10p 
202586 15p 
2N2614 4p 
2N2887 £2 
2N2894 11p 

2N2904 60v .6w 9p 
2N290560v.6w 15p 
20290660v.4w 9p 
202907/A 60v .4w 

9p 
2N2926Y 25v .2w 4p 

2N2926 Orange 
25v .2w 4p 

203020 140v .8w 25P 

2N3054 90v 30w 35p 
2N3055RCA 100v 

115wí 68p 

2N390640v.3w 8p 
2N4000 15p 
204026 15p 
204031 80v 1w 15o 

204039 MOSFET 
54p 

204062 30v .4w 4p 
2N4285 17p 
204403 40v .3w lip 
2N4891 30p 
2N4918 15p 
205058 300v.5w 11p 
205147 15p 
205293 80v 36w 30p 
205294 80v 36w 30p 
2N5295 60v 36w 30p 
205296 60v 36w 30p 
2N5297 80v 36w 36p 
2N5449 30v .3w 3p 

205484 37p 
2N5492 75v 50w 36p 

2N5915 (16068) 
450Mhz 6WT R.F. 12v 

£2.50 

206028 PUJT 6p 

206106 80v 40w 44p 
206109 60v 40w 44p 
2N611140v40w 36p 

33p 2N6124 24p 
.206178 100v 25w 

30p 
2N6180 100v 25wí 

30p 
2N618175v25w 30p 
206288 30v 40w 36p 
206290 60v 40w 30p 
206292 80v 40w 30p 
206385 80v 100wí 

Darlington 55p 

2N648640v75w 36p 
20648890v75w 36p 
25701 18p 

2SA12 42p 
2SA50 36p 
2SA80 36p 
2SA83 36p 
2SA141 36p 
2SA142 36p 
2SA234 50p 
2SA236 50p 
25A354 38p 
2SA360 34p 
2SA367 56p 
2SA518 38p 
2SA634 80p 
25675 25p 
25677 25p 
255135 25p 
2SB136 25p 
268156 60p 

2S8175 20p 

258176 20p 
256457 25p 
2SC1061 50v 25w 50p 
25023460v25w 50p 
2S0315D 80p 
353-3 40v 5wí 22p 
362-4 300v 6wí A/F 
Video Amp (BF459) 

868-01 Plast. 10w30P 
15p 

1034 Plast. 10wí 15p 
16120 IMPSU55/ 
80238) 19p 
40235 50p 
40250 p 
40250V1 (2N3054 

36 
Ht 

sink) 40p 
4031640v.50w 36p 
40372 (2N3054 * Ht. 
sink) 40p 
40349v2 160v iw 

30p 
40394 60v 1w 30p 
40633 NPN 40w 36p 
40911 (2N6261 + Ht. 
sink) 40P 

SUPPRESSION 
FILTERS 

0.1MFD + 1000 
250VAC 60p 

2MFD + i8í2 1W 
250VAC on 

mounting plate 
90p 

6amp through 
network 

250VAC 70p 
1MFD 150v DC 

or 

0.5MFD 150v DC 
Car Suppression 

30p 

SPRINGS 
Various packs 

minimum 
contents 10 

26p 

I.F. COILS 
Transistor radio 
miniature can 
colour coded 

Red, Blue, White, 
Black or Yellow. 

25p 

RESISTOR 
PACKS 

100 for 45p 
560f/ '/,wt 2% 
3K3 '/.wt 5% 
150K Wt 5% 

270K '/.wt 5% 
470K '/.wt 5% 

1M iwt 5% 
1MB iwt 5% 

2M2 '/awt 5% 
4711 '/wt 5% 

7" DIAM ROTRON 'FEATHER' FAN 
Lubricated for life 

Thermal protection 
110VAC 20Watt 12 in series for mains) 

£4.45 

AXIAL CHOKES 
Miniature Encapsulated 

1.58 H. 10µH. 100µH. 200µH. 750µH. 
1MH 15p each 

.22µH 16 FOR £2.50 
1 amp 5µH or 2amp 91..i.H 12p 
5 amp 24p. 4amp 330µH 25p 

R.F. pile wound 17p 

TRIACS 
Amp Volt 

0.1 40 7W84 
2.5 600 205757 
3.5 400 72710D 

4 400 T2716D/40730 
6 200 125005/41014 
8 400 T2850D 
8 500 BT137-500 

12 500 BT138-500 
25 100 BTX94-100 
25 200 TIC256 
25 1200 BTX94-1200 

4p 
44p 
58p 
74p 
54p 
72p 
72p 
90p 

£2.25 
£1.05 

£5 

HUGHES 
MICRO ELECTRONICS 400MW ZENER 

DIODES 200 IN CLEAR PLASTIC HINGED LID 

COMPONENT BOX £2.40 
3V, 3.6V, 3.9V, 4.3V, 4.7V, 11V, or 13V. 

END OF LINE STOCK ITEMS AND COMPUTER 
& AUDIO BOARDS/ASSEMBLIES WITH VARY- 
ING CONTENTS INCLUDE ZENER, GOLD 
BOND, SILICON, GERMANIUM, LOW AND 
HIGH POWER TRANSISTORS AND DIODES, HI 
STAB RESISTORS, CAPACITORS, ELECTROLY- 
TICS, TRIMPOTS, POT CORES, CHOKES, 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, ETC. 

3Ib for £2.80 7)b for £5.00 

MARKED FULL SPEC DIGITAL I.C.'s 
Branded - New 25 for £1 Mixed 

7 MILLION CARBON FILM RESISTORS 
PURCHASED 

/< - '/a - z - ; - 1 - 11 watt Iskra and 
Piher, mainly 5%, few 2%. Lucky Dip as 
the packs come (will not duplicate under 
20 packs) due to cartons packed tight and 
on top of each other to ceiling of 

warehouse. 
PACK OF 100 FOR 28p 
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OPTO 
ELECTRONICS 

Photo Diodes: 30F2, 
31 F2, 32F2, 33F2, BPX40, 
BPY10, BPY68, BPY69, 
BPY77, CQY17, CQY77, 
All types 38p 
Wire end neons 5p. 
Photo transistor: BPX43, 
BP103, 2N5777, Dar- 
lington 36p; LED's (Mul- 
lard Siemens) Red 5mm 
8p. 3mm 13p; Green 
5mm 13p, 3mm 13p; 
Yellow 5mm 13p, 3mm 
13p, micro LD481 8p 
PHOTO SILICON CON- 
TROLLED SWITCH BPX66 
PNPN 10 amp 36p. 
CA3062 Photo Detector 
and power amp. £1.05p 

7 SEGMENT L.E.D. 
DISPLAYS 
.3" Red com. anode 81p 
,6" Green C.A. £1.77 
5082-7650 Red corn. 
anode. 
5082-7653 Red com. cath 
5082-7600 Yellow corn. 
anode. 
H.P. Highbrilliance .43" 

72p 

HEWLIT PACKARD 
MULTIPLEXED 12" 7 

SEGMENT LED 
DISPLAYS 

3 Digit HP5082 7413 45p 
4 Digit HP 50827414 45p 
5 Digit HP 50827415 45p 
Infra red transmit diodes 
CQY11B or LD271 High 
power 1.6-2v or 3-3.5v 
Pulse 32p 
LD242 36p 
H15B Photon coupled 
isolator I.R. diode and 
NPN Photo -Darlington 
amp 26p 
CNY17/1 opto coupler 

70p 
Cold cathode tubes I.T.T. 
G517A or 5870L 60p 

SPECIAL OFFER 

1N4004 or IN4006 Sealed 
manufacturers carton of 

300. 
£6.85 

DIODES 
=AA11890v50ma 4p 
* AA119 30v 35mí 7p 

= AA133 100v 50ma 9p 
* AA144100v 5ma 4p 
* AAZ15 100v 250ma15p 

B1 11 
BA101 B varicap 10p 
BA116 20v 100ma 30p 
BA127 60v 100ma 3p 
BA128 50v 100ma 21p 
BA145 350v 10ma 24p 
BA148 350v 400ma 12p 
BA182 Varicap 6p 
BAX 13 50v 150ma 3p 
BAX14 40v 350ma 24p , 
BAX20 25v 115ma 3p 
BAX21 50v 120ma 3p 
BAX22 100v 120ma 3p 
BAX54 8p 
BAY36P 30v 3ma AP 
BAY44 50v 250ma 4p 
BAY68 25v 115ma 3p 
BAY72 100v 400ma 4p 
BB103Varicap 24p 
BB104Varicap 16p 
BB109Varicap 24p 
BB110B Varicap 24p 
BB113 3x Varicap 43p 
B8139varicap £1 
BR100 Diac. 15p 
BY206 300v 400ma 74P 
BY207 600v 400ma23p 
8Y402100viA 24p 
BY403200v4A 24p 
Centercell 3p 
CG651 9p 
CR HG/3 10p 
CSD117YLZ 40p 
CV7095 24p 
CV7098 24p 
03202Y Diac. 11p 
DC2845 Microwave 20p 
DOG53 11p 

*Germanium: rest silicon I 

FSY28A 40p 
.. HG1005 100v 45ma 3p 

HG101250v50ma 10p 
MPN3401 VHF switch30p 

* OA5 100v 115ma 25p 
0A7 25v 50ma 25p 

° °A10 25v 110ma 25p 
OA40 40v 50ma 4p 

' OA47 30v 150ma 7p 
OA51 50v 50ma 4p 

' 0A70 22v 50ma 10p 
' OA7540v50ma 11p 

0A7945v35ma 1 1 p 
0A81 115v 150ma 3113 
OAK) 30v 45ma 4p 
OA91 115v 150ma 6p 
0A95 115v 150ma 6p 
OA200 50v 250ma 2'sp 
IGP7 11p 
IGP10 11p 
IN63 100v 40ma 4p 
IN337 200v 200ma 4p 
IN447 40v 25ma 3p 
IN604 400v 300ma 4p 
IN66280v40ma 24P 
IN916 75v 300ma 2ip 
IN3062 75v 20ma 3p 
IN3063(BAV10) 6p 
IN3064 76v 10ma 24p 
IN4009 25v 75ma 24p 
IN4148 75v 200ma 14P 

IN4149 100v 200ma 3p 
IN4150 50v 200ma 24p 
IN4151 50v 200ma 24p 
IN4152 40v 200ma 3p 
IN4446 100v 200ma 24o 
IN4449 100v 200ma24P 
IN5154 25v 30ma 3p 
1N5456 15p 
IS922 150v 200ma 4p 
IS940 30v 50ma 3p 
5082 2900 RF Schotky 

Barrier 50p 

4AMP 

'0.6 
1 

1 

1 

14 

11} 

11 

11 
14 

24 

24 

24 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
33 

5 
Miniature Meter 

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
60VOLT BC30C350 23p 
1,600 BYX10 34p 
110 EC433 20p 
100V B400800 12p 
140 0SH01-200 25p 
400V M DA104 29p 
50V W005. 27p 
75V IBIBY234 114p 
150V IBIBY235 15p 
200V W02 Ex Equip 15p 
400V WO4 28p 
400V UE4R1 12p 
800V W08 27p 
1000 W10 36p 
100 I.R. 40p 
350V 9F2 53p 
500V 9E4 85p 
50 KBS005 30p 
100 KBS01 30p 
200 KBS02 30p 
400 KBSO4 30p 
600 KBS06 30p 
100 840C 3200 39P 
400 Texas 85p 

Type 34p 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
CAPACITORS 

630 VOLT 
200, 220, 300, 500, 
1000pF 7p 
2N2,4N7 8p 
.02, .068 MFD 13p 
.033 MFD Pack of 3 39p 
.047 11p..22 14p..12,.25, 
15p. .3 4p. 
750 VOLT 
3.3, 3.9, 6.8, 22, 39, 47, 50, 
56, 68, 82, 100, 220, 470, 
2,200pF 8p 
0.1 MFD 2p 
900 VOLT 
0.1, 0.22 MFD 15p 
1000 VOLT 
150pF, 1N 2N, 2N2 10p. 
3N3 9p, 3N, 4N7, 5N 11p. 
.01 91p,.022,.047,74p.05 
16p. 0.1 16p..22 17p. .5 
30p. 1 MFD 36p. 
1250 VOLT 
1N 10p..02 4p..022 10p. 
.1 17Ip. 
1500 VOLT 
150pF 12p. 4N7 9p. .01 
7p, .033 19p..068 12p. 
2000 VOLT 
15, 25, 82, 270, 390, 
20000F 12p. .025 MFD 
35p 
2500 VOLT 
1000pF 16p 
.01, .03, .05 30p 
3000 VOLT 
470pF 2p 
150, 300, 1800pF 17p 
.012 MFD 22p 
4000 VOLT 

330pF 18p 10000F 22p 

Type 
BY126 
BY127 
BY212 
BY235 
BY236 
BY264 
BY265 
BY266 
BY274 
8Y275 
BY277 
5Y1202 
BYW55 
BYW56 
BYX20-200 
8YX22-200 
BYX38 300R 
BYX38 600 
BYX38 900 
BYX38 1200 
BYX42 300 
BYX42 600 
BYX42 900 
BYX42 1200 
BYX46 300R 
BYX46 400R 
BYX46 500R 
BYX46 600 
BYX48 3008 
BYX48 600 
BYX48 900 
BYX48 1200R 
BYX49 300R 
BYX49 600 
BYX49 900R 
BYX49 1200 
BYX52 300 
BYX52 1200 
BYX70 
BYX72 1508 
BYX72 3008 
BYX72 5008 
BYX94 
E250050 
KS11394 
LT102 
M7 
MR856 
MSRS 
0A210 
RAS3LOAF 
RAS508AF 
REC53A 
SKE4G 
SR100 
SR400 
SR1825 
N3254 
N4002 
N4004 
N4005 
N4006 
N4007 
N5059 
N5401 
N5402 
N5406 

IN5408 
S027 
S138 
25G100 
3052 
16094P 
16492 

Price 

p 5p 
500ma 6p 
14 lip 
14 74p 
3 9p 
3 11Ip 

900 3 15p 
300 5 144p 
600 5 191p 
1200 5 27o 
26V -- 10mA - -- -- ep 
800 2 (Oxide bead) 15p 
1000 2 (Oxide bead) tap 
200 25 72p 
300 14 25p 
300 6 48p 
600 6 52p 
900 6- 60p 
1200 6, 65p 
300 12 36p 
600 12 46p 
900 12 92p 
1200 12 £1.07 
300 15 £1.19 
400 15 Avalanche £1.75 
500 15 £2.00 
600 15 £2.30 
300 6 47p 
600 6 60p 
900 6 70p 
1200 6 92p 
300 6 35p 
600 6 42p 
900 6 47p 
1200 6 60p 
300 48 £2.05 

1 

1200 48 £2.90 
p 

10500 10 42p 
300 10 52p 
500 10 65p 
1250 1 60 
250 4 14p 
800 3 23p 
30 2 15p 
68 1 5p 
600 3 240 
800 3 120 
400 5 33p 
1250 11 Avalanche 48p 
1250 14(Avalanche) 50p 
1250 14 Pack of 4 66p 
200 6 22p 
100 14 9p 
400 14 10p 
100 50 75p 
400 1 4p 
100 1 4p 
400 1 440 
600 1 6p 
800 1 6p 
1250 1 6p 
200 14 100 
100 3 1210 
200 3 11p 
600 151, 

1000 3 19p 
800 14 11p 
800 2Ip 
100 60 £4.35 
200 3 í1p 
900 2 15p 
700 14 940 

RECTIFIERS 
Volt Amp 
650 1 

1250 1 

15kv 
600 
900 
300 
600 

Amp 
0.8 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 

6.5 
7 
7 
8 
8 

12 
15 
20 
75 

110 
150 
150 

BT 121 
BT 107 

Volt 
200 
240 
240 
400 
700 
400 
600 
100 

50 
50 

400 
500 
600 
600 
600 
400 
400 
500 
600 
500 
400 
600 
100 
600 

1000 
800 
600 
800 

20 
1000 
1200 

THYRISTORS 
2N5064 18p 
BTX18-200 35p 
BTX30-200 35p 
BTX18-300 410 
BT 106 70p 
S2710D with heatsink 40p 
T3NO6C00 53p 
T3N1C00 36p 
S107F Sensitive Gate 36p 
52060F Sensitive Gate 36p 
52061D Sensitive Gate 38p 
40506 with heatsink 58p 
C106M Sensitive Gate 37p 
2N3228 36p 
GAK 
53700D 44p 
S5800D/R 36D 
17047A 40p 
S5800M 44p 
BT109/SCR957 71p 
52620D 45p 
S262OM 45p 
52800A 36p 
S122M 54p 
CR121103-RB £8 
BTX95-800 Pulse Modulated £1 
BTW92-600RM £3.40 
71CG80 
72RC2A 
151RA100 
151RA120 
70p 

£1 

£6 
£3 

£10 
£11 

ZENER DIODES 
4/500MW. BZY88, BZX97, etc. 54p 
2v. 2v7. 3v. 3v3. 3v6. 3v9. 4v3. 4v7. 5v1. 5v6. 6v8. 7v5. 8v2. 
9v1. 10v. 11v. 12v. 13v. 13v5. 15v. 18v. 20v. 22v. 24v. 27v. 30v. 
33v. 43v. 
BZY61 Laboratory Standard 400MW 7v5. Voltage Regulator 
Diode 12p 
1.3/ 1.5 W T BZX61, BZY97, etc. 11p 
2v4. 2v7. 3v. 3v6. 3v9. 4v3. 4v7. 5v6. 6v2. 6v8. 8v2. 10v. 11v. 12v. 
15v. 18v. 20v. 27v. 33v 
2.5WT BZX70, etc. 
2v4. 3v6. 3v9. 5v6. 6vï 7v. 7v5. 8v. 9v. 10v. 11v 14v 
20v. 22v. 26v. 
5WT BZV40, etc. 
3v3. 3v6. 3v9. 4v3. 4v7. 5v1. 5v6 
10v. 11v. 12v. 15v. 20v. 33v. 68v. 
1OWT Z5D, ZX, 1550, etc. 
4v3. 4v7. 5v1. 5v6. 6v2. 6v8. 7v5 
18v. 21v. 22v. 33v. 36v. 39v. 43v. 
15WT BZV15C 12R 12volt 
2OWT BZY93, etc. 
8v2. 12v. 39v. 
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED REFERENCE 
IN935B, IN9368, IN937B 9volt 
IN9418, IN9426, IN943B 11.7volt 

13p 
15v MP/ 

15p 
6v2. 6v8. 7v5. 8v2. 8v7. 9v1. 

120v. 
20p 

8v2. 10v. 11v. 12v. 13v. 16v. 
51v. 56v. 62v. 68v. 75v. 150v. 

37p 
44p 

8p 

D04 
TO64 
STUD 

MOUNTING 
KIT 

MICA WASHER 

INSULATING 
BUSH 

SOLDER 
TAG 

3p 

2 5p 
3 7p 
3.3 4p 
4 7p 
5 7p 
8 7p 
10 4p 

0.64 
1.5 
2 
2.2 
2.5 
4 
4.7 

6p 
6p 

34p 
31P 
3p 
Bp 
4p 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS (Wire ended) 
50 volt 

12 7p 220 
16 7p 250 
25 5p 330 
33 5p 470 
47 6p 500 
50 7p 1000 
100 94p 

64 Volt 
8 
10 
15 
20 
22 
33 
47 

70 Volt 

8p 
5p 
8p 
8p 
6p 
5p 
6p 

100 10p 

50 
68 
100 
150 
220 
330 
470 
1000 

9p 
9p 
9p 

22p 
22p 
40p 

12p 
8p 
a 
lip 
Sp 
ßp 

20p 
60p 
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BRIAN J. REED 
SEE PRECEDING PAGES FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Cut out and keep these 3 pages. Over the months they will 
bring to you some of the 6,000 items stocked. 

343 4 bit comparator 4P 
326 HINIL 2, 2, 3, 3, Input Nand 20p 
371AJ (MC684) Decade count. HINIL 5p 
542 Servo Amp 18p 
702 CL OP AMP 25p 
709/72709 OP Amp l8.1p 
723 2v - 37v 150ma Regulator 36p 
724 20p 
733 diffr. wide band video amp 40p 
741 OP Amp 17p 
747 Dual OP Amp 44p 
930DC 4p 
933DC 4p 
936DC 4p 
937DC 4p 
946DC 4p 
949DC 4p 
961 DC Dual 4ìn Ext. nand 4p 
963DC 4p 
1315P2 36p 
1535 MOS decoder 50p 
2102 Memory 1024 static 45ons 73p 
2107B see µPD4114C - 
2125 1024x1 Static 125ns RAM £1.25 
21404x S.P.D.T. for D/A £1.83 
2472 MOS decoder 50p 
25 LS 374 Octal D edge Trig F/F 3st 

£1.30 
2708 Eprom 1024 x 8 £2.60 
2716 Eprom 2048 x 8 £5.00 
3351-2DC 40 x 9 Bit FIFO 2MHZ £1.07 
3624-4 prom 512x8 90ns £1 

4060 Dynamic RAN730ons £1.45 
5203 see 1535 
5224 see 2472 

74HÚ0 Quad 2 Input 
74LS00 Positive Nand 

74S00 Gates 

26p 
13p 
18p 

7401 1_ Quad 2 input positive 71p 
74H01 ( Nand + 0/C out 26p 
7402 quad 2 in pos nor 12p 
7404 Hex. Inverter llp 
54/7406 Hex. Inv./Buff/Drive 15p 
74LS08 Quad 2 in pos. and 15p 
7410 Triple3 Input 10p 
74L10 Positive Nand 25p 
74H10 Gates 18p 
7411 riple 3 In. Pos. and. 8p 
7414 Hex. Schmitt trig. Invertor 29p 
7420 1 Dual4Input lip 
74S205 Positive Nand Gates 19p 
74S22 Dual 4 In. Pos. Nand o/c 
7425 dual 4in nor strobe lap 
7426 Quad 2 In 15v Interface 16p 
7428 4 x tin + Nor Buf/CL. Drive 16p 
5430 12p 
7430 81n. Pos. Nand 11p 
74L3Ú 111P 
54/7437 Quad 2 In. Pos. Nand. Buf. 13p 
7438 Quad tin nand buf 0/P 14p 
74H40 Dual 4 in. Pos. Nand. Buffer 26p 
7442 BCD to Decimal Decoder 26p 
74LS42 BCD to Decimal Decoder 40p 
7445 BCD Decimal Decoder 42p 

Expandable Dual 2 
74H50 Wide 2 Input and/or Inv. 26p 
7454 1 4 Wide 2In.and or Inv. lip 
74L54I 111P 
54/74721 And Gated JK Master 171p 
74L72 J Slave F.F. Preset + Clear 25p 
5473 t Dual JK Master 12p 
7473 Y Slave Flip Flops 17p 
74H73_ with Clear 26p 
7474 1 Dual D. Pos. Trigger 13p 
74L74 ( FF 2/Preset + Clear 25p 
7475 Quadlatch 24p 
54/7476 Dual JK Mas./SL Flip Flop 19p 

22p 
35p 
45p 
47p, 

181p 
25p 
25p 
25p 

£1.25 
20p 
38p 
75p 
12p 
18p 

5480 gated full adder 
7482 2 Bit Binary Full Adder 
7483 1 4 Bit Binary full 
74LS83J Add + Fast carry 
54/7486 Quad exclusive or 
5490/7490 Decade Counter 
7493 Binary Counter 4 Bit 
54/74L95 4 Bit Ser./Par. In Out 
74LS98 4 bit storage register 
74107 Dual JK Flip Flop Clear 
745112 Dual JK N.E.T. Flip Flop 
74118 Hex Reset latch 
74121 Monostable Multivibrator 
74122 Mono stable multivibrator 
54/74123 Dual Retrig. Multivibrator 35p 
54S124 dual voit cont. osc. £1.10 
74132 Quad 2 in nand schmitt 44p 
74141 BCD To Decimal Dec/Drive 42p 
74LS145 BCD to decimal Dec/Drive 93p 
74151 1 of 8 Data Sel/Multivibrator 32p 
74153 Dual 4 to 1 multiplexer 36p 
74154 16 Way Distribution 35p 
74155 Dual 2 to 4 line decoder 12p 
74157 Quad 2 line to 1 Data 12p 
74165 8 bit shift reg. Piso 58p 
74167 Synch. Dec. Rate Multivibrator 23p 
74173 Quad 3 state latch 44p 
74174 Hex D F/F and clear 55p 
74S174 Hex D Flip Flop + clear 72p 
74176/8280 Pre-set 35MHZ Decode 30p 
74180 8 bit parity gen. 12p 
74181 Arith. Logic unit/funt. Gen. 56p 
74H183 Dual full adder 36p 
74192 Synch. Dec. Up/Down 33p 
74LS192 Count + Dual Clock 60p 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
74193 reversible binary count. 38p 
74196 Pre-set 50MHZ 36p 
74S196/82S90 Decade Count/Latch 65p 
74LS221 Dual Monostable M/VIB 52p 
74221 dual Mono Multi. Schur. Trig. 72p 
74285 binary 4 x 4 mult. 72p 
74LS290 Decade counter 47p 
742934 bit binary counter 80p 
74298 Quad 2 in multi plus store £1 
74490 dual decade ripple count £1.30 
7905 - 5v Reg. 1 Amp 
8080A C.P.U. 8 bit 
8284 Binary up down synch. 
82S126 256 x 4 prom 
82S129 Tri state prom 256 x 4 
90930C 
9112DC 
93S10 
9311 
93L16 
9370 
93453 Schottky prom 1024 x 4 
930399-256 Bit Shift Register 
930399-480 Bit Shift Register 
930399-500 Bit Shift Register 
AY5-3507 31 Digit DVM 
AY5-8300 Ch/Time Display 
BRCM300 Volt Regulator 
BTT822 
C500 Calculator 

54p 
£3.60 

36p 
90p 

£5 
ap 
4p 
£1 

£1.20 
36p 
25p 

£1.83 
4p 
4p 
4p 

£1.65 
38p 

£1.40 
£1.25 

39p 
CA139AG Quad Volt Comparator 54p. 
CA239G Quad volt comparator 54p 
(TICA270AE E1 
(TICA270CW/AW 

1Signal 
351p 

Processing 
111 36p 

CA920 TV Horiz. system 72p 
CA3001 RF Amp 86p 
CA3028A balanced OP. AMP. 75p 
CA3044 £1.20 
CA3045 Transistor Array (5) £1.43 
CA3046 Transistor Array (51 NPN 40p 
CA3060 Variable OP AMP 72p 
CA3080 Prog. Transconduct. Amp. 59p 
CA3083 NPN transistor array 65p 
CA3086 NPN 5 transistor array 29p 
CA3089 FM IF. amp plus detector 1.10p 
CA3090 O/AQ FM decoder £1.72p 
CA3093 36p 
CA3094 Prog. Sw. Pwr. OP Amp. 36p 
CA3123 AM Radio RF/IF Amp 73p 
CA3132EM £2.22 
CA3140T Bimos op amp 40p 
CA3146E Hi -volt 5 transistor array 90p 
CA3183 NPN transistor array 80p 
CA3189 FM receive IF. system £1.40 
CA3290 Comparator 59p 
CA3401 (LM3900) Quad OP Amp 36p 
CD4000 Dual 3 input Nor + Invert 12p 
CD4002 Dual 4 Input Nor 12p 
CD4004 56p 
CD4006 18 Stage Static Shift Reg. 36p 
CD4007 Dual Comp. Pair + Invert 12p 
CD4008 4 Bit Binary Full Adder 54p 
CD4010 Hex Buffers 30p. 
CD4012 Dual 4 Input Nand 13p 
CD4013 Dual D Flip Flop 36p 
CD4014 8 Bit Shift Register 36p 
CD4016 Quad Bi -Lateral Switch 36p 
CD4017 Decade Count/Divide 54p 
CD4018 Preset Divide N Count 43p 
CD4019 Quad 2 Input Multiplex 25o 
CD4020 14 Stage Binary Counter 54p 
CD4022 Divide by 8 Count/Divide 36p 
CD4023 Triple 3 Input Nand 19p 
CD4024 7 -Stage Binary Counter 36p 
CD4025 Triple 3 Input Nor 14p 
CD4027 Dual JK Flip Flop + RS 30p 
CD4028/MC14028 BCD/Decimal 42p 
CD4029 Synch. Preset Bin/Decode 54p 
CD4030 Quad Exclusive or 36p 
CD4031 64 stage static. shift reg. £1.20 
CD4032 Trip. Ser. Add. Neg. 72p 
CD4033 Dec. Count. 7 Seg. Output 72p 
CD4034 Static shift register £1.48p 
CD4035 4 Bit Par, in out Shift 54p 
CD4036 Word Buff. Store/decode £2.90 
CD4037 triple and/or B1 Phase pairs 72p 
CD4038 Triple serial adder 54p 
CD4040 12 stage binary counter 80p 
CD4041 Quad True/Comp. Buffer 54p 
CD4042 Quad clocked D type catch 56p 
CD4043 Quad Nor R/S Latch 54p 
CD4044 Quad Nand R/S Latch 54p 
CD4045 4 Bit Par. in out shift 54p 
CD4046 Micro Power PH. Lock Loop 36p 
CD4047 monostable 72p 
CD4048 Exp 8 input gate 36p 
CD4049 Hex Inverter Buffers 36p 
CD4051 Analogue Multi/Demulti 36p 
CD4052 Analogue Multi/Demulti 56p 
CD4053 Analogue Multi/Demulti 54p 
CD4054 4 LINE LCD driver/count 72p 
CD4055 BCD 7SEG. Decode/Drive. 72p 
CD4061 256 X 1 Bit Static RAM £5.30 
CD4063 4 bit magnitude comp. 72p 
CD4066 Quad Bilateral Switch 27p 
CD4067 1.16 MULTIPLEXER £2.12 
CD4069 Hex invertor 16p 
CD4071 quad 2 input or buffer 16p 
CD4072 dual 4 input or 15p 
CD4076 Quad D Flip -Flop 54p 

CD4077 Quad Exclusive Nor 30p 
C04078 8 Input Nor 19p 
CD4081 Quad 2 Input and Buffer 15p 
CD4082 Dual 4 Input and 15p 
CD4085 Dual 2 in. 2 wide and or inv. 72p 
CD4086 4 Wide 2 Input and/or Inv. 54p 
CD4093 quad 2 input Nand S.T. 54p 
CD4094 8 bit ser. par. hold bus reg. 72p 
CD4095 JK. Gated flip flop non Inv. 72p 
CD4096 gated JK flip flop 72p 
CD4097 mux/demux Bch. £2.90 
CD4502 Strobed Hex Invertor 44p 
CD4508BF dual 4 bit latch £1.78 
CD4511 BCD 7 seg. latch dec/driver 72p 
CD4514 decoder £1.45 
CD4515 decoder £2.12 
CD4517 2x64 bit Shift Register £3.60 
CD4519/MC14519 4 bit and/or Sel. 54p 
CD4520 Dual Synch. 4 Bit Binary 72p 
CD4527 BCD rate multiplier E1.20 
CD4532 8in Priority encoder £1.08 
CD4555 decoder 72p 
CD4556 Decoder 56p 
CD22100 cross point switch £1.45 
CD4010032 bit L/R Shift Reg. £1.78 
CD40101 9 bit Par. Gen. check £1.08 
CD401084x 4Multiport Reg. £3.10 
CD40160 Dec. Count. Async. clear 72p 
CD40162 4 bit synch. Dec. Count R/S 

72p 
CD40163 Bin. count synch. clear 72p 
CD40181 BE Quad 2 Input and £2.12 
CD40182 look ahead carry block 72p 
CD40192 Sync 4 bit BCD U/D count 72p 
CD40194 4 bit L/R SR 72p 
CD40208BF 16 bit multi port RAM £2.12 
CD40257 Data Selector £1.15p 
CDP1833 Cosmac Rom 1824 x 8 £3.60 
CDP1834 Cosmac Rom 1024 x 8 £3.60 
CT1012 C Frequency synthesiser 75p 
CT1115 Frequency Synthesiser 75p 
CT1116 frequency synthesiser 75p 
CT1119 Frequency synthesiser 75p 
FCH111 8inputNand/Nor 8p 
FCH2O1 18p 
FCJ101 50p 
FPQ/MPQ3725 4 Tr. Array 45p 
FZH151 18p 
FZH191 18p 
FZH2O1 18p 
ICL7103 41 Digit DVM/DPM £2.04 
103412 see 1535 
IM5623 Prom. 256 x 4.60ns 36p 
LM300 Volt Regulator 42p 
LM340T6v Regulator 36p 
LM1011 N Dolby system £1.00 
LM1303N Stereo Pre Amp low noise 

65p 
LM3900 (See CA3401) 
MC830P 4p 
MC833P dual 4 input expander 4p 
MC837P Hex invert. fast rise 4p 
MC846P 4p 
MC862P 4p 
MC863P 4p 
MC1306P 40p 
MC1307P 351P 
MC/CA/BRC 1310P St. Decoder 351p 
MC1312P Stereo Decoder 40p 
MC1314P 351P 
MC1315P 351P 
MC1350P Video I.F. Amp + A.G.C. 351P 
MC1357P sound I.F. + Demod. 351P 

MC1463G Neg 3.8- 32v 200ma reg. 38p 
MC 1469G Pos 2 - 32v 200ma Reg. 38p 
MC1723cg Pos 2-37v 150ma Reg. 38p 
MC3302L Quad amp (volt comparator) 

75p 
MC4044P Phase/Frequency detector £1 
MC4344P £3.50 
MIC7C 25p 
MK2686 36p 
MK4012 Memory Static Shift Reg 38p 
ML2378 (6108) 6 channel tuner £1 
MM5335 Prom 256 x 8 8Ons 36p 
MM8008 C.P.U. 36p 
MP -3202 31 Digit DVM £1.45 
MT300 Volt Regulator 8p 
MT305 Volt Regulator 8p 
MW4050D Static Ram 200ns £1.60 
MWS5101 256x4 SOS CMOS RAM £3.60 
SAA661 36p 
SAA1010 341p 
SAA1025 £4 
SAA 5012 Teletext Binary Tuner £2.75p 
SAS5804 Ch. touch tune. + Disp. 18p 
SAS590 4 Ch. touch tune. + Disp. 18p 
SGS3084 diode array 4p 
SL403A 3 Wt. Amp. 38p 
SL35203 see 1535 
SN7528 111p 
SN15836 25p 
SN15845 50p 
SN15846 37p 
SN15851 50p 
SN15858N 55p 
SN15862 6p 
SN75107 Interface £1.15 
SN75108 36p 
SN75110 Dual line driver 46p 
SN75125 7 line Rec. Interface 72p 

SN75235N lhp 
SN75451 interface 36p 
SN75463 dual periph. or driver 36p 
SN76001 36p 
SN76003 5Wt. Amp 36p 
SN76013 5Wt. Amp 36p 
SN76013N 5 Wt. Amplifier 92p 
SN76023 5Wt. Amp 36p 
SN76110P 351P 
SN76115N Stereo Decoder 351p 
SN76131 58p 
SN76227 59p 
SN76228N £1.60 
SN76396 (TBA396) 351p 
SN76650N 1 stage video I.F. + A.G.C. 50p 
SN76660N 351P 
SN76666N Sound I.F. + Demod. + Driver 

351P 
SN158093 50p 
SN158097 4p 
SN158099 50p 
SP4021 =64 VHF/UHF 50mv TTL U/P. 

75p 
TAA263 Amp (low level) 75p 
TAA320 Integrated most AMP. 35p 
TAA550 Volt Reg. 101p 
TAA700 £2.30 
TAD100 AM Radio £1.22 
TBA120/CQ/S8/B TV Amp 36p 
IBA240 £3.90 
TBA395Q £1.50 
TBA396 Luminance and chrom. 35p 
TBA55OQ Synch. Sep. + A.G.C. E1,25 
TBA56OC Lum/Chrom. control 52p 
TBA800 Amp 5 Watt Audio 52p 
TBA920 TV Line System 70p 
TCA2700/SA/AE/QS Vid. Det. £1 
TCA270/SB synch. demodulater 55p 
TCA440 A.M. Receiver £1.25 
TCA83OS Ex. Equip A.F. Amp. 18p 
TCA4401 £1.25 
TCEP100 £1 
TDA0470 Organ 37p 
TDA1003 Pre -amp and ,ecord £1 
TDA2610 6watt audio amp 71p 
TDA2680 T.V. Signal processor £1.83 
TID25A 16 diode array 4p 
TL441 Log-antilog amp. 36p 
TL/p. A720 AM Radio RF/IF Amp 73p 
TMS 3409 memory 80 bit shift Reg. 

E1.10p 
TMS4034 Memory £1.08 
µPD411AC 200ns Dynamic 4096 x 1 

£1.30 
£2 

ZN414 AM Radio Receiver 79p 
ZST131A 5 Input Power NOR 8p 

ram 
XR215 Hi-freq. phase lock loop 

SLIDE POTENTIOMETERS 
Dual Tandem - 60mm Track 

LOG 
1K 
5K 
10K 
22K 
47K 
100K 
220K 
1M 
2M 

LIN 
1K 
5K 
10K 
22K 
50K 
100K 
250K 
500K 
1M 

45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 

45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 

2M 45p 
10K Balance 45p 
220K Semilog. 2 taps per track 45p 
40mm track 100K Log 45p 

DIN PLUGS 
3 pin 12p 3 pin open lip 

5 pin 180deg. 119 5 pin 240deg. 14p 
4 pin 21p 5 pin domino 29p 

DIN CHASSIS SOCKETS 
3/5 pin 180deg. 12p 

5 pin 240deg. 9p 6 pin 9p 
7 pin 15p 

RADIO, T.V., INDUSTRIAL 
AND TRANSMITTING TUBE 
AND VALVE EQUIVALENTS 

96 PAGES 68p 
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LATEST 
BOUND VOLUME 

Na 33 
of 

"Radio & Electronics 
Constructor" 

SEPTEMBER 1979 to AUGUST 1980 

Comprising 
752 pages 
inc. index PRICED £6.20 P&P £1.50 

BOUND VOLUME No. 27 
(August 1973 to July 1974) 
Price £3.00 P&P £1.50 

BOUND VOLUME No. 28 
(August 1974 to July 1975) 
Price £3.20 P&P £1.50 

BOUND VOLUME No. 29 
(August 1975 to July 1976) 

Price £3.50 P&P £1.50 

BOUND VOLUME No. 30 
(August 1976 to July 1977) 

Price £3.70 P&P £1.50 

BOUND VOLUME No. 31 
(August 1977 to August 1978) 

Price £5.20 P&P £1.50 

BOUND VOLUME No. 3Z 
(September 1978 to August 1979) 

Price £5.20 P&P £1.50 
Limited number of these 
volumes still available. 

We regret all earlier volumes are now 
completely sold out. 

Available only from 

DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD., 
35 MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W9 1SN 

"CITIZEN'S 
STEEL 

SUITABLE 

BAND 
ENCLOSURES 

FOR 

RADIO" 

Direct From Manufacturers 
"QUINN TYPE" 

Ridged Construction - Stove Enamelled 
Front, Base & Rear one piece (Satin Black) 
Wrap over cover one piece (White Gloss) 

ACCESSORIES 
Aluminium drop in Chassis (Blank) 

Pivot Bracket "Bright Plated" 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
Larger Enclosures, Console, Brackets, 

Chassis, Prototype or Production Runs. 

"QUINN" TYPE 
SIZE IN MM 

TYPE LENGTH HEIGHT DEPTH PRICE CHASSIS PIVOT BRACKET 

A 120 60 90 £4.85 95p £1.40 

B 200 60 90 £5.70 £1.30 £1.90 

C 180 100 150 £8.50 £2.95 £2.30 

D 250 100 150 £12.60 £3.65 £2.85 

POST AND PACKAGE £1.00. 

JAMES ENGINEERING 
(Phillips -James Engineering (North East) Ltd.) 

Precision sheet metal and press work 
Phone: Chester -le -Street 883230 

Registered Office and Works: 
Unit 4, Stella Gill Industrial Estate, Pelton Fell, 

Chester -le -Street Co. Durham DH2 2RG. 

PLEASE SUPPLY "QUINN TYPE" ENCL. 

TYPE ENCLOSURE QTY CHASSIS QTY PIVOT BRACKET QTY 

A 

B ^ ̀  
C 

D 

TICK REQUIREMENTS 

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE. 
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Bl-PA K SEMICONDUCTORS 
DEPT. R.C.5, PO Box 6, WARE, HERTS. 
Visit our Shop at: 3 Baldock Street, Ware, Harts 

GIRO NO. 388 7006 
TEL: 0920 3182 
TELEX: 817861. - 

LED's 
1501 £0.10 TIL209 Red LED .125" 
1502 £0.16 TIL211 Green LED .125" 
1503 £0,16 TIL213 Yellow LED .125" 
1504 E0.10 FLV117 Red LED .2" 
1505 £0.16 FLV310 Green LED .2" 
1506 £0.16 FLV410 Yellow LED .2" 
1507 £0.80 2nd Grade LED pack 10 assorted 
1522 £0.12 MIL32 Clear illuminating Red LED 

.125" 
1623 £0.12 FLV111 clear illuminating Red LED .2" 
1524 £0.65 COX21 Red Flashing LED 
1525 £0.75 CQX95 two colour LED 

OPTO -ISOLATORS 
1515 £0.65 Opto -isolator 1L74 Single 
1516 £1.16 Opto -isolator ILD74 Dual 
1517 £2.10 Opto -isolator IL074 Quad 

7 SEGMENT LED DISPLAYS 1508 £0.80 BDL307 7 segment LED display .3" 
1509 £1.80 BDL527 duel 7 segment LED display .5" 
1510 £0.88 8DL707 7 segment LED display .3" 
1511 £1.75 BDL747 7 segment LED dispaly .6" 
1512 E1.90 8DL727 dual 7 segment LED display .5" 

MISCELLANEOUS 
1514 £0.60 ORP12 Light Dependent Resistor 
1518 £0.60 Photo transistor P20 NPN 
1519 £0.26 Photo Darlington MEL11 NPN 
1520 £0.40 Photo transistor OCP71 PNP 
1526 £0.38 FPE100 Infra Red Emitter 
1527 £0.38 COY89 Infra Red LED 

Beginners Pak: no. 1 - 
100 Transistors 
A pack of well known transistors, As used in many popular projects, A must for beginners (and very useful 
to experienced constructors too). 
10 6C107/81018 Metal 
10 8C237 T092 Plastic 
5 8C177/8 T018 Metal 
5 8C2511092 Plastic 
10 BFY51.BC1411039 Metal 
5 BC160TO39 Metal 
5 2N3055TO3 Metal 
2 BD312/MJ2955103 Metal 
5 TIP29-31 10220 Plastic 
2 TIP30-32 10220 Plastic 
10 0071-76 Germanium 
5 AC128.188 Germanium Metal 
5 AC127 187/176 Germanium Metal 
5 0C44-45 Germanium 
5 TIS43-ÚT46 Unijunction Plastic 
5 2N3819 F.E.T. 
2 MEL11 Photo Transistor Plastic 
2 8013110126 Plastic 
2 BD132TO126 Plastic 

100 TOTAL 
ALL devices - brand new and full spec as per device 
coding. Data and lead out details included in pak. 
Normal Retail Value £23.00 
Our Special Offer Price £15.00 

NPN 
NPN 
PNP 
PNP 
NPN 
PNP 
NPN 
PNP 
NPN 
PNP 
PNP 
PNP 
NPN 
PNP 

NPN 
PNP 

NEW SHAPE LEDs 

1561 £0.26 3mm Cylindrical LED Red 
1562 £0.26 3mm Square LED Red 
1563 £0.26 3mm Triangular LED Red 
1564 £0.26 5mm Rectangular LED Red 
1565 £0.26 5mm Cylindrical LED Red 
1566 £0.26 5mm Square LED Red 
1567 £0.26 5mm Triangular LED Red 
1568 £0.28 3mm Cylindrical LED Green 
1569 £0.28 3mm Square LED Green 
1570 £028 3mm Triangular LED Green 
1571 £0.28 5mm Rectangular LED Green 
1572 £0.28 5mm Cylindrical LED Green 
1573 £0.28 5mm Square LED Green 
1574 £0,28 5mm Triangular LED Green 
1575 £0.28 3mm Cylindrical LED Yellow 
1576 E0.28 3mm Square LED Yellow 
1577 £0.28 3mm Triangular LED Yellow 
1578 £0.28 5mm Rectangular LED Yellow 
15/9 £0.28 5mm Cylindrical LED Yéllow 
1580 £0.28 5mm Square LED Yellow 
1581 £0.28 5mm Triangular LED Yellow 

LED CLIPS AND HOUSINGS 

Vie, sC ßt'í 
A B D 

t ? thit+ 14110 it 
E w F G H 

1548 £0.15 
1549 f0.18 
1550 £0.26 
1551 £0.22 
1552 £0.37 
1553 . £0.31 
1554 £0.34 
1555 £0.28 
1556 £0.44 
1557 £0.36 

LED Plastic clips .125" 
LED Plastic clips .2" 
LED Housing (nickel plated) .125" A 
LED Housing (nickel plated) .125" B 
LED Housing (matt black) .125" C 
LED Housing (matt black) .125" D 
LED Housing (nickel plated) .2" E 
LED Housing (nickel plated) .2" - F 
LED Housing (matt black) .2" G 
LED Housing Imati black) .2" H 

CERAMIC PAKS 

Containing a range of first quality miniature ceramic 
capacitors. 

MCI 40 miniature ceramic capacitors: 
5 of each value: 
22pf, 27pf, 33pf, 39pf, 58pf, 68pf, 82pf. E1.00 

MC2 40 miniature ceramic capacitors: 
5 of each value: 
100pf, 120pí, 150pí, 180pf, 220pf, 270pí, 330pf, 
390pf. £1.00 

MC3 40 miniature ceramic capacitors: 
5 of each value: 470pf, 560pí, 680pf, 820pf, 
1000p1, 1500pf, 2200pf, 3300pf. £1.00 

MC4 35 miniature ceramic capacitors: 5 of each value: 
4700pf, 6800pí, .01uf, .015uf, .022uí, .033uf, 
.047uí. £1.00 

BULBS AND NEONS 
1534 £0.24 LES Bulb 6v 0.36w 
1535 £0.24 LES Bulb 6.5v 1w 
1536 £0.24 LES Bulb 14v 0.75w 
1538 £0.24 MES Bulb Round 6v .04A 
1539 £0.20 MES Bulb Round 6.5v .15A 
1540 £0.20 MES Bulb Round 6.5v .3A 
1541 £0.20 MES Bulb Round 12.0v .1A 
1542 £0.20 MES Bulb Round 12.0v 2.2w 
1543 £0.34 Neon Red Round 240v 
1544 £0.34 Neon Red Rectangular 240v 
1545 £0.34 Neon Orange Rectangular 240v 
1546 £0.34 Neon Green Rectangular 240v 
1547 0.18 MES Batten Holder 

CARBON FILM 
RESISTOR PAKS 

These paks contain a ) ange of Carbon Film Resistors, 
assorted into the following groups: 
R1 80 Mixed w 100ohms - 820ohms E1.00 
02 80 Mixed w tKohms-8.2Kohms £1.00 
04 80 Mixed w 10Kohms-82Kohms £1.00 
R4 80 Mixed w100Kohms-1M E1.00 
R5 60 Mixed w 100ohms - 820ohms £1.00 
R6 60 Mixed Pro lKohms-8.2Kohms £1.00 
R7 60 Mixed 4w 10Kohms - 82Kohmi E1.00 
R8 60 Mixed 4w 100Kohms-1M £1.00 

Beginners Pak: no. 2 - 
100 Rectifiers, SCR's, Triacs, Diodes. 
20 IN4001-IN4007 1 Amp Silicon Rectifier 
20 IN5401-IN5407 3 Amp Silicon Rectifier 
20 IN4148 Fast switch diodes Silicon 
10 04200 84X13-16 General Purpose Diode Silicon 
5 C106D Thyristor 400v TO202 Case 
2 10Amp Triecs 400v 10220 Case Isolated Tab 

2 4Amp Triacs 400v 10220 Case Non -Isolated Tab 
10 Assorted 3Amp Thyristors 50-600 volts TO64- 1066 Case 
5 Assorted 1Amp Thyristors 50-600 volts T039 

Case 
6 OA81.91 General Purpose Germanium Diodes 

100 TOTAL 
ALL devices brand new and full spec. Data and lead out details included. 
Normal Retail Value £17.00 
Our Special Offer Price £11.00 

SPEAKERS 
AND CROSSOVERS 

1901 Dome Tweeter 34" 8ohms 50w £3.20 
1902 Dome Tweeter 3" 8ohms 20w £2.60 
1903 Flared Horn Tweeter 8 ohms 30w £3.80 
1904 2 way crossover 15w 8ohms £1.24 
1905 2 way crossover 40w 8ohms £2.70 
1906 3 way crossover 60w 8ohms £3.50 
1907 Piezo Tweeter £5.20 
1914 70mm 80 ohm speaker £1.20 
1915 70mm 8 ohm speaker £0.95 
1916 56mm 8 ohm speaker £0.65 
1917 24" 8 ohm speaker £0.75 
1918 24" 64 ohm speaker £0.82 
1919 54" whoofer 4ohms 10w £3.90 
1920 54" whoofer 8ohms 10w £3.90 
1921 Sr Dual cone wide tango 8ohms £5.80 
1922 8" Dual cone long throw 8ohms 15w £4.84 
1923 8" whoofer dual 4 plus 8ohms rubber edge 20w 

£7.80 

TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS 
401 0.1uF 16v 0.11 414 47.0uF 16v 0.55 
402 0.22uF 16v 0.11 415 100uf 10v 0.62 
403 0.33uF 16v 0.11 416 .1uF 35v 0.12 
404 0.47uF. 16v 0.11 417 .22uF 35v 0.12 
405 0.68uF 16v 0.11 418 .33uF 35v 0.12 
406 1.0uF 16v 0.11 419 .47uF 35v 0.12 
407 2.2uF 16v 0.12 . 420 .68uF 35v 0.12 
408 3.3uF 16v 0.13 421 1.0uF 35v 0.12 
409 4.7uF 16v 0.14 422 2.2uF 35v 0.13 
410 . 6.8uF 16v 0.15 423 3.3uF 35v 0.15 
411 10.0uF 16v 0.16 424 4.7uF 35V 0.18 
412 22.0uF 16v 0.28 425 6.8uF 35v 0.30 
413 33.0uF 16v 0.50 426 10.0uF 35v 0.38 

ELECTROLYTIC PAKS 
A range of paks each containing 25 first quality, mixed 
value miniature electrolytics. 
EC1 Values from .47mFD- 10mFD £1.00 
EC2 Values from 10mFD- 100mFD E1.00 
EC3 Values from 100mFD- 1000mFD E1.00 

POWER SUPPLIES 
137 AC -DC Adaptor 6, 74, 9 & 12 volts 
138 DC -DC Adaptor 6. 74, 9 volts 

£3.75 
£2.70 

01 
U2 
U3 
U4 
U5 
U6 
U7 
U8 
U9 

U10 
011 
U12 30 Sil Trans NPN TO39 BFY51-BC141 £1.00 
U13 30 Sil Trans PNP TO39 BC160-161 etc E1.00 
U14 10 Sil Trans NPN 7032N3055 £1.00 
U15 10 Sil Trans NPN TO220 TIP29-31,33 E1.00 
U16 10 Sil Trans PNP 10220 TIP30.32-34 E1.00 
U17 30 Sil Trans NPN 1039 High Vbs. BF258/115 

£1.00 
U18 40 Sil Trans T092 BC237/8 E1.00 
U19 40 Sil Trans TO928C251 £1.00 
U20 40 Sil Trans NPN 1092 BC183-4 £1.00 
U21 40 Sil Trans PNP TO92 BC257 BC212L £1.00 
Code No's mentioned above are given as a guide to the 
type of device in the pak. The devices themselves are 
normally unmarked. 

UNTESTED 
SEMICONDUCTOR PAKS 

150 germ Gold Bonded Diodes 0A47 
150 germ Point contact Diodes 0A81 
150 Silicon G.P. 200mA Diodes 0A200 
150 Silicon Fast Switch Diodes IN4148 
25 Stud type Silicon Rectifiers up to 10A 
10 SCR's 5Amp TO66 
40 Sil Trans NPN TO18 Case BC107/8/9 
40 Sil Trans PNP TO18 Case BC177/8/9 

£1.00 
£1.00 
£1.00 
£1.00 
£1.00 
£1.00 
£1.00 
£1.00 

40 Sil Trans NPN TO18 Case 2N706/8 
40 Sil Trans NPN TO5/39 2N697/2N 1711 
40 Sil Trans PNP T05/39 2N2905/1132 

Ate 

£1.00 
£1.00 
£1.00 

DIL SOCKETS 
DIL SOCKETS: 
1601 8 Pin 0.09 
1602 14 Pin 0.11 
1603 16 Pin 0.12 
1604 18 Pin 0.18 

1605 
1606 
1607 
1608 
1609 

20 Pin 0.20 
22 Pin 0.24 
24 Pin 0.28 
28 Pin 0.32 
40 Pin 0.36 

CABINETS 
139 Teak 30 Case 
140 Teak 60 Case 

£7.00 
£9.50 

Late additions - High Current 
TRANSISTORS 

VCEO VCBO I.C. Max 
BFT32 £0.60 60 80 3A 
8FT33 £0.62 80 100 3A 
8F734 £0.65 100 120 3A 
8E737 £0.95 100 120 3A 
RPYY76A Infra Red Detector £0.65 

EARPIECES & BUZZERS 
500 Solid State Buzzer 4-25v 
501 Crystal Earpiece 
502 8 ohm Earpiece 2.5rnm Plug 
503 8 ohm Earpiece 3.5mm Plug 
505 200 ohm Earpiece 3.5mm Plug 

£0.75 
£0.42 
£0.18 
£0.18 
£0.44 

VEROBOARD 
2201 2.5" x 5" .1 copper £0.76 
2202 3.5" x 3.75" 1 copper £0.66 
2203 2.5" x 17" 1 copper £2.28 
2204 3.75" x 5" 1 copper £0.86 
2205 3.75" x 3.75" 1 copper £0.76 
2206 3.75" x 17" 1 copper £2.96 
2207 4.75" x 17.9" 1 copper £3.90 
2208 2.5" x 1" 5 in pack £0.92 
2209 3.75" 017" 1 Plain £1.92 
2210 3.75" 02.5" 1 Plain £0.48 
2211 50" x 3.75 1 Plain £0.72 
2212 vero pins Double sided .040mm .1" (in 100'51 

£0.52 
2213 vero pins Single sided .040mm .1" (in 100's) 

£0.52 
2214 DIP Breadboard £3.26 
2215 Vero Cutter £1.06 
2216 Insertion Tool 1 £1.46 
2217 PCB Transfers 
2218 12 volt mini drill £7.00 

2195 EXP325 
2196 EXP350 
2197 EXP650 
2198 EXP300 
2199 EXP4B 
2200 EXP600 

BREADBOARD 

Please add 15 VAT: Add 50p post per order - Just quote your Access or Barclaycard number Terms: Cash with order, cheques, POs, payable to Bi -Pak at above address 

£1.84 
£3.62 
£4.14 
£6.61 
£2.65 
£7.25 
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ELECTRONICSBOOK 

POCKETurth Edition by E. A. Parr 
Chips with everything' - Semiconductor technology 

has progressed at a startling rate and microprocessor 
chips have caused an information revolution that will be as 

significant as the Industrial Revolution proved to be. 
This fourth edition of Electronics Pocket Book is completely 

new and covers the latest developments in areas such 
as optoelectronics and microprocessors as 

well as the basic principles. 
The book gives a non -mathematical presentation of 

the many topics in electronics and is designed to provide 
the designer, student or enthusiast with a readily 

accessible source of information. 
186 x 120mm 360 pages £560 0 408 00481 9 Illustrated Paperback L V 

Companion Books 
by R. G. Hibberd 

Transistor Pocket Book Integrated Circuit Pocket Book 
A comprehensive guide to the The book covers both unipolar 
principles, characteristics and and bipolar i.c.s. and their 
uses of the various types of 
transistors, practical circuits 

being given for the major 
transistor applications. Related 

devices, conductor diodes, 

applications in linear and 
digital circuits. It is intended 

primarily for technicians, 
students and all who are 

concerned with integrated 
thyristors, etc. are also covered. circuits and their applications. 

186 x 120mm 312 pages 
0 408 00254 9 

Illustrated Paperback 

£5.60 

186 x 120mm 282 pages 
0 408 00255 7 

Illustrated Paperback 

£5'60 

Available from 
your local 
Bookseller or 
in case of 
difficulty from 
the Publisher. 

ORDER NOW 
Cut out this coupon and return 
it to Patricia Davies Marketing 
Manager at the address below 

Please send me 
Electronics Pocket Book - 
4th Edition (Parr) 0 408 00481 9 
£5.60 Paperback 
Transistor Pocket Book 
(Hibberd) 0 408 00254 9 
£5.60 Paperback 

3 Integrated Circuit Pocket Book 
(Hibberd) 0 408 00255 7 
£5.60 Paperback 

I enclose a cheque/PO for £ 
in total payment 

From 

Address 

(REC 5/81) 

ewnes Technical Books 
Borough Green,Sevenoaks,Kent TN15 8PH 

EIM DATA PROCESSING 
An Innuucuannl Manual For fiuninone and Ar.cauntanry Students 

UNDERSTAND DATA 
PROCESSING 
NEW FOURTH EDITION 

DATA PROCESSING, by Oliver & Chapman, is now in its 
Fourth Edition 

200 pages e" x 6g" 

PUBLISHED BY D.P. PUBLICATIONS 

PRICE £2.95 
P. &P. 55p 

The primary aim of this outstanding manual is to provide a simplified approach to the understanding 
of data processing - (previous knowledge of the subject is not necessary). 

The 40 chapters and appendices cover the following topics: Introduction to Data Processing; 
Organisation and Method; Conventional Methods; Introduction to EDP and Computers; Hardware; 
Computer Files; Data Collection and Control; Programming and Software; flowcharts and Decision 
Tables; Systems Analysis; Applications; Management of EDP, etc. 

A Manual for Business and Accountancy Students 

Available from: DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD., 
57 MAIDA VALE, LONDON W9 1SN. 
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DIRECT SUPPLY SERVICE TO READERS 
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL 

TRANSISTOR SELECTOR 
(NEW REVISED EDITION) 

Towers' international' 
Transistor Selector 
TO ivwa:. M6E, M465c. CEev MKJtF 

This is dead! 

Would this replace it? 

you 
transistors then you need a copy of TOWER'S INTERNATIONAL 
TRANSISTOR SELECTOR. It's one of the most useful working 
books you will be offered this year. And probably the cheapest! 

In it, you will find a really international selection of 13,000 
transistor types - British, Continental European, American and 
Japanese. And we think that they will solve 90% of your transistor 
enquiries. 

Current and widely used obsolete types were carefully selected 
and arranged in Numero -Alphabetical order by an author who 
was uniquely qualified to do the job. With his compendium, all 
you need to know is the type number and you can learn all about a 
transistor's specification; who made it and where to contact 
them; or what to use to replace it. 

Price £10-70 inc P&P 

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL 
FET SELECTOR 

Fet 

If you deal with field effect transistors, or fet's - whether as a 
student, a hobbyist, a circuit engineer, a buyer, a teacher or a 
serviceman - you often want data on a specific fet of which you 
know only the type number. 

Specifications apart, you may be even more interested in where 
you can get the device in question. And perhaps more important 
still (particularly with obsolete devices), you may want guidance 
on a readily available possible substitute. 

This fet compendium, a comprehensive tabulation of basic 
specification, offers information on: 
1. Ratings 
2. Characteristics 
3. Case details 
4. Terminal identifications 
5. Applications use 
6. Manufacturers 
7. Substitution equivalents (both European and American) 

The many fet's covered in this compendium are most of the 
more common current and widely -used obsolete types. 

It is international in scope and covers fet's not only from the 
USA and Continental Europe, but also from the United Kingdom 
and the Far East (Japan). 

(Please allow 21 days for delivery) 

Tower's 
International 
Transistor 
Selector 

by T. D. Towers 
MBE, MA, BSc, C Eng, MIERE 
£10-70 
inc. post and packing 

To:-DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD. 
57 MAIDA VALE 
LONDON W9 1SN 

Please send me copy/copies 
to the address shown below 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(Block capitals) 

r 
Price £4-60 inc P&P 

Tower's 
International 
FET 
Selector 

by T. D. TOWERS 
MBE, MA, BSc, C Eng, MIERE 
f4-60 
inc. post and packing 

To:-DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD. 
57 MAIDA VALE 
LONDON W9 1SN 

Please send me copy/copies 
to the address shown below 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(Block capitals) 
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THREE FOR FREE 

I 

EXPERIMENTOR BREADBOARDS 
No soldering modular breadboards, simply plug 
components in and out of letter number identified 
nickel -silver contact holes. Start small and simply 
snap -lock boards together to build a breadboard of 
any size. 

All EXP Breadboards have two bus -bars as an integral 
part of the board, if you need more than 2 buses 
simply snap on 4 more bus -bars with the aid of an EXP 
48. 

EXP 325 £1.60 The ideal breadboard 
for 1 chip circuits. Accepts 8, 14, 16 and 
up to 22 pin ICs. Has 130 contact points 
including two 10 point bus -bars. 

EXP 350 £3.16 Specially designed 
for working with up to 40 pin ICs 
perfect for 3 Et 14 pin ICs. 
Has 270 contact points including 
two 20 point bus -bars. 

EXP 300 £5.75The 
most widely bought 
bread -board in the UK 
With 550 contact 
points, two 40 point 
bus -bars, the EXP 300 will accept any size IC and up 
to 6x 14 pin DIPS.Use this breadboard with 
Adventures in Microelectronics. 

EXP 600 £6.30 Most 
MICROPROCESSOR A 

`I 

projects in magazines 
and educational books 
are built on theEXP 600. ` .. .. . ...... 

tf 

... .......... 

.. .........., 

. ... 

..r.. 

,,... ... ç. ...,. ..... 

EXP 650 £3.60 Has .6"centre 
spacing so is perfect for 
MICROPROCESSOR applications. 

EXP 4B £2.30 Four 
more bus -bars in 
"snap -on" unit. 

T 

..... ..:. 

r 

a r.: .......... . .. 

he above prices are exclusive of P&P and 15% VAT. 

THE GSC 24 HOUR SERVICE 
TELEPHONE (0799) 21682 

With your Access, American Express, 
Barclaycard number and your 

order will be in the post immediately 
GLOBAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 

G.S.C. (UK) Ltd, Dept. 16TT 
Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, 
Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ. 
Tel: Saffron Walden (0799) 21662 
Telex: 817477 

Available from selected stockists 
ELECTRONICS BY NUMBERS 
No. 10 SOIL MOISTURE TESTER / 
No more wilting houseplants with this soil 
moisture test. Just place the probes into the 
soil and it will light up to tell you whether 
the soil is "too wet" or "too dry". You 
don't even need green fingers. 

No. 11 DIGITAL ROULETTE 
The suspense and excitement of the casino 
in your own home. Just press the button, 
the circle of lights go round and there is the 
sound of the roulette wheel as well, both 
gradually slowing down to reveal the 
winning number. 

No. 12 EGG TIMER 
How do you like your eggs done, hard or 
soft, just set the timer and it will sound 
when the egg is done to your liking. Long 
battery life because it switches itself off 
automatically. So get cracking now! 

Want to get started on building exciting 
projects, but don't know how? Now using 
EXPERIMENTOR BREADBOARDS and 
following the instructions in our FREE 
'Electronics By Numbers' leaflets, 
ANYBODY can build electronic projects. 
For example, take one of our earlier 
projects, a L.E.D. Bar Graph; 

Disi/p l 
I/P 1 

+VE 

Display 
I/P -5E) 
You will need; One EXP 300 or EXP 350 
breadboard 15 silicon diodes 
6 resistors 6 Light Emitting Diodes 
Just look at the diagram, Select R 1, plug it 
into the lettered and numbered holes on the 
EXPERIMENTOR BREADBOARD, do the 
same with all the other components, 
connect to the battery, and your project's 
finished. All you have to do is follow the 
large, clear layouts on the 'Electronics by 
Numbers' leaflets, and ANYBODY can build 
a perfect working project. 

:'01:70[11.:31.:411::: 
O'o(,_t)a o$ o ooIru(_]o.'^;'a(J)o o t N O 

xloo óTo N oa ólrO oo âTON 
o e.®..® .®. -®.. 

'piH`$,°o'o 

For full detailed instructions and layouts of 
Projects 10, 11 and 12, simply take the coupon 
to your nearest GSC stockist, or send direct 
to us, and you will receive the latest 
'ELECTRONICS BY NUMBERS' leaflet. 

If you have missed projects, 1, 2 and 3, or 4, 5 
and 6, or 7, 8 and 9, please tick the appropriate 
box in the coupon. 

PROTO -BOARDS 
The ultimate in breadboards for the minimum of cost 
Two easily assembled kits. 

PB6 Kit, 630 contacts, four 5 -way binding posts 
accepts up to six 14 -pin Dips. 
PROTO -BOARD 6 KIT £9.20 

Proto- t +oar,1 no.100 

.er,.,en'.ni rNecaitieA 

Pb 100 Kit complete with 760 contacts accepts up to 
ten 14 -pin Dips, with two binding posts and sturdy 
base. Large capacity with Kit economy. 
PROTO -BOARD 100 KIT £11.80 r 01.1 MOO - IT'S EASY WITH G.S.C. mom -- was - 

TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE COPY OF PROJECTS 7, 8 and 9 

1 Just clip the coupon 
Give us your name and full postal address lin block 
capitals). Enclose cheque, postal order or credit card 
number and expiry date, indicating in the appropriate 
box(es) the breadboardlsl you require. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

For immediate action 
The GSC 24 hour, 5 day a week service. 
Telephone (0799) 21682 and give us your Access, 
American Express or Barclaycard number and your 
order will be in the post immediately. 

EXPERIMENTOR 
BREADBOARDS CONTACT 

IC CAPACITY 
14 PIN. DIP. 

UNIT PRICE INC. 
P&P B 15% VAT 

Oty 
req. 

EXP 325 130 1 £ 2.70 
EXP 350 270 3 £ 4.48 

EXP 300 550 6 E 7.76 

EXP 600 f 8.39 

EXP 650 270 

use with 
0.6p 

's p 6pStn Di 
Bus -Bar 

f 5.00 

EXP 4B Four 40 Point 
Bus -Bars 

"E 3.50 

PROTO -BOARDS 
P86 

PB100 
630 
760 

6 

10 

£11.73 
£14.72 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

I enclose cheque/P.O. for£ 
Debit my Barclaycard, Access, 

American Express card No. 

Expiry date 

If you missed project No's 
1 to 9 tick box. 
For Free catalogue tick box 

GSC (UK1 Ltd., Dept.16TT, Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ. 
Tel: Saffron Walden 107991 21682. Telex: 817477. 

Wm 61 61 Bfi - 8A - 61113 - - i ..... Ir 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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NEWS I II AND 
BOOKMAKERS BACK THE CHIP 

Mr Charles and family of Bridlington, who own a 
small chain of betting shops, are well aware of the 
extent to which the chip - in the shape of an amazingly 
fast and efficient little machine called the "Ecstacy 
Settler" - has benefited their private lives. 

For the Charles family, the busy holiday season 
used to mean that at the end of a day's racing a large 
number of holidaymakers' betting slips would remain 
to be settled. This highly skilled and very time- 
consuming process used to keep the couple busy until 
late into the evening while they endeavoured to 
ensure they were completely up-to-date for the 
following day. 

Some two years ago they purchased from Efficient 
Computing Systems Ltd of Douglas, Isle of Man, 
their first Ecstasy Settler - a machine capable of 
settling even the most difficult bets within seconds. Its 
effect has been to transform completely the couple's 
social life. 

Now even on the busiest Saturday, they have 
finished as early as 6pm and - armed with the 
machine - they are now able to accept the various 
speciality bets favoured by holidaymakers from 
different regions which they previously might have 
had to turn down. 

The Ecstasy Settler is based on the Texas 
Instruments TI -59 and PC100C print cradle. It has a 
special Ecstasy Settler program chip to enable it to 
work out the various bets and combinations and a 

Pictured is the Ecstasy Settler which is 
based on the Tl -59 and PC100C print 
cradle. It has a special Ecstasy Settler 
program chip to enable it to work out 
the various bets and combinations and 
a special keyboard to make it espe- 
cially easy to operate. The printer 
confirms details of the bet being 
worked out and the results of the 

calculation. 

special keyboard to make it especially easy to 
operate. The printer confirms details of the bet being 
worked out and the results of the calculation. 

TOKO 7ES AND 7TS MINIATURE COILS 
The rapidly diminishing dimensions of portable 

radio equipment for both entertainment and com- 
munications has spawned a new series of coils and 
filters from TOKO - amongst which are the 7ES and 
7TS, only 6.2mm tall, but pin compatible with 
TOKO's existing 7mm coil series. Both are capable of 
being wound in primary/secondary and a primary tap 
configurations. 

The 7ES is intended for applications requiring 
inductance in the range 1-500µH, with an opera- 
tional frequency, range of 100kHz to 15MHz in a 
variety of RF and IF signal processing applications. 
An internal capacitor in the range 18pF-47pF is 
available for FM IF applications, or 180pF/1500pF 
for AM IF applications. Stability and 'Q' are not 
sacrificed despite this compact design, with typical 
`Q' values of 100 being achieved at both 455kHz and 
10.7MHz. 

The 7TS is an adjustable high inductance minia- 
ture coil occupying the same space as the 7ES, and 
offering frequency coverage to 2MHz with a max- 
imum inductance of 15mH. Applications include 
lowpass filters, multiplex filters, phase correction 
networks, etc. 
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. COMMENT 
ELECTRONIC AID FOR 

THE DISABLED 
In this the International Year of Disabled People it 

is particularly pleasant to learn of electronic aids 
which can be effective in helping people. One such, 
which assists elderly folk, was recently reported in the 
BBC World Service. 

A system is being pioneered, at the Clinical 
Research Centre in London, for an emergency alert 
designed to make much more effective use of existing 
telephone networks. 

Primarily intended for old people living on their 
own, those taking part in the experiment are 
equipped with a personal transmitter about the size of 
a packet of ten cigarettes. If there is an accident and 
the individual concerned is unable to use the 
telephone they can activate the transmitter by 
pressing a button. A matching receiver unit, fitted to 
the old person's telephone, receives the signal and 
operates the phone which automatically dials the 
number of a central computer. During the call a series 
of electronic pulses is transmitted which positively 
identifies the source of the alarm. 

Having received the call the computer then 
proceeds to ring the telephone number of a person 
nominated by the elderly person. If that person is not 
available the computer then proceeds to dial the next 
number on its list and if that person is not available it 
dials the switchboard of the local hospital, or some 
other emergency service. 

SPACE 

SAVERS 

Just one item from an exciting new range of 
space -saving storage cabinets and cases available 
from Edward Roland Ltd., of 215 Putney Bridge 
Road, London SW15 2NY, this 10 drawer cabinet is 
designed to store odds and ends of almost any 
description. Provides tidy storage for needlework and 
craft hobby accessories - in fact, any bits and pieces 
that need keeping somewhere safe. Also useful for 
keeping everything ship-shape in the garage, work- 
shop or garden shed. 

Certainly no eye -sore, this lightweight but very 
strong cabinet is of durable all -plastic construction 
and boasts a dark brown outer with one row each of 
see-thru green, amber and yellow drawers. A 
combination of drawer sizes and compartments has 
been cleverly designed to store items of varying sizes. 

With practicality in mind, these cabinets are 
designed so that they can be stacked two or more on 
top of each other without slipping and also have the 
facility for fixing to the wall. 

Attractive see-thru drawers for fast content 

Radio and Electronics Constructor has been pub- 
lished since 1947 - first as the `Radio Constructor' - 
but latterly under the present heading. In that rela- 
tively brief span of 34 years, electronics has made the 
most enormous advance in terms of its own technol- 
ogy and sub -technologies (computing, satellite com- 
munications, TV etc). 

The past five years of the `hobby' side of electronics 
has tended to highlight computing - especially since 
the consumer goods offered from the Orient and 
elsewhere drained off much enthusiasm for DIY in 
the audio and radio field. Amateur radio has been a 
recent casualty of the 'buy it, plug it in, switch it on' 
syndrome, as can readily be seen by the dearth of 
practical skills within the fraternity. 

R&EC is now planning for the next 34 years, start- 
ing with a very comprehensive reader survey that 
endeavours to find out exactly what you want from an 
electronics magazine. The next issue will contain this 
4 page survey - but we would be pleased to supply 
advance copies to anyone who would like to give us 
the benefit of their ideas in the meantime (SAE 
please). For this help, we are offering £1 off the 12 
issue postal subscription rate of £9.50 for orders sub- 
mitted with this form. 

R-EC's new editorial team will be phasing in new 
features and ideas over the next few months, so your 
comments and observations would be most welcome. 
Our basic aim is to make R&EC intelligible to the 
newcomer, but not condescending to the experienced 
or `professional' reader - whilst trying to revive some 
of the practical and constructive instincts that have 
been surpressed by the ready availability of (mainly) 
imported equipment. 

We want to retain R&EC's reputation for accuracy 
and thoroughness - but at the same time we are 
introducing many innovations in the shape of our own 
lab and technical facility equipped with £40,000+ 
worth of the most up-to-date analytical equipment for 
radio and electronics. Projects from this facility are 
already on the stocks, including a 1.5dB NF 70cms 
converter. A 16 channel VHF FM scanning receiver, 
mods to make the R1000 tune to 40kHz - and much, 
much more! ! 

identification can be left in a partly or fully extended 
position without support, or removed for easy access. 

Extremely smart, really useful and very strong, this 
cabinet represents good value for money at £7.75, 
inclusive of postage and packing in the UK. 
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I 
-SUGGE SIED CIRCUIT 

BURGLAR ALARM 
WITH 

ENTRANCE DELAY 

By G. A. French 

STED CIRCUIT 

In the June 1980 issue the 
author described a "Robust 
Burglar Alarm" which had 
relatively low impedance alarm 
switching and yet consumed an 
extremely small supply current 
from its battery. The alarm was 
self -latching and it included a 

time delay after switch -on 
which allowed the occupier of 
the protected premises to leave 
before the alarm was fully 
armed. It was accepted that the 
alarm would sound for a brief 
period when the occupier 
returned before he could switch 
it off. 

The circuit seems to have 
been well received by readers, 
and several have asked for a 
more comprehensive design 
which gives instant warning for 
all entrances and points of 
access other than the front 
door. The alarm circuitry forthe 
front door should incorporate a 
short delay which would enable 
the occupierto enter and switch 
off the circuit before the alarm 
started. 

In consequence of these 
requests, a modified burglar 
alarm circuit has been 
designed, and this is presented 
here. As before there is a time 
delay after switch -on and this 
appliesto all guard switches. At 
the end of the delay all switches 
except that at the front door 
give immediate warning when 
actuated. The switch at the front 
doorgives warning after ashort 
delay. 

FULL CIRCUIT 
The full circuit of the burglar 

alarm is given in Fig. 1. The 
components around IC2, 
including C2 and C3, and R6 to 
R9 inclusive, are in the same 
circuit as the one previously 
described. This will now be 
dealt with quickly. 

When S3(b) is in the "Off" 
position, capacitor C2 is dis- 
charged via the current limiting 
resistor, R9. Setting S3(b) to 
"On" takes the short-circuit off 
the capacitor and connects up 
the 9 volt battery. 

IC2 consists of four 2 -input 
NAND gates. Immediately after 
switch -on C2 is discharged, 
whereupon the input to invert- 
ing gate G4 is high and the gate 
output is consequently low. 
This low is passed to pin 5 of 
gate G5, whose output then has 
to be high regardless of the vol- 
tage on its pin 6. Gates G5 and 
G7 form a latch, and this takes 
up the state where the output of 
gate G7 is low, this output being 
coupled back to pin 6 of gate G5 
via resistor R8. The high at G5 
output is also passed to the 
input of inverting gate G6, the 
output of which is conse- 
quently low. Emitter follower 
TR2 is cut off and no current 
flows through the relay coil in 
its emitter circuit. 

S2 is an immediate warning 
guard switch and it closes if 
entry is attempted at the point 
where it is positioned. When it 
closes, it takes pin 6 of gate G5 

high, but this has no effect on 
the output of G5 when the pin 5 
input of G5 is low. After 
switch -on, C2 commences to 
charge via R6 until, after a 

period roughly equal to 1 

minute, the input of G4 goes 
sufficiently negative for the G4 
output to go high. The alarm is 
then armed. If S2 is now closed, 
it takes pin 6 of G5 high where- 
upon G5 output goes low and 
G7 output goes high. G5 and G7 
latch into this new state and 
maintain it until the whole 
alarm circuit is switched off at 
S3(b). Only a momentary 
closure is required in S2 for G5 
and G7 to latch up to the new 
state, and any subsequent 
opening or closure in S2 has no 
further effect. Since G5 output 
has been taken low the output 
of gate G6 goes high, taking 
with it the base of TR2. Nearly 
the full supply voltage appears 
across the relay coil, the relay 
contacts change over and the 
bell (or other warning device) 
sounds. The bell will be turned 
off only when S3(b) is put to the 
"Off" position. 

An important feature of the 
alarm circuit is that the 
impedance at the guard 
switch, S2, is of the order of 3k12 
only. At the instant of closure of 
this switch a current pulse of the 
order of 3mA is drawn from the 
output of gate G7 via R8. It is 
this relatively high switching 
current which enables the 
alarm circuit to be termed 
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"robust". After the 3mA pulse 
no further current flows in the 
S2 circuit because the output of 
gate G7 then goes high. 

The guard switch closes 
when an attempt at entry is 
made and, in the interests of 
battery economy, this method 
of working has been chosen in 
preference to the more usual 
"fail-safe" method in which a 
guard switch opens at 
intrusion. Inthe second method 
a continual current flows 
through the guard switch, and 
the alarm sounds not only when 
the switch opens but also 
when thewirestothe switch are 
cut. However, for reliable ope- 
ration the continual current in 
the guard switch circuit has to 
be at least 1 mA and even this 
relatively low current would 
mean fairly frequent battery 
replacement. With the circuit 
described here the quiescent 
battery current is a matter of 
microamps only, and the bat- 
tery has a very long life. The 
present circuit also offers a high 
degree of protection against 
wire cutting because the con- 
nection to the guard switch is 
made by way of screened audio 
cable in which the screening is 
braided rather than lapped. It is 
virtually impossible to cut a 
cable of this nature without at 
least momentarily short- 
circuiting the screening to the 
centre conductor. Such a 
short-circuit is sufficient to trip 
the G5, G7 latch and cause the 
alarm to sound continually. 

FRONT DOOR DELAY 
The front door latching and 

delay circuit takes in three 
NAND gates of a second 
CD4011, these gates being G1, 
G2 and G3. The fourth gate is 
not used, and its inputs are 
taken to the negative supply 
rail. The front door delay com- 
ponents are R3 and Cl, the 
capacitor being short-circuited 
through current limiting resis- 
tor R2 when S3(a) is in the "Off" 
position. S1 is the guard switch 
installed at the front door. 

G1 and G2 form a similar 
latch tothatgiven by G5 and G7. 
Pin 1 of G1 connects to pin 3 of 
G4 so that, after switch -on and 
during the initial delay period 
imposed by C2 and R6, this 
input pin is low and the output 
of gate G1 is high. The occupier 
should have left and closed the 
front door during the initial 

i 
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delay period whereupon, after 
the end of the period, S1 will be 
open and the pin 1 input of G1 
high. G1 and G2 are now 
latched in the state where the 
output of G2 is low, as also is the 
pin 2 input of G1. Since pin 4 of 
G2 is low no charging current is 
availableforC1 through R3. The 
low voltage is passed through 
R4 to the input of inverting gate 
G3, whose output is conse- 
quently high. 

If, after the end of the initial 
delay period, S1 is closed (or 
the wiring to S1 is cut) even if 
momentarily only, the G1, G2 
latch changes state, with the 
output of G2 going high. C1 

now commences to charge via 
R3, and the positive -going vol- 
tage on its upper terminal is 
applied through R4 to the input 
of gate G3. When this input has 
gone sufficiently positive the 
output of G3 goes negative and 
turns on transistor TR1. This 
transistortakes pin 6 of G5 high, 
giving the same effect as if S2 
had been closed, and causes 
the alarm to sound. The front 
door delay time is about 30 sec- 
onds. 

S3(a)(b) is a d.p.d.t. toggle 
switch. R4 and R7 
on circuit operation and are 
merely current limiters. It is 
possible under certain condi- 
tions that, when S3(a)(b) is 
taken from "On" to "Off", there 
could be an instant when the 
supply voltage falls very rapidly 
whereupon, without R4 and R7 
in circuit, high discharge cur- 
rents could flow from C1 and C2 
into the internal protective 
diodes of G3 and G4. 

The relay recommended for 
RLA is the "Open" type with 
41051 coil and changeover con- 
tacts which is available from 
several suppliers including 
Maplin Electronic Supplies. D1, 
across the coil, is the usual 
diode which suppresses high 
back-e.m.f. voltages when the 
relay releases. Battery BY2 has 
a voltage suitable for the part- 
icular bell employed. A sepa- 
rate battery is used, and this 
ensures that high bell transient 
voltages are kept away from the 
electronics. 

If S2 happens to be closed at 
the end of the initial delay 
period given by C2 and R6 the 
alarm will at once be triggered. 
Should S1 be closed at the end 
of the initial delay period, the 
G1, G2 latch will be triggered 

Fig. 2. When further guard switches are 
connected in parallel with S2 they 

should be wired as shown here. 

and the alarm will sound after 
the front door time delay has 
elapsed. 

The current drawn from the 9 
volt battery after switch -on 
rises to a momentary peak of 
slightly more than 1 mA when 
gate G4 input passes through 
the centre of its transfer 
characteristic. The current then 
falls slowly as C2 continues to 
charge and finally settles to a 

very low value indeed. With the 
prototype circuit, quiescent 
current some ten minutes after 
switching on was only3µA. The 
current rises to some 20mA 
when the alarm is triggered and 
the relay energised. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The alarm may be assembled 

in a metal case which is made 
common with the positive rail, 
as is indicated by the chassis 
symbol in Fig. 1. The leads to S1 
and S2, as already mentioned, 
consist of screened audio cable 
with braided screening. The 
screened wires should be term- 
inated inside the case, and the 
screening will, of course, be 
common with this. There will 
almost certainly be only one 
front door switch, but it may be 
desired to have several guard 
switches in the S2 circuit. The 
extra switches are connected in 

parallel with S2, as shown in 
Fig. 2. At each parallel connec- 
tion, the braiding of the two 
leads is connected together, as 
are the two centre leads. It is 
important that the centre lead 
of one wire is not connected to 
the braiding of the second wire. 
Apart from giving protection 
againstwirecutting, the screen- 
ing also ensures that the centre 
wire cannot pick up noise and 
static. 

Constructors will have their 
own ideas about simple 
switches which close when a 

door or window is opened. A 
suitable choice for many posi- 
tions would be a microswitch 
with an extended operating 
lever. A dry reed switch with 
changeover contacts and a bar 
magnet can be used where 
there are wooden surfaces. The 
dry reed switch can, for 
instance, be mounted on the 
jamb of a door and the magnet 
affixed to the door surface close 
to it. When the door is closed 
the magnet causes the dry reed 
switch to be actuated. The 
switch is released when the 
door is opened and the magnet 
taken away from it. All the 
guard switches should be 
positioned inside the protected 
premises, and not out of doors. 
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RECENT PUBUCATIONS jlJ 
THE ART OF ELECTRONICS. By Paul Horowitz and Winfield Hill. 733 pages, 250 x 175mm. Published by Cambridge University Press. Hard cover ISBN 0-521-23151-5,' price £35.00. Paperback ISBN 0-521-29837-7, price £12.50. 

In their preface the authors of this book state," ... the treatment in this book reflects our philosophy that electronics, as currently practiced, is basically a simple art, a combination of some basic laws, rules of thumb, and a large bag of tricks." Not only does this explain the reasoning behind the preparation of the book but it also gives an idea of the enthusiasm and informal approach of its authors. "The Art of Electronics" must surely become a classic in the electronic literature, following in the footsteps of Henney, Terman and Langford -Smith. 
Paul Horowitz is at Harvard University, Winfield Hill is with Sea Data Corporation, Massachusetts, and the book is printed in USA. Most of the text is 2 -column but this is occasionally interrupted by a short section printed across the width of the page giving information which, though pertinent, is incidental to the main theme. Thus, in the chapter dealing with operational amplifiers, we find a section which describes the design by Bob Widlar at Fairchild of the famous 709. This was the first viable op -amp and it paved the way for the even more successful 741. The work contains very many diagrams, some of which show the wrong way of doing things. Also to be found are reproductions of manufacturers' data sheets. Virtually everything in modern elec- tronics is covered in this block -buster of a book. The style is as readable as a good novel but this book has more words than have many modern novels. At a rough estimate the text approaches half a million words! "The Art of Electronics", particularly in its paperback version, offers almost incred- ibly good value for money. 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK. By Ian R. Sinclair. 192 pages, 215 x 130mm. Published by Newnes Technical Books. ISBN 0-408-00447-9. Price £3.95. 
Ian Sinclair is no stranger to the readers of this magazine, and his popular series on programmable calculators and on microprocessors have been well received and praised. He has the ability to clearly explain electronic circuits and their operation, and this factor is at once apparent to anyone reading the book under review. After an introductory note on basic mathematical conventions the book proceeds to the first chapter, which is devoted to passive components. These include resistors, thermistors, capacitors, inductors and quartz crystals. The second chapter discusses active discrete components and deals with diodes, I.e.d.'s, bipolar transistors, field- effect transistors, negative feedback, heatsinks and switching circuits. Discrete com- ponent circuits form the subject of the third chapter, and these consist of amplifiers, tone controls, filters, output stages, oscillators, r.f. stages, modulators, power sup- plies and stabilizers. In the fourth chapter the reader is taken on to linear i.c.'s, and this chapter gives details of bias methods, op -amp circuits, phase -locked loops, voltage stabilizers and timers. The fifth and final chapter covers digital i.c.'s and provides information on basic logic, Boolean algebra, sequential logic, displays and decoders, MOS circuits and the microprocessor. The fifth chapter also includes pinout diagrams for a very wide range of t.t.l. and CMOS devices. The book closes with two appendices giving a standard metric wire table and bibliography, followed by a comprehensive index. 

"Practical Electronics Handbook" goes into considerable detail on the subjects it deals with and gives practical values of components where these are of importance. The book will be of value not only to the beginner but also to the reader who is well advanced in electronics. 
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CRYSTAL 
CALIBRATOR 

By 

T. J. Johnson 

Eight frequency decades 
1Hz to 10MHz. 

Harmonic -rich square wave 
outputs. 

What is probably the most useful addition to any 
shortwave listening station is a crystal calibrator, 
and its prime use it to check the frequency of any 
radio station being received. The calibrator does 
not actually measure the frequency but, instead, 
compares it with its own internal standard. 

In its simplest form a crystal calibrator, some- 
times called a marker generator, consists of a very 
stable and accurate crystal controlled oscillator. A 
number of frequencies can be derived from this 
standard frequency by division, usually by a factor 
of 10, by means of a series of frequency dividers. 
These frequencies are then selected by a switch 
and passed to the aerial input of the receiver, 
whereupon a number of calibration points appear 
as very strong signals at the corresponding points 
on the receiver dial. The basic frequency and the 
divided frequencies also produce harmonics, 
which further augment the number of checking 
points produced by the calibrator. 

CIRCUIT DESIGN 

The usefulness of the calibrator depends 
entirely upon the accuracy and stability of the 
crystal used. Best results are given with a crystal 
which is intended as a "Frequency Standard". 
With such a crystal, in the oscillator to be 

described, a short term accuracy of + 5Hz in any 
period upto eight hours can be expected. The long 
term accuracy has not been checked, but it is safe 
to assume that the initial starting frequency will 
not vary by more than 50Hz over an extended 
period of intermittent use. If the frequency does 
drift, it is quite easy to bring it back to its correct 
value. 

The calibrator has been designed with two pur- 
poses in mind. As well as a receiver calibrator it 
can also be employed with digital equipment as a 

Standard Timebase. It can, for example, be an 
accurate source of clock pulses for a frequency 
counter. Since the lowest frequency provided by 
the calibrator is 1Hz, it will be seen that it offers a 

wide range of applications in digital design and 
circuitry. 

When employed as a calibrator the following 
results were observed with respect to harmonics. 
Very strong signals were given up to 100MHz, at 
times with no connection to the receiver. A direct 
connection to the receiver was required in the 
range of 100 to 200MHz, but signals were still 
strong. Weak but useful signals were provided 
from 200 to 400MHz, with harmonic strength then 
falling very rapidly. These tests were made both 
with a receiver covering the appropriate range and 
with a spectrum analyser. 
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Fig. 1. The circuit of the crystal calibrator. Two gates of IC2 function as a 
10MHz crystal controlled oscillator, with the third gate squaring up the out- 

put. Each 74LS90 acts as a decade divider. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
The full circuit of the crystal calibrator is given in 

Fig. 1, and it can be considered as having three 
sections: the power supply, the oscillator and the 
dividers. The oscillator is quite conventional for 
t.t.l. circuits and consists of two NAND gates 
connected as inverters and forming a single amp- 

lifier. R1 and R2 bias the gates onto a linear part of 
their operating characteristic. 

The frequency determining components, 
crystal X1 and trimmer TC1, are connected bet- 
ween the output (pin 6) and the input (pins 1 and 2) 
of the two NAND gates. The crystal exhibits a very 
low impedance at its resonant frequency, where - 
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The internal layout inside 
the case. 

upon positive feedback and oscillation occurs at 
this frequency. In the present design this is 10MHz. 
The trimmer enables the oscillation frequency to 
be set to precisely the nominal figure for the 
crystal. A third NAND gate, also connected as an 
inverter, couples to the oscillator output and 
squares up the oscillator sine wave so that the 
following stages can operate cleanly. No connec- 
tions are made to the fourth NAND gate of the i.c. 

The series of seven dividers form the next sec- 
tion, these being IC3 to IC9 inclusive. These are 
74LS90 decade dividers, and each divides the fre- 
quency applied to its pin 1 by a factor of 10, giving 
an output at pin 12. Division is symmetric, with 
each output being a square wave. Thus, if a fre- 
quency of 1MHz is applied to a divider input, the 
output frequency is 100kHz. It is important to note 
that, for correct operation, the input signal to each 
divider should be a square wave of reasonably 
good shape. 

The 10MH z signal from the oscillator section is 
applied to the input of the first divider, IC3. Here 
the signal is divided by 10, resulting in a signal of 
1MHz. This is then applied to the next divider, IC4, 
where it is once again divided by 10. Each succes- 
sive i.c. divides the previous frequency by 10, and 
the final frequency, at IC9 output, is 1Hz. 

All the frequencies, including the original 10 
MHz oscillator signal, are taken to the rotary 
switch S1, the wiper of which selects the output 
frequency which is required. 

The power supply section is quite conventional. 
The mains transformer secondary voltage of 6 
volts is rectified by the bridge consisting of D1 to 
D4, causing approximately 8 volts to appear 
across the reservoir capacitor, C5. This is applied 
to the voltage regulator, IC1. The regulator is a 

small 3 -terminal device which gives a stable 5 
volts at its output. 

A very large value of reservoir capacitor is 
required to prevent any hum appearing on the 
supply lines and modulating the oscillator. If hum 
should be found to be a problem, then increasing 
the value of C5 will cure it. Indeed, it may be wise to 
have a large value fitted at the outset. A capacit- 
ance as high as 2,200pF would be suitable, pro- 
vided there is room in the case. The four remaining 
capacitors, C1 to C4, are connected across the 
supply lines at various points on the printed board 
to prevent r.f. from modulating the supply and 
affecting lower frequency outputs. 

Asthe circuit uses low power (LS) i.c.'s, it may be 

ge-mme 

thoughtthat a mains power supply is unnecessary 
and that a battery could be used instead. However, 
the digital applications required by the author 
mean that the calibrator is switched on for long 
periods, whereupon battery operation would be 
uneconomic. A battery may of course be used, 
nevertheless, and details of how it can be con- 
nected to the calibrator are given at the end of this 
article. 

COMPONENTS 
There are no critical components in the circuit, 

all being easily obtained. However, the crystal 
needs special mention. Surplus crystals are not 
recommended and it is advisable to obtain the 
crystal from a manufacturer of crystals, who 
advertises it as a frequency Standard, if the accu- 
racy mentioned earlier is to be given. The crystal 
used in the prototype is available from Quartslab 
Marketing Limited, P.O. Box 73, Summit House, 
London, SE18 3LR. The crystal socket may also be 
obtained from this source. TC1 must be a good 
quality component and the author employed a 

miniature film dielectric trimmer, as retailed by 
Maplin Electronic Supplies. The rotary switch, S1, 
should be a good quality component as well. This 
is a 1 -pole 12 -way switch with only 8 ways used. 

The mains transformer is specified as having a 

secondary rated at 3-0-3 volts at 100mA .No con- 
nection is made to the centre -tap and a trans- 
former with a 6 volt 100mA secondary could 
alternatively, of course, be used. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Construction is straightforward and should pre- 

sent no difficulties. The calibrator should be 
housed ina small aluminium box capable of taking 
all the components, and that employed by the 
author measured 5 by 4 by 12in. The lid is used as 
the front panel. 

The oscillator, divider stages and the power 
supply (apart from the mains transformer) are 
assembled on a small printed board. It is not 
essential to use a p.c.b. but it is preferred. Other 
forms of assembly, such as using a plain perfo- 
rated board may be used. Veroboard, with copper 
strips, is not suitable. 

Details of the printed board are given in Fig. 2, in 
which both sides of the board are reproduced full 
size. The author used printed circuit transfers for 
the i.c. pads and other connection points, a Dalo 
etch pen then being used to connect the pads. 
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Fig. 2. The component and copper sides of the printed circuit board. This is 
reproduced full size. 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
(All * watt 5%) 

R1 56051 
R2 56051 

Capacitors 
C1 -C4 0.01µF polyester, type C280 
C5 470µF electrolytic, 10V. Wkg. (see text) 
TC1 2-22pF trimmer (see text) 

Transformer 
T1 mains transformer, secondary 3-0-3V at 

100mA (see text) 

Semiconductors 
IC1 78L05 
IC2 74LS00 
IC3-IC9 74LS90 
D1 -D4 I N4002 

Switches 
S1 1 -pole 8 -way rotary (see text) 
S2 s.p.s.t. toggle 

Crystal 
X1 10MHz Frequency Standard 
crystal, HC6/U, (see text) 

Socket 
SK1 coaxial socket 

Miscellaneous 
Metal case (see text) 
Crystal holder, HC6/U 
4 -way tagstrip (see text) 
Control knob 
Printed circuit board 
3 -core mains lead 
Nuts, bolts, wire, etc. 
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Although some of the tracks are very thin and 
close to others there should be no difficulty if the 
constructor is careful. 

The spacing forthe two holes marked "A" is Zin., 
with the fixing hole "B" positioned centrally bet- 
ween them. The crystal holder is inserted through 
the top of the board and its tags carefully bent over 
to touch the adjacent copper pads. The tags are 
then soldered to these pads. This procedure 
explains why there are no holes in the pads. Take 
care when soldering in trimmer TC1 as excessive 
heat could incurthe risk of its body melting. A heat 
shunt is advised when fitting IC1. The wires going 
to the rotary switch should be stranded and about 
5in. long. 

In the prototype the board is mounted close to 
one long edge of the case, leaving sufficient space 
for the mains transformer and a 4 -way tagstrip (1 

tag earthed) to be bolted to the case bottom. The 
board underside is held clear of the inside surface 
of the case by metal spacing washers on the 
mounting bolts. These provide a chassis connec- 
tion to the board. The remaining wiring between 
the board and the other components is shown in 
Fig. 3. The mains lead passes through a grommet 
in the case side and should be secured inside the 
case by a plastic or plastic -faced clamp. Take care 
to ensure that all mains connections are made 

The wiring to the rotary switch. In the 
prototype the tags were bent inwards 
after soldering to avoid fouling the 
integrated circuits. The tags of S2 are 
covered with insulating tape to reduce 
the risk of shock when setting up or 

testing the calibrator. 

correctly and that the metal case is reliably 
earthed. 

After the wiring to the range selector switch S1 
was completed with the prototype, the switch tags 
were bent over to bring them nearer the switch 
body. This was done because there was a possibil- 
ity of the tags touching the i.c.'s. Also, the tags of 
switch S2 and the three non -earthy tags of the 
4 -way tagstrip were covered with insulating tape. 

The front panel was given a rub -over with fine 
steel wool and left in its natural state. Lettering and 
numbers on the front panel were taken from 
"Panel -Signs", Set No. 4. 

CALIBRATION 
Once all wiring has been completed and the 

board checked for mistakes, the crystal may be 
plugged in. Do not solder the crystal in. After 
switching on, allow about an hour for the circuit to 
settle down. Set the range switch to the 10MHz 
position and connect a coaxial lead of about 18 in. 
to the output. Since the case lid will be removed to 
allow access to TC1, it should be temporarily con- 
nected to the body of the case to provide an earth 
connection for the output socket. 

If a digital frequency counter is available the 
trimmer is simply adjusted until this reads 10MHz. 
It should be found that the initial frequency is 
already close to that required. If a counter is not 
available, as will probably be the case, then 
another method will have to be used. 

Since the calibrator is intended for use with a 
communications receiver, the latter should be 
able to pick up a standard frequency transmission 
at 10MHz. Perhaps the strongest signal will be 
WWV. This transmission will be heard as a carrier 
modulated with a seconds beat which is just aud- 
ible as a faint ticking, similar to that of a clock. 
Using the b.f.o. on the receiver, adjust this for zero 
beat. Place the coaxial lead from the calibrator 
close to the receiver aerial input. A beat note 
should be heard, indicating that the calibrator is 
working but is not on frequency. Trimmer TC1 is 
adjüsted until zero beat is once again obtained. 

To check calibrator stability, it may be left on and 
checked a regular intervals against the stan- 
dard frequency transmission. If a receiver cover- 
ing 10MHz is not available, then the Radio 4 signal 
on 200kHz can be used. In this case the calibrator is 
switched to 100kHz and the second harmonic 
employed. 
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Fig. 3. The mains input wiring and the external connections to 
the printed circuit board. 

USING THE CALIBRATOR 
For normal use with a receiver only a short 

"aerial" is required, say about 12 in. of wire laid 
close to the aerial input socket of the receiver. 
With v.h.f. receivers a direct connection will need 
to be made to the aerial socket. Experience with 
the particular receiver or receivers which are 
employed will soon show the types of coupling 
which are required. 

Using the calibrator to check the frequency of a 
station is quite simple. First it is assumed, with a 
short wave station, that the receiver scale is suffi- 
ciently well calibrated for the megahertz value to 
be known. Let us say that this is 12MHz. The 
calibrator is switched to give a 1 MHz output and 
the receiver tuning adjusted around the 12MHz 
position to pick up its harmonic. The calibrator is 
next switched to 100kHz, and the receiver tuning 
adjusted towards the station. At the last 100kHz 

point nearest the station a note is made of how 
many 100kHz points were passed. Let us say that 
there were six. The receivertuning is left atthe last 
100kHz setting and the calibrator switched to 
10kHz. The tuning is again taken towards the sta- 
tion, the number of 10kHz points passed being 
noted. 

The station may or may not coincide with a 

10kHz point. If it doesn't the nearest point is then 
noted. Let us say that four 10kHz points were 
passed. Adding up the findings we have a fre- 
quency of 12MHz plus 6 times 100kHz plus 4times 
10kHz. This equals 12.64MHz or, more generally, 
12,640kHz. If the receiver has a bandspread con- 
trol, then the 1 kHz range could be used. Note that 
with this method we are completely disregarding 
the calibration of the receiver which, in many 
cases, would not be accurate to such fine limits. 

When used with digital circuitry the Calibrator 
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provides an output which is at t.t.l. levels. The 
waveshape is good when observed on an oscillo- 
scope, although the higher ranges are slightly 
modulated by the lower two ranges. This is unav- 
oidable and is due to the lack of isolation between 
outputs. No difficulties were experienced when 
using the calibrator with sensitive digital equip- 
ment. 

BATTERY OPERATION 
Finally, if the unit is only going to be used 

occasionally it is quite simple to modify the circuit 
for battery operation. Should there be no intention 

to use a mains supply at any future date, the 
calibrator can be built with Di to D4 and trans- 
former Ti omitted. A 9 volt battery is then con- 
nected, with correct polarity, across C5. 

If it is intended to have mains operation at a 
future date the calibrator can be assembled as 
described in this article. The two leads from T1 
secondary are then removed from the printed 
board and the 9 volt battery connected to the 
board in their place. Since Di to D4 are still in 
circuit, the battery can be connected with either 
polarity. 

; 
<3, 

Strands of glass fibre, no thicker than a human hair, 
will be relaying television and radio programmes to 
18 households in Milton Keynes by the end of this 
year. 

The rental houses, at Oldbrook 1 near the city 
centre, have been chosen by British Telecom for their 
first public trials of transmitting TV programmes by 
fibre optic cable. 

Electrical signals, converted into pulses of light, 
will be carried over one optical fibre cable from the 
receiving station at Linford Wood to a distribution 
point near the houses. 

From that point, smaller optical fibre cables will be 
laid to each house where the signals will be converted 
back into an electrical form suitable for reception on 
ordinary TV sets and radios. 

A single fibre optic cable can carry the same 
amount of information as a conventional copper 
co -axial cable but it is physically much smaller and 
many such fibres can be run in the same space. 

In the long term, fibre optic systems offer 
significant prospects of economic and technical 
improvements in running and extending the nation's 

telecommunications services as a whole. 
The basic raw material, glass, is cheap and in 

abundant supply, unlike the imported copper used in 
conventional cables. Optical cables are also more 
compact than existing types and are immune to 
crosstalk and electrical interference. 

The trial will be monitored by British Telecom for 
at least one year and there will be no additional costs 
involved for either the Milton Keynes Development 
Corporation or the residents. 

The usual copper cable will also be installed 
providing a final choice of systems for the residents. 

Ducting for the cable has been laid and the houses 
are now under construction. Cabling will run 
concurrently with the building and completion is 
expected in October. 

Since the first practical demonstrations of the 
principle ten years ago, countries with advanced 
communication needs such, as USA, Japan and 
Britain have been researching optical fibre technol- 
ogy, resulting in rapid and continuing improvements 
in its performance. 
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Fail -Safe 
By 

P. Jenner 

Maintaining constant surveillance 
in security systems 

It is obviously desirable that security systems, 
including burglar and other anti -theft alarms, be 
designed to have economic running costs. For this 
reason, such systems are commonly powered by the 
public electricity supply. To guard against power 
cuts and deliberate tampering with the mains, it is 
also necessary for a system to revert to battery 
operation when the mains supply is interrupted. 

BATTERY SWITCHING 
What is probably the "cleanest" method of 

automatic mains -battery switching is provided by a 
relay with changeover contacts, as shown in Fig. 
1(a). In this diagram the relay contacts are shown in 
the de -energised position. 

When the mains supply is present, the d.c. output 
of the mains power supply unit is applied across the 
relay coil and causes the relay to energise. The relay 
moving contact then changes over to the energised 
position, connecting the mains power supply output 
to the surveillance equipment. If there is any 
interruption in the mains supply the relay de - 
energises and the relay contact moves back to 
connect the battery to the equipment. As soon as the 
mains supply is available again the relay energises 
once more, reconnecting the mains supply unit to the 
equipment. 

Relay operation has the great advantage that the 
battery is completely out of circuit when the mains 
supply is present. As opposed to solid-state switch- 
ing circuits, there are in consequence no problems 
with semiconductor leakage currents. On the other 
hand, the relay switching circuit has the disadvan- 
tage that the supply voltage is momentarily absent 
during the changeover period when the relay moving 
contact is between the two fixed contacts. 

If this momentary lack of supply is important the 
situation can be alleviated by connecting a high 
value electrolytic capacitor across the equipment 
supply rails, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The capacitor 
is charged before the changeover and supplies 
current to the surveillance equipment during the 
brief instant when the supply is interrupted. A 4.70, 
current limiting resistor is inserted in series with the 
electrolytic capacitor. This low value of resistance 
has negligible effect on circuit operation, and it 
reduces sparking at the relay contacts and extends 

their life. It is extremely unlikely that the battery 
voltage will be precisely the same as the mains power 
supply output voltage, with the result that a 
capacitor charge or discharge current will flow at any 
relay changeover. 

The value of the electrolytic capacitor can be 
calculated by assuming that the supplied equipment 
is a fixed resistor, and by giving this assumed 

Relay 
contacts 

To supplied 
equipment 

4 

(a) 

4.7n 

+. From mains 
P.S.U. 

Relay coil 

4.7n 

Bypass 
T capacitor 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 1(a). Relay circuit which gives 
automatic transfer to battery opera- 
tion when the mains supply fails. The 
relay moving contact is shown in the 

de -energised position. 

(b). Adding a high value electrolytic 
capacitor to prevent voltage interrup- 

tion during a changeover. 

(c). If the equipment already has a 
high value bypass capacitor across its 
supply rails a current limiting resistor 

should be inserted as shown here. 
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resistance and the electrolytic capacitor a time 
constant of an arbitrarily chosen relatively long time, 
such as 2 seconds. Time constant, in seconds, is 
equal to ohms multiplied by farads, or megohms 
multiplied by microfarads. If, as an example, the 
surveillance equipment draws 2mA at 9 volts, it can 
be looked upon as a 4.5k11 (9 divided by 2) resistor. 
This is 0.0045MS1 and the calculated capacitance 
required for a time constant of 2 seconds is 444µF. 
In practice, 470µF would be suitable and the 
electrolytic capacitor could have this nominal value. 

In some cases the surveillance equipment may 
already have a high value electrolytic capacitor 
connected across its supply rails for bypass purposes. 
This capacitor may well be adequate to maintain the 
supply during -relay changeover, but it is still 
desirable to have a current limiting resistor in the 
circuit to reduce relay contact sparking. In this case, 
a 4.71Z resistor can be inserted in series with the 
relay moving contact, as shown in Fig. 1(c). 

STEERING DIODES 
A circuit 'which causes no interruption of the 

supply when changing from mains to battery, and 
vice versa, is shown in Fig. 2. This employs steering 
diodes and functions by reason of the fact that the 
voltage available from the mains power supply is 
purposely made higher than the battery voltage. 

When the mains supply is present this higher 
voltage flows to the supplied equipment through 
diode D1. Diode D2 is reversed biased and no 
current (apart from leakage current in the diode) 
flows in the battery circuit. If the mains supply turns 
off, current flows from the battery to the equipment 
through D2, whilst D1 now prevents any current 
from the battery flowing to the mains supply 
components. Should the mains supply become 
available again the system returns to its previous 
state, with the equipment being fed by the mains 
power supply through D1, as before. 

A supply voltage is always available for the 
equipment and there are no interruptions what- 
soever. The supply voltage is lower when the battery 
feeds the equipment, and in most practical instances 
this should not cause any difficulties. The output 
from the circuit can, in any case, be applied to a 
voltage regulator if the equipment requires a 
stabilized supply. The two diodes can be any small 
silicon rectifier, such as the 1N4001. 

To supplied 
equipment 

4 

DI 
+ From mains + - P.S.U. 

D2 

1 
I 1 

T 

IMn 

Fig. 2 Automatic changeover to bat- 
tery operation is given by the two 
steering diodes. The mains supply 
voltage is higher than the battery 

voltage. 

To supplied 
equipment 

F 
1 
T 

From mains 

P.S.U. 

Fig. 3. Another solid-state circuit 
which gives automatic changeover. 

A disadvantage with the circuit is that, when the 
mains supply is present, a leakage current flows 
through D2 into the battery. This current is 
effectively a charging current and could conceivably 
cause the release of gases in the battery if this is a 
zinc -carbon dry type. The leakage current will 
normally be a matter of microamps only, and the 
1MSZ resistor across the battery should pass a higher 
current level. The resistor will cause a very slow 
discharge of the battery, which means that battery 
voltage should be checked from time to time, even 
when there have been no interruptions in the mains 
supply. 

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT 
The circuit shown in Fig. 3 ensures a continual 

supply with no significant change in voltage when 
changing from mains to battery or from battery to 
mains. The mains supply voltage is significantly 
higher than the battery voltage. 

When the mains output voltage is available the 
transistor acts as an emitter follower, and the battery 
voltage, less a base -emitter drop of about 0.6 volt, is 
applied to the equipment. If the mains supply is 
turned off, current from the battery flows through 
the forward biased base -emitter junction of the 
transistor with, again, a 0.6 volt drop in this junction. 
The diode, which can be a 1N4001 or similar, 
prevents current from the battery flowing through 
the base -collector junction into the mains power 
supply components. 

With this circuit a discharge current always flows 
from the battery. When the mains supply is absent 
this current is the full current required by the 
equipment. The battery current reduces to the much 
lower base current required by the transistor as an 
emitter follower when the mains supply is present. 
The circuit is very simple, but it is necessary to check 
the battery voltage at regular intervals. 

The transistor must have a base current rating in 
excess of the maximum current likely to be drawn by 
the equipment. This rating is only rarely specified in 
manufacturers' literature but, working from the few 
instances in which it is quoted, can be assumed to be 
one -tenth of the maximum collector current rating. 

VOLTAGE READINGS 
It is necessary to have some means of checking 

battery voltage in mains -battery surveillance sys- 
tems, and the voltage monitoring circuit should 
impose as low a drain on the battery as is possible. 

The easiest approach towards keeping battery 
current drain at a minimum is to have the voltage 
checking circuit turned on by a push-button, where- 
upon current is drawn only when the voltage is being 
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checked. An example is given in Fig. 4(a). In this 
circuit the l.e.d. lights up, when the push-button is pressed, only when the battery voltage is above a 
predetermined level selected by the choice of zener diode. This level, referred to as "Vmin" in the 
diagram, is approximately equal to zener voltage plus 1.5 volts. Let us say that we have a 9 volt battery and we want to discard it when its voltage 
falls to about 7.5 volts. The nearest zener voltage to the calculated value of 6 volts is 6.2 volts. With a 6.2 volt zener diode the l.e.d. will light up for battery voltages above about 7.7 volts and will fail to light for battery voltages below this level. The function of the 27012 resistor is to bring the zener diode on to the flatter part of its characteristic when the button is pressed, and thereby reduce the range of voltage 
between bright illumination of the I.e.d. and a just 
perceptible glow. 

If there is a wide difference, say more than 3 volts, 
between maximum battery voltage and the accept- able minimum voltage, a fairly high current can flow in the l.e.d., 10012 resistor and zener diode when the battery is at its top voltage level. This situation can be alleviated by inserting a constant current device in circuit, as in Fig. 4(b). The resistor across pins 1 and 3 of the LM334Z ensures that maximum l.e.d. current does not exceed about 10mA. With this circuit Vmin is approximately equal to zener voltage 
plus 2.6 volts. If, as in the previous example, Vmin is 7.5 volts, the nearest zener voltage to that required 
is 5.1 volts, giving a calculated Vmin of 7.7 volts. 

The zener diode can be selected from the BZY88C series for the Fig. 4(b) circuit. A BZY88C diode can also be employed in the Fig. 4(a) circuit 
provided its dissipation will not exceed 400mW. The LM334Z constant current device is available from 
Maplin Electronic Supplies. In both circuits the l.e.d. 
is a red type. 

Vmin VZ+ 1-5V 

(a) 
Vmin M VZ+2-6V 

( b) 

aa0 
3 1 2 

LM334Z 
Lead -outs 

Fig. 4(a). If the I.e.d. in this circuit 
fails to light when the push-button is 
pressed the supply voltage is below 

the Vmin level. 

(b). Employing a constant current 
device to limit I.e.d. current. 

CONSTANT MONITOR 
A voltage monitor which can be permanently 

connected across a battery supply is shown in Fig. 5. 
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TR3 

2N3904 

r 
R5 
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Fig. 5 This circuit is permanently 
connected across the supply rails and 
draws a very low quiescent current. 
The I.e.d. lights up for supply voltages 

lower than Vmin 

This draws a very low current until the supply voltage falls below a predetermined value, where- upon it causes a constant current of 10mA to flow through the light -emitting diode. The circuit gives 
warning of excessively low battery voltage by the 
illumination of the diode. This can, incidentally, be any colour. 

The supply voltage is applied to the series resistors R3, R4 and R5, the last being set up such that TR3 is turned on for all voltages above the Vmin level. The collector voltage of TR3 is then below the 
1.2 volt base voltage (0.6 volt drop in TR2 plus 0.6 volt drop in TR1) required for TR2 and TR1 to turn on. In consequence, the 1.e.d. is extinguished. When the supply voltage falls below Vmin TR3 turns off, allowing base current to flow through R2 to TR2. The very high current gain of the two transistors in 
combination then allows 10mA to flow through the LM334Z and the l.e.d. The circuit action is quite sharp, and the range of supply voltages between a just perceptible glow and full illumination in the l.e.d. is small. 

The current which flows when the l.e.d. is 
extinguished is comprised of the current flowing in R2 plus that in R3 and transistor leakage current. The prototype circuit drew about 18µA from a 9 volt supply. The high values of R2 and R3 produce base currents in the order of microamps only. These are rather small for bipolar transistors, although the circuit works well in practice. However, care should be taken to keep all base component wiring short and well clear of hum radiation from mains wiring. After the circuit has been assembled, the Vmin voltage is applied to the supply rails and R5 is adjusted so that the l.e.d. is just on the point of 
extinction. The Vmin voltage can be anywhere between 6 and 15 volts. There is a slight risk that, with some transistors in the TR3 position, the required setting in R5 may be outside its range of adjustment for Vmin voltages close to 6 volts or close to 15 volts. Should this occur, the values of R4 can be increased or decreased as required. 

In all the circuits shown in this article the fixed resistors can be â watt 5% up to 1MO and 4 watt 10% above 1 MSZ. 
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Make -Before - 
Break By R. F. Peters 

Fig. 1 shows a very simple variable voltage mains 
power supply circuit which could be employed to 
provide output currents up to, say, 100mA maximum. 
A mains transformer having a tapped secondary is 
used and the rotary switch, S2, can select secondary 
voltages of 10, 12, 15 and 17 volts. The off-load 
rectified voltages appearing across Cl are of the order 
of 1.4 times the a.c. secondary voltage selected by S2, 
and are 14, 17, 21 and 24 volts respectively. 

There are two resistors in the circuit. R1 is a current 
limiting resistor and prevents sparking at the switch 
contacts when S2 is moved to a higher voltage. With- 
out R1 there could be a heavy surge current when Cl 
charges to the higher voltage. The function of R2 is 
merely to cause Cl to discharge when switching to a 
lower voltage with no output load connected. The time 
constant of R2 and Cl is 4.7 seconds, so the fall in 
voltage across Cl when S2 selects a lower voltage is 
rather leisurely, but it is better than no fall at all. 

SWITCH SPECIFICATION 
In consequence, we have a variable voltage power 

supply with a not particularly brilliant performance. 
However, the design is so basic in character that there 
is surely nothing that could possibly go wrong with it. 

Isn't there? 
Let's see what could happen if we used a miniature 

wafer switch of the wrong type for S2. Many of these 
rotary switches hayed fixed and moving contacts like 
those shown in the side view of Fig. 2(a). When the 
switch is set in a position its moving contact sits firmly 
on the centre of the fixed contact which has been 
selected. But when, as in Fig. 2(b), the switch is moved 
to the next contact there is an instant when the moving 
contact is touching both the fixed contact it is leaving 
and the fixed contact it is moving to. As a result, both 
fixed contacts are momentarily short-circuited 
together. 

If we used a switch of this nature in the circuit of Fig. 

A.C. 

mains 

Si 

On Ott 
T 17V 

,Y11 
L 

Di 

+ 

Output 

CI 

470 
NF 
40V 
wkg 

Fig. 1. A very simple variable voltage 
unregulated mains power supply. 
Could anything go wrong in such a 

basic circuit? 

i its contact life would be very limited. When, for 
instance, the switch is moved from the 10 volt secon- 
dary tap to the 12 volt tap there will be an instant when 
the 2 volt winding between the taps is short-circuited. 
A very heavy current will flow in that instant. If the 
switch was inadvertantly allowed to rest for any time 
with the adjacent fixed contacts short-circuited by the 
moving contact it is quite possible that either the switch 
contacts would be excessively heated or the section of 
transformer secondary between the corresponding 
taps would burn out. 

Moving 
contact 

/0" " " dro 

Fixed 
contacts 

aaAW7i 

as 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2(a). Side view showing two fixed 
contacts in a typical make -before - 

break rotary switch. 

(b). When the moving contact is moved 
from one position to the next it 
momentarily short-circuits the two 

adjacent fixed contacts. 

SWITCH TYPE 
A rotary switch having the action shown in Fig. 2 is 

described as a "make -before -break" switch. This is 
because the new contact is made before the old contact 
is broken. Fortunately, it is possible these days to get 
miniature "break -before -make" rotary switches, and 
with these the switch moving contact leaves the old 
fixed contact before it makes to the new fixed contact. 

A break -before -make switch is essential for a circuit 
such as that shown in Fig. 1, or for any other circuit in 
which different voltages with high current capabilities 
are selected. If the action of a rotary switch is not 
specified by a supplier, be wary of it as the odds are that 
it is a make -before -break type. Most of the older rotary 
switches are of this type. 

Make -before -break switches have their uses, of 
course, and are normally the better choice in 
wavechange applications or when the switch selects, 
say, different audio sources in a hi-fi system. Because 
the switch makes to the new fixed contact before 
leaving the old contact there are less circuit distur- 
bances and, usually, less crackles in the radio or hi-fi 
audio output when the switch is adjusted. 
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SELECT 'INICS 
CONSTRUCTOR 

IN NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE 
PROXIMITY LAMP SWITCH 

*No Fumbling in 

the Dark for 

Manual Switches 

This project is a proximity switch which can 
be used to turn on a bedside lamp by placing a 
hand on the insulated case of the unit. Switches 
of this type are often incorporated in clock - 
radios intended for bedside use, and it was the 
convenience of using one of these which led to 
the present design. 

TELEPHONE CHARGE REMINDER 
Reduce Your Phone Bills 

When making telephone calls it is very easy to lose track of the passage of time, with consequent high 
phone bills arriving on the doormat in due course. One way of overcoming this problem is to have a device 
which gives an indication of the number of time units which are being accumulated while the call is in 
progress. 

The unit described provides a brief audible tone each time a unit elapses. The units are for inland calls, 
as detailed in the British Telecom leaflet "Telephone Charges", and a Table is given showing time units 
for local, up to 56km and over 56km for Peak, Standard and Cheap periods. 

SLEEPY TIME 
RADIO SWITCH 

Suggested Circuit 

TELEVISION 
A.G.C. FAULT 
In Your Workshop 

CB CB CB CB CB CB CB 
The UK Spec: Will the details be available by 
our next issue? If they are, you can be certain 

R & EC will have a full analysis ready .. . 

PLUS MANY OTHER ARTICLES 
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Völtm e ter 
S ensiti vit y 
Booster 
By A. F. O/í vera 

Gives analogue multimeter 
electronic performance. 

Input impedance 
typically 40 megohms. 

In certain circumstances voltage readings taken 
with a low sensitivity meter can be misleading. 
Consider, for example, the circuit diagram shown in 
Fig. 1. 

In accordance with Ohm's Law the current 
through R1 and R2 is 0.05mA, and the voltage 
across R2 must therefore be 1 volt. If, however, this 
voltage were to be measured with a voltmeter of 
2,000(1 per volt sensitivity set to its 1 volt range, the 
reading obtained would be 0.1 volt! Voltmeters of 
20,000 and 50,000(1 per volt sensitivity would give 
readings of about 0.5 volt and 0.7 volt respectively. 
Obviously, the greater the meter sensitivity the more 
accurate the reading. 

ELECTRONIC BOOSTER 
The sensitivity booster described in this article will 

convert an analogue voltmeter into an electronic 
voltmeter. The booster has been designed for ease of 
use, yet is inexpensive and simple to build. One of its 
attractive features is that, in contrast to other similar 
projects which have been published in the past, no 
zero adjustment is required. 

Of course it has its limitations, one of these being 
that voltages in excess of some 23 volts cannot be 

measured using the booster. But this is not a serious 
handicap since the majority of voltage tests on solid 
state equipment generally lie within this range. In 
any case, voltages in excess of 23 volts can still be 
measured by the basic meter although, of course, 
without the benefit of the booster. 

+9V 

160kn 

2Okn o Voltmeter 

Fig. 1. A simple test cir- 
cuit. The voltage across 
R2 is 1 volt, but an 
analogue voltmeter will 
indicate a voltage lower 

than this. 
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French Post Office 
offers CB Users 
an 'Amnesty' , 
Following the formal recognition of 27MHz CB by the 
French authorities last year, (2W FM, 22 channels) - 
the French Post Office has set an interesting precedent 
by offering the present band of illegal users a transi- 
tional period of two years to 'get in line'. 
Users of unapproved sets (ie AM and SSB sets according 
to the USA standards) have got until January 1983 to get 
their sets modified to conform to the legal specification. 
A provisional licence will be issued covering this period 
until January 1983 - whereupon unmodified equipment 
will become unlicencable. Presumably any CB user 
registering under this scheme - but failing to provide 
evidence of getting his set modified and approved will 
then by easily identified by the French Post Office. 
This seems like an interesting an imaginative solution to 
the problem, but nevertheless present a formidable task 
of administration - unless a simple and 'type approved' 
conversion kit is available. An obvious parallel can be 
drawn with the UK situation, and it remains to be seen if 
the Home Office are prepared to show a similarly inno- 
vative approach to an otherwise insurmountable problem. 

Meanwhile, back at Waterloo Bridge House.... 
For those of you who don't know, Waterloo Bridge 
House in London SE1 is the home of the Home Office 
radio regulatory division. It is the task of those therein 
to try and administer the proposed UK CB frequencies- 
and after fighting for over twenty years to keep CB out, 
it seems reasonable to assume that there will be a little 
antagonism on the part of the HO when it comes to 
dealing with the CB fraternity. Partly because people at 
the HO feel that CB (however erroneously) really is a 
waste of time, and partly because the HO has been the 
subject of fairly childish and badly informed tirades 
from various quarters claiming to represent CB 
attitudes and opinions. 

The Home Office is staffed by Civil Servants - whose 
task is to administer the laws of the land, and the 
policies of the government (in between stirring tea and 
working out the values of their index-linked pensions - 
and all those other aspects of their 'lot' which attracts 
the cynical derision of many observers). They also 
advise the politicians when the subject is outside the 
comprehension of the politicial spectrum (like how many 
beans make five, allowing for inflation and the 
imbalance of Sterling M3). 

Dashboard -top speaker - 

with built-in filter 

With most 'rigs' - be they legal amateur transceivers, or 
otherwise - the internal loudspeaker ends up pointing 
the sound exactly where you don't really want it - ie 
up you left trouserleg, or into the parcel shelf. This is 
an ideal solution - being a highly efficient 70mm dia 
unit in a matt black accoustically designed enclosure. 
Not only does the sound point at the operator's ears, 
the internal 300Hz-3kHz audio filter keeps it clean and 
crisp. Available from Ambit as the AMB4/8 for 0.95. 
(4/8 ohms impedance, 4W handling. Inc mountings) 

It has been virtually impossible to locate anyone in the 
Home Office prepared to admit to have anything to do 
with CB administration - since the government has yet 
(at the time of writing) to make a definitive statement 
regarding the administration of the Home Secretary's 
statement in terms of licences and specifications. 
As before the actual announcement of the intention to 
licence 27MHz and 928MHz FM, rumours are rife. 
Rumours that the decision is being held up whilst being 
privately fed to potential UK manufacturers seem fairly 
daft, since any realist cannot imagine a UK manufacturer 
being able to match the US $40-70 prices being quoted 
ex -factory in the far east. 

Nude Vicar bites mad CB enthusiast - Shock 
Horror Scandal 
The sadly ill-informed comment in the national media 
following the CB announcement on February 26th 
included CB pundits claiming that the cost of the conver- 
sion would be £80 - and that an FM set would cost £400. 
It's really rather frightening to think what other rubbish 
the media pump out when they can report such ignorance 
in 'good faith'. Naturally enough, the AM users immedi- 
ately decided to ignore the prospect of FM and continue 
their campaign of civil disobedience to try to force the 
government to capitulate all the way and permit AM 
and SSB. And after that, no doubt 100W linears etc. etc. 



Land of the Free etc. 
If you read last month's supplement to the bitter end, 
you may recall a parallel being drawn between the UK's 
public behaviour towards CB, and the US's behaviour 
towards the ownership of firearms. It was a moderately 
prophetic statement in view of the attempted assassi- 
nation of the President, and whilst we cannot draw any 
satisfaction from this state of affairs - it would seem 
worthwhile reiterating that if we are to import CB, then 
please let's try and avoid importing too many other un- 
necessary facets of the USA and its liberalism gone wild. 

The use of CB code and language may be a dimension of 
the 'fraternal' aspects of CB - but it is also basically a 
means of avoiding direct and straightforward communi- 
cation in 'normal' conversation. After all, how many 
people would walk up to someone in the street and strike 
up a random conversation unless there was some obvious 
mutual concern/interest? 
In times of adversity, such barriers are more easily 
overcome. Any group standing on the pavement 
watching a house burning down can usually be expected 
to exchange opinions before long. In fact. unless some- 
thing fairly dramatic is going on to provide common 
interest, you might easily get labelled as some sort of nut 
case. And possibly even be arrested for some version of 
the assault law - particularly if you open the conversa- 
tion with: 
"Hi there, good buddy. You got your ears on, c'mon?" 
So, if we are to allow that some form of jargon is 
necessary to enable the normal communication barriers 
to be overcome between 'ordinary' people where CB is 
concerned, why don't we devise some of our own. The 
best suggestions will be published each month. 

AM to FM conversions: How feasible? 

The popular support for the idea and basic concept of 
CB has tended to give some of the self-appointed spokes- 
persons of CB the idea that their attitudes and consider- 
ations are quite irrefutable in all matters. The startling 
technical naivity of too many CB users has concerned 
many better informed people - and the aggressive 
stance adopted on the subject of AM could well backfire 
and cause the introduction of the 27MHz FM facility to 
be delayed whilst penalties for AM illegal use are 
greatly increased, and the AM black market gradually 
stamped out as illegal operators are rounded up. 

FM is technically desirable. Once again, the only 
consideration fuelling AM is one of financial interest - 
and the only halfway point would seem to be the accept- 
ance by both sides that an approvable FM conversion be 
available for a reasonable sum. 

Well, thanks to the French decision reported herein, 
someone out there obviously thinks it can be done. A 
brief check through the circuits of popular AM rigs 
shows that indeed it is a relatively straightforward 
process, since several basic AM designs have been 
simply adapted by the manufacturer to cope with the 
demands of FM. 

The Midland series 150M set is a good example - since 
the FM adapter is an entirely separate module (FIGURE 
ONE) . However, the question of spectral purity of the 
transmission raises serious questions - since 
frequency modulating a phase locked -loop synthesiser 
system can be strewn with pitfalls for the unwary. The 
maximum deviation that can be expected from such an 
arrangement is likely to be only 1-2kHz. Purpose 
designed FM systems can naturally cope with any value 
required. 



At the basic level, the FM adaption is simply achieved 
by tapping off some of the undetected IF (usually at 
455kHz) and switching the microphone to an FM modu- 
lator that is connected across the varicap in the PLL's 
VCO. Such a modification is within the 
scope of many electronics enthusiasts - although the 
actual determination of the frequency deviation level is 
probably not, unless you have access to a deviation 
meter. (Note: R & EC will be presenting a circuit for a 
low cost deviation meter in an early issue.) 
In other words, for the ultra -cautious Home Office to 
accept that an FM conversion is an acceptable solution 
to the otherwise insurmountable problem of existing 
AM users, some form of 'type approval' of modifications 
will be necessary. One mechanism is for the HO to 
authorize the radio equivalent of 'MOT' check at recog- 
nized establishments (most other countries manage to 
operate such a system) - it is very doubtful if the HO 
could handle the scheme through any facilities presently 
at their disposal. 
The next stumbling block is the likely cost. The module 
itself could sell for as little as £7-10, but fitting and 
checking the set will cost money. An average estimate 
of labour costs these days shows that £8-10 and hour is 
considered to be equitable in many industries. Some 
specialist services cost as much as £40 an hour - parti- 
cularly for computer and electronic engineering. 
However, if tackled on a batch basis, the conversion 
should be completed for around £15. 

Figure one: A typical FM adapter, catering for both 
transmit and receive modifications. 

This thorough approach takes into account a number 
of factors ignored in many cheap modification kits - 

beware of oversimplification, since it can lead to gross 
distortion of both the transmitted and received signal. 

Demodulated FM 
output (RX) to 
AF amplifier 

455kHz IF input 

Audio from modulation 
transformer 

Transmit auto level 
control voltage 
(prevents overmod) 

+8v during TX 

+12v main supply to 
demodulator IC 

Remember ! This circuit is intended to indicate 
the relative simplicity of an FM conversion unit. 
Until UK specs are available, it would be unwise 
to attempt to anticipate the exact requirements. 
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Figure two: A block diagram of a typical 
AM set with an FM adapter fitted. The double outlines 
indicate the additional blocks for FM adaptation 
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Why FM 

The first of the R & EC CB supplements went into some 
of the reasons why FM was a better choice from the 
point of view of interference, but perhaps users don't 
fully appreciate that FM can be a considerable benefit 
to them as well. 

The evolution of NBFM communications at VHF/UHF 
has spawned a host of devices and techniques that make 
circuit performance superior to AM. With the 
cacophony of overseas AM clogging the 27MHz band 
during most days, the capture effect of FM could help 
make the service much more usable. FM's 'capture 
effect' means that if two stations are using the same 
frequency - provided the wanted signal is 3-4dB (2:1 in 
terms of ratios) stronger than the unwanted one - then 
the result is that the unwanted signal is completely 
flattened by the wanted signal. 

In terms of AM, the unwanted signal will tend to cause 
an interfering signal in the receiver output over a range 
of 100:1. Incidentally, this is one of the reasons why air- 
craft still use AM - since it is important for the control 
tower to know that an aircraft may be calling on an 
occupied channel in case of an emergency. With FM, 
the strongest signal could mask a possible distress call. 
Maybe there is a case for using AM on CB channel 9 (the 
nominal distress frequency) - but not on any of the 
other channels. 
The question of comparative range boils down to 
achieving a reasonable modulation index (the ratio of 
the deviation to the max modulating frequency). Where 
the modulation index is 5 - the improvement in terms of 

signal to noise ratio over an AM system is as high as 8 

times. Reducing the MI to 1 cuts this advantage down to 

just over 2 times. In view of the considerations of band 

width and channel spacing, most 10kHz channelled CB 

sets use 1.5kHz deviation, resulting in an MI of about 0.5 - which roughly equates to the S/N performance of AM. 

There is some talk of 12.5kHz channel spacing with 
2.5-3kHz deviation being permitted - and whilst the 
improved MI is very useful, the use of 12.5kHz spacing 
would be completely non-standard in terms of other 
countries and existing equipment. One suggestion has 
been to use a standard deviation of 1.5kHz for the 23 

Tura channels', plus an additional allocation from 
channel 23 upwards based on the 12.5kHz spacing and 
improved deviation level. The only drawback being the 
components used (particularly the synthesiser) would 
need to be custom made from scratch. 

In view of the general desirability of a sensible FM 
system, it is hoped that this decision will not be post- 
poned much longer to enable the equipment designs to 
get moving. It will also enable R & EC to produce a 
meaningful FM/AM conversion project, so that FM can 
start to win a few admirers as quickly as possible! 

NEXT MONTH the UK spec is expected soon - 

but in any case, we will be publishing the results of 
a survey amongst knowledgeable `realists' so we can 
see how the official verdict compares. The 928MHz 
feature has been held over due to pressure of space - 
we hope that you aren't too disappointed, but this 
feature goes to press only a few days before the 
issue is published, so we cannot always predict the 
contents in full. And by the way, did you notice 
that R&EC was the first magazine to carry a 

thorough analysis of the legalization announcement ? 



The voltmeter sensitivity booster 
with the lid opened up. The Vero - 
board panel is positioned so that it 
does not foul the two batteries when 
the lid is screwed in place. The nega- 
tive test prod is fitted to one end of 

the case. 

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 
The booster is designed around àn operational 

amplifier connected as a unity gain voltage follower. 
This means that the voltage presented at the input is 
exactly reproduced at the output, but at a much 
lower impedance. In actual fact there is a very small 
voltage difference between input and output due to 
the differential input offset voltage, but this differ- 
ence is so small (typically 2mV) that it easily falls 
within the normal tolerance of most multimeters and 
is therefore not worth nulling out. 

Due to the high input impedance of the op -amp 
used, which is typically 40MS/, there is very little 
loading of the circuit being tested. Power to operate 
the meter is provided by the i.c. and not by the 
circuit under test. 

Fig. 2 shows the full circuit diagram of the booster. 
An LM308 op -amp was chosen because it draws a 
very low supply current. Since the op -amp's output 
can only range to within 1 or 2 volts of the negative 
rail voltage, both the input and output are refer- 
enced to the junction of the potential divider formed 
by R3 and R4; this junction is at a voltage level of 
about 3 volts positive, well within range of the 
op -amp's output. 

ZD1 provides protection against excessive input 
voltages. Voltages greater than about 24 volts will 
cause the diode to zener, and the positive input to 
the i.c. is thus limited to this level. ZD1 also protects 
against reverse voltages by becoming forward 
biased. R1 and R2 are current limiting resistors, and 
their effect on the op -amp's performance is neglig- 
ible. Cl provides frequency compensation. 

The booster is powered by two Mallory M154 
"Photoflash" 15 volt batteries connected in series. 
These batteries, though incapable of supplying a 
large current, are adequate to power the circuit. In 
order to avoid power wastage a push switch is used 
for the On -Off switch rather than the more usual 
slide switch. The booster therefore only consumes 
power during the short time a reading is actually 
being taken. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The prototype is housed in a Vero general 

purpose plastic case which measures 71.5 by 49 by 
24.5mm. It is the exact size to accommodate 
end -to -end the two batteries, and the case itself 
forms the body of the booster's negative probe. The 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
(All ; watt 5%) 

R1 10kSZ 
R2 10kíl 
R3 47k 1 
R4 5.6k0 

Capacitor 
Cl 33pF ceramic plate 

Semiconductors 
IC1 LM308 
ZD1 BZY88C24V 

Switch 
PB1 miniature push button, press to make 

Batteries 
BY1, BY2 15V "Photoflash" type M154 

(Mallory) 

Miscellaneous 
Verobox type 75-1413-E 
Veroboard, Olin. matrix 
Red test prod 
Wire, solder, etc. 

ZD1 

24V 

t 7 T BYI ÿ 15V 

I T BY2 

15V 

o 
D q 

_EL 

PB1 

Fig. 2. The circuit of the voltmeter 
sensitivity booster. This employs an 
LM308 as a voltage follower, with 
protection against excessive input 
voltages being provided by ZD1. The 
multimeter should, preferably, have a 
sensitivity of 10,0000, per volt, or 

better. 
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Fig. 3. The booster Veroboard layout. The bush of PB1 passes through the 
mounting hole and secures the board to the lid of the plastic case in which 

the booster is housed. 

prod part is made from a piece of threaded brass rod 
about 10cm. long, passing through a hole drilled in 
one end of box. 
suitable nuts and washers, a solder tag being placed 
on the inside for the electrical connection to the 
prod. The free end of the rod is filed to a point, and a 
piece of sleeving is fitted over it leaving only the 
pointed tip exposed. 

A plastic strip is glued lengthwise across the inside 
of the case to form a battery compartment, and a 
small nut and bolt is fixed to each end of this 
compartment to serve as contacts for the battery 
terminals. It is useful to have access to the terminals 
from the outside of the case as the battery voltage 
can then be periodically checked without having to 
unscrew the lid. 

A hole is drilled in the box end opposite to the 
prod to provide an exit for the cable leads, a rubber 

The booster coupled up to a standard 
analogue multimeter. 

grommet being fitted in this hole to improve 
appearance and hold the cables in place. Three wires 
pass 
tions to the multimeter and the positive probe lead. 

The components are mounted on a piece of 
Veroboard as detailed in Fig. 3. It should be noted 
that there are ten breaks in the strips (including six 
to isolate the mounting hole) and one wire link 
under IC1. The push switch is mounted on the box 
lid, and it holds the stripboard in place. A couple of 
washers placed between the board and the inside of 
the box lid will provide sufficient clearance for the 
solder joints on the underside of the stripboard. 

USING THE BOOSTER 
It should be fairly obvious how the booster is used. 

The output leads are connected to a multimeter 
switched to a suitable volts range, and the reading is 
taken while the booster's switch is pressed. The unit 
is quite well protected and no harm has occurred to 
the prototype when subjected to deliberate over- 
loads, even with the booster switched off. 

It will be noticed that if the switch is pressed while 
the prods are open -circuit, so that the inputs to the 
i.c. are floating, unstable nonsense readings are 
obtained. This is due to stray hand capacitance 
effects acting on the op -amp's high input impedance, 
and the readings may be safely ignored. The 
readings stabilize as soon as the prods are referenced 
one to the other (either by short-circuiting them or 
by applying them to a test circuit to take a reading) 
and the booster's performance is in no way affected 
by this phenomenon. 

It is worthwhile, as a matter of interest, bread- 
boarding a circuit similar to that shown in Fig. 1 and 
comparing voltage measurements taken with and 
without the booster. The effectiveness of the booster 
will immediately become apparent! 
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SHORT WAVE N EWS 
FOR DX LISTENERS 

By Frank A. Baldwin 

Regular readers of these columns will know that it is 
at this time of the year we review the results achieved in 
the - by now - annual Quest for Laos. 

Information on broadcasting matters from this 
remote area is sparse to say the least, Dxers cannot rely 
on the published schedules and supposedly current 
frequencies - even though these are printed in good 
faith. Nothing daunted however the writer, in com- 
pany no doubt with other Dxers, observed the various 
channels on several occasions throughout the `season' 
-roughly from late October through to mid -February. 

Houa Phan reportedly operates on 4658 and 6168 
with the Domestic Service in Laotian from 2300 to 
0100 and from 1330 to 1430, the best chance of 
reception here in the U.K. being from 2300 onward 
but tune to the channel a few minutes earlier for the 
National Anthem etc. 

A signal suspected to be from Houa Phan was heard 
on a carefully measured 4652.8 during late January at 
2337, YL with a talk in Laotian (presumably) - very 
similar to the wellknown Radio Peking sound. A 
tentative logging of course but what else if not Houa 
Phan - particularly as it was also reported elsewhere as 
being on 4653. 

Vientiane is currently on 6130 and has been 
reported by several Dxers this season. The writer 
finally caught up with this one at the very end of 
January when, at 2304, there was the unmistakable 
YL in Lao until 2312, there following a short burst of 
military music, male announcer then back to the YL 
with her endless talking - at least until fade-out under 
co -channel QRM at 2320. 

Perhaps the meagre results achieved - other U.K. 
Dxers fared much better-will spur on others to 'have a 
go' from next October onward in the Quest for Laos. 

AROUND THE DIAL 
For the general guidance of readers, the following 

items are presented as those thought to interest the 
majority. Some are for the Dxer and some for the short 
wave listener - I trust the mix is acceptable to most. 

YUGOSLAVIA 
Radio Belgrade on 9620 at 2027, a programme in 

English all about tourism in Yugoslavia. Belgrade very 
often has interesting programmes about life in the 
country and towns of Yugoslavia and is not prone to 
the usual propaganda one expects from Eastern -bloc 
countries. The evening English programme is 
scheduled from 2000 to 2030, beamed to Europe, the 
Middle East and Africa. 

LEBANON 
Beirut on 11980 at 1830, the National Anthem, 

station identification, programme and frequency 
details when opening the English programme 
intended for Africa, scheduled from 1830 to 1900. A 
newscast commences, the programmes. 

ROMANIA 
Radio Bucharest on 7195 at 2110, station identific- 

ation in the English programme for European con- 
sumption, scheduled from 2100 to 2130. This one also 
features some interesting programmes but is inclined 
to include some of the usual propaganda such as 
industrial and agricultural feats expressed in percent- 
age terms - which of course are meaningless unless 
some actual amounts are stated. 

POLAND 
Warsaw on 7285 at 1845, all about recent events in 

Poland in the English programme for Europe, 
scheduled from 1830 to 1900. 

SPAIN 
Madrid on 7275 at 1900, station identification, fre- 

quency details and programme review at the start of 
the English programme for Europe, scheduled from 
1900 to 1930. This is another station which carries 
very interesting programmes-especially to those who 
holiday regularly at one of the many Spanish resorts. 

U.S.S.R. 
Radio Kiev on 7260 at 2005, with a commentary on 

world events according to the Soviet point of view in 
the English programme for Europe, scheduled on this 
channel from 2000 to 2030. 

VATICAN CITY 
Vatican on 7250 at 0645, Mass in Latin in the 

English programme for Europe, scheduled from 0630 
to 0700 (to 0615 on Sundays). 

NORTH KOREA 
Pyongyang on a measured 7203 at 0855, announce- 

ments in Korean, followed by the National Anthem 
and sign -off. According to my information this would 
be the Korean service to the Near and Middle East and 
Africa, scheduled from 0800 to 0850 on this channel. 

CLANDESTINE -2 
"Voice of the Broad Masses of Eritrea" on a 

measured 7230.5 at 1537, OM with a harangue in a 
local vernacular (in Tigre according to the BBC 
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Monitoring Service), interspersed with military music 
and rousing marching choruses. Sign -off at 1600. 
Announces as "Voice of the Eritrean Masses" (arabic 
= "Huna Sawt al-Jamahir al-Iritriyah"). 

NEW CALEDONIA 
Radio Noumea on 7170 at 0830, OM with 

announcements in French and identification followed 
by music on a mandolin -type instrument. A good clear 
signal on a clear channel until Vienna opened with 
tuning signal at 0858 - effectively blocking out Radio 
Noumea - grrrr! 

VANUATU 
Port Vila on 7260 at 0801, OM with a newscast in 

vernacular (schedule states the local language Bis - 
lama) heard through to 0812, the signal gradually 
fading until lost beneath interference and also splatter 
from 7265. Logged, albeit tentatively, on LSB (lower 
side band) to escape much of the QRM. Vanuatu was 
formerly the New Hebrides. 

BRAZIL 
Radio Nacional Brasil on 11780 at 2000, station 

identification and various announcements complete 
with echo -effect then into a programme of Latin 
American -style music and songs in Portuguese in the 
English programme to Europe, scheduled from 2000 
to 2100. 

INDIA 
AIR Delhi on 3365 at 0022, OM in vernacular in the 

A programme, scheduled here from 0025 to 0230 and 
from 1330 to 1830. The power is 10kW. An early 
opening or preliminary announcements? 

AIR Delhi on 7280 at 1547, a current affairs com- 
mentary in English. 

KENYA 
Nairobi on 7210 at 0705, local -style orchestral 

music, chants, announcements in Swahili. The 
schedule of this one is from 0630 to 1330 on this 
frequency - all programmes in Swahili. 

TOGO 
Lama -Kara on a measured 3222 at 1755, with a 

discussion in vernacular, the schedule being from 0530 
to 0830 and from 1630 to 2230. The power is 10kW 
and the channel is a `muddy' one, often covered by 
commercial interference. 

LIBERIA 
ELWA Monrovia on a measured 3227 at 1752, 

European -style guitar music, local pops, OM 
announcements in vernacular in the Home Service, 
scheduled on this channel from 0600 to 0800 and from 
1805 to 2220. The power is 10kW. 

AUSTRALIA 
Melbourne on 7260 at 0859, `Waltzing Matilda' and 

station identification in English, time -check at 0900 
then into the Indonesian programme. 

VLH9 Lyndhurst on 9680 at 1248, announcements 
in English, light music programme in the Domestic 
Service, scheduled from 0830 to 1502 on this channel. 

SRI LANKA 
Colombo on 11800 at 1950, when radiating a plain- 

tive song in, presumably, Sinhalese, followed by some 
sad -sounding local -style music. Sign -off on this chan- 
nel is reportedly around 2030. 

SOUTH KOREA 
Seoul on 11725 at 1000, station identification and a 

newscast in the English programme for Latin 
America, South East Asia, Africa, the Middle East 
and North Africa, scheduled from 1000 to 1100. 

CLANDESTINE 
The Voice of Democratic Kampuchea on 11685 at 

1205, talk in Cambodian (presumably news comment) 
until 1215 when some local -style music was broadcast. 
The duration of this particular programme is from 
1200 to 1255, all in Cambodian. Also in parallel on 
11990 (not heard) this station is pro -Pol Pot and 
thought to be located in China. 

VIETNAM 
Hanoi on a measured 6426 at 2135, local -type music - 

with announcements in the Chinese programme for 
the Far East, scheduled from 2100 to 2200 on this 
frequency. 

CHINA 
CPBS Xining, Quinghai on 4940 at 1513, male and 

female announcers alternate in Chinese, just audible 
under Kiev. The schedule of Xining is from 2150 to 
0100 and from 0930 to 1325 relaying the Home 
Service 1 interspersed with some locally originated 
programmes. 

Radio Peking on 7010 at 2005, a programme of that 
lovely -sounding Chinese classical music in the Polish 
programme for Europe, scheduled from 2000 to 2100 
on this channel. 

CPBS Guizhou on 7275 at 1435, a long discussion in 
Chinese, a poor signal just audible under co -channel 
QRM. Schedule unknown. 

CPBS Neimenggu, Hohhot on 7300 at 1120, OM in 
Chinese-presumably with exhortations of some kind. 

CPBS Hangzhou, Zhejiang on 4785 at 2304, female 
announcer in Chinese. This is Zhejiang 1 which has 
local programmes and also some relays from Peking 1. 
The schedule is from 2100 to 0500 and from 0850 to 
1415. The frequency can vary up to 4786. This one is 
not often logged simply for the reason that the channel 
is normally occupied by a commercial service but on 
this occasion the noise generator was absent! 
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3 -STAGE M.W. 
SUPERHET 
By R. A. Penfold 

Two high gain transistors and an 
integrated a.f. amplifier. 

Low component count. 

Full speaker output. 

Although it employs only three active devices 
(including a MOSFET and an audio power i.c.) this set 
provides a good performance over the medium wave 
band, giving a level of sensitivity and selectivity which 
is equal to that of most small commercially produced 
superhets. It is completely self-contained with an 
internal ferrite aerial and 9 volt battery, and it gives an 
output power of about 100 to 200mW r.m.s. to its 
miniature loudspeaker. The set is reasonably com- 
pact, having outside dimensions of approximately 
158 by 95 by 60mm., and the only controls are a 
tuning capacitor and a combined volume control and 
on -off switch. When it is completed the set requires 
alignment before it is ready for use, but the procedure 
is quite simple and no test equipment is needed. 

The 3 -stage medium wave superhet is 
assembled in a neat plastic case. 

SUPERHET CIRCUIT 
The set works with a standard superhet design, 

having an aerial input stage covering the normal 
medium wave band of about 530 kHz to 1.6MHz. The 
local oscillator tunes from 1 MHz to 2.07MHz, and its 
frequency is 470kHz above signal frequency. The 
aerial and oscillator signals are mixed to produce an 
intermediate frequency of 470kHz which is then amp- 
lified by the i.f. stages before being applied to the 
detector and following a.f. amplifier. 
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The tuning capacitor, volume control/on-off switch and speaker are mounted on the front panel. The main component board is bolted to the rear panel of the 
case. 

The complete circuit is given in Fig.1. TR1 is the 
mixer -oscillator. This is a dual gate MOSFET instead 
of the more usual bipolar transistor and it gives 
increased gain as well as requiring a simpler circuit. 

L1 is the ferrite aerial coil and this is tuned over the 
medium wave band by VC1 and trimmer TC1. A 
MOSFET has an extremely high input impedance and 
the tuned circuit can be connected directly to its gate 1. 
The ferrite aerial specified has a coupling winding 
which would be required with a bipolar transistor, and no connections are made to this winding. The aerial 
coil also biases the gate 1 to the negative supply rail 
potential. 

The input signal at the gate 1 appears in amplified form at the drain of TR1, and the degree of amplifica- 

tion can be varied by the voltage on the gate 2. This 
gate is in the oscillator circuit, with the result that the 
voltage on it varies at oscillator frequency and the 
requisite mixing action is given. 

L2 is the oscillator coil and the winding between pins 
2 and 3 is tuned by VC2 (ganged with VC1) and 
trimmer TC2. C5, in series with the winding, is a 
padding capacitor and ensures that the oscillator fre- 
quency is always 470kHz above signal frequency at all 
settings of the 2 -gang capacitor. R3 is connected across 
the tuned winding to provide a small measure of 
damping which results in stable operation at the higher 
oscillator frequencies. The drain of TR1 couples 
through the winding of L2 between its pins 5 and 4 to 
the primary of the first i.f. transformer. Positive feed - 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
(All fixed values ; watt 5%). 

R1 3.9kì 
R2 120kì 
R3 100k1í 
R4 18kì 
R5 18kì 
R6 68Oì 
VR1 10kS1 potentiometer, log, with switch Si. 

Capacitors 
Cl 100µF electrolytic, 10V. Wkg. 
C2 0.22µF polyester type C280. 
C3 0.015µF ceramic plate. 
C4 10/LF electrolytic, 10V. Wkg. 
C5 180pF ceramic plate. 
C6 0.01µF polyester type C280. 
C7 0.0047µF ceramic plate. 
C8 100µF electrolytic. 10V. Wkg. 
C9 10µF electrolytic, 10V. Wkg. 
C10 220µF electrolytic, 10V. Wkg. 
VC1, VC2 208 + 176pF 2 -gang capacitor, 
"00" (Jackson) 
TC1, TC2 part of VC1, VC2. 

Inductors 
Ll medium wave ferrite aerial type MW. 5FR 
(Denco). 
L2 oscillator coil type TOC1 (Denco). 
IFT1 470kHzi.f. transformer type IFT13 (Denco). 
IFT2 470kHz i.f. transformer type IFT14 (Denco). 

Semiconductors 
TR1 40673 
TR2 BC109 
IC1 LM380 
D1 0A91 

Speaker 
LS1 miniature speaker, 4051 - 80f1 

Switch 
S1 s.p.s.t., part of VR1. 

Miscellaneous 
Plastic case (see text). 
Plain perforated board, 0.15in. matrix. 
Veroboard, 0.lin. matrix. 
2 control knobs. 
9 volt battery type PP3. 

type Battery connector. 
2 nylon clips for ferrite aerial (see teçt). 
Nuts, bolts, wire, etc. 
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The main component board is of 0.15in. matrix, which is reasonably compat- 
ible with the pins and mounting lugs of the i.f. transformer's and oscillator coil. 
A small sub -assembly board, of 0.1 in. matrix, carries the a.f. amplifier i.c. and its 

immediate components. 

back from the oscillator tuned winding is given by 
direct connection to the gate 2. The coupling winding 
of L2 between its pins 1 and 6 is normally employed in 
the emitter circuit of a bipolar transistor and is not 
required here. It will be observed that the oscillator 
circuit is extremely simple and requires very few com- 
ponents. 

The intermediate frequency signal at TR1 drain is 
applied across the whole primary of IFT1, instead of to 
pins 2 and 3 as would occur with a bipolar transistor. 
This method of connection can be employed because 
of the higher output impedance of TR1. The secon- 
dary of IFT1 couples to the base of TR2, which is a high 
gain common emitter amplifier. Most superhets have 
two stages of i.f. amplification, but this set obtains 
sufficient gain due to the high gain i.f. stage and the 
increased gain conferred by the MOSFET mixer - 
oscillator. 

The collector of TR2 couples to pin 2 of IFT2, with 
pin 1 connecting to the positive rail. Again, this 
method of connection differs from the more usual. 
form, which is to use pins 2 and 3 of the primary. The 
secondary of IFT2 couples to the detector, D1, and the 
detected a.f. signal is developed across volume control 
VR1. C6 bypasses the i.f. content in the detected 
signal. Also developed across VR1 is a direct voltage 
which is proportional to the strength of the i.f. signal 
applied to D1, and this voltage is fed back, via R5, to 
the secondary of IFT1 and thence to the base of TR2. 
R5 and C4 filter out the a.f. signal across the volume 
control. A strong i.f. signal from IFT2 causes the upper 
end of VR1 track to go negative, and this negative 
voltage then reduces the base bias current for TR2, 
lowering its gain and thereby producing automatic 
gain control. There is in consequence a reasonably 
constant audio output level for received signals of 
different strengths. The a.g.c. also combats fading in 
signals from the more distant stations. 

The audio amplifier employs the popular LM380 
integrated circuit. The non -inverting input at pin 2 
connects direct to the negative rail whilst the inverting 
input at pin 6 couples to the slider of VR1 via C7. 
Normally, pin 6 would connect direct to the poten- 
tiometer slider, but a d.c. blocking capacitor is needed 
here because of the direct voltage produced across 
VR1 track by the diode detector. An internal feed- 
back path in the i.c. gives the LM380 a voltage gain of 
34dB, or 50 times, and this is sufficient to give an 
output power of 100 to 200mW from the set whent 
using a high impedance loudspeaker. The set will 
work with any miniature speaker having an 
impedance in the range of 40C' to 80íZ speaker giving 
the highest output power. C9 decouples the supply to 
the pre -amplifier stage inside the LM380. 

R6, Cl and C2 provide decoupling for the mixer - 
oscillator and i.f. amplifier stages, whilst C8 is the main 
supply bypass capacitor. The quiescent current con- 
sumption of the set is 9mA, and this can rise to about 
20mA at high volume levels. 

COMPONENTS 
Some comments need to be made concerning com- 

ponents. The 40673 required for TR1 is available from 
Ambit International. VC1, VC2 is a 208 + 176pF 
2 -gang variable capacitor, Jackson type 00, with VC1 
being the 208pF section. Trimmers TC1 and TC2 are 
integral with the variable capacitor and are not sepa- 
rate components. The two i.f. transformers and the 
oscillator coil are supplied pre -aligned, and the trans- 
former cores will require only a slight re -adjustment 
after the receiver has been completed. The cores 
should, in consequence, be left alone until it is time for 
them to be adjusted. The cores of the i.f. transformers 
and the oscillator coil should be adjusted with a correct 
trimming tool, such as the Denco TT5. The ferrite 
aerial is held in place by two 9.5mm. nylon cable "P" 
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clips, these being available from Maplin Electronic 
Supplies. If difficulty is experienced in purchasing the 
Denco components they may be obtained direct from 
the manufacturer at Denco (Clacton) Ltd., 357 Old 
Road, Clacton -on -Sea, Essex, CO15 3RH. 

The prototype was assembled in a plastic case 
measuring about 155 by 90 by 50mm. This is a Teko case type TEKP3P, available from West Hyde 
Developments Ltd., Unit 9, Park Street Industrial 
Estate, Aylesbury, Bucks. The 0.015µF ceramic plate 
capacitor required for C3 can be obtained from a number of suppliers. 

CONSTRUCTION 
As can be seen from the photographs, VC1 VC2 and VR1, S1 are mounted on the right hand side of the front panel, with the 2 -gang capacitor in the upper 

position. The capacitor has three holes in its front plate 
which are tapped 4BA, and three 4BA clear holes should be drilled in the front panel for the mounting bolts. Pass a piece of paper with a *in. hole in the centre over the capacitor spindle and mark the hole positions on this with a pencil. The paper can then be used as a template for marking out the three holes in the front 
panel. A central hole of about 15mm. diameter is also required. The three 4BA bolts securing the capacitor to the front panel must be very short, as their ends must not pass more than fractionally beyond the inside 
surface of the capacitor front plate. If the mounting bolts pass too far into the capacitor they would damage the fixed or moving vanes. 

Some sort of speaker grille is required and this can 
be provided by drilling a matrix of holes, about 4 to 
6mm. in diameter, in the front panel. The pattern of 
holes required can be seen in the photographs of the front panel. Miniature loudspeakers do not normally 
have any provision for panel mounting, and the 
loudspeaker will need to be glued in place behind the 

matrix of holes. The glue should be applied only to the outer rim of the speaker, taking great care to 
ensure that no glue gets on to the diaphragm, where it 
would detrimentally affect the speaker performance. 
A strong adhesive is required. 

MAIN PANEL 
There are two component panels, a large one con- 

sisting of plain perforated board of 0.15in. matrix with 
which the pins of the oscillator coil and i.f. transfor- 
mers are reasonably compatible, and a small 
Veroboard of Olin. matrix which takes the LM380 
and its associated components. After it has been 
wired up, the small panel is mounted on the large 
panel. 

The large panel measures 2.5 by 5in., and this is a 
standard size in which the board is sold. Fig.2 shows the 
component layout and underside wiring of this panel. 
Construction starts with the drilling of the six holes 
having the diameters shown. The four smaller holes 
take M3 bolts, whilst the two larger holes take M4 bolts 
which secure the ferrite aerial clips to the board. It will 
also be necessary to enlarge some of the holes in the 
board with a 3.3mm. diameter drill to allow the pins 
and mounting lugs of the oscillator coil and the two i.f. 
transformers to pass through. The components can 
then be fitted one at a time. Their lead -outs are bent 
flat along the board underside and are soldered 
together in the manner shown in Fig.2. Tinned copper 
wire of around 22 s.w.g. can be used for long wires and 
for bridging gaps where component leads are too 
short. Note that connections are made to both mount- 
ing lugs of the oscillator coil and to one mounting lug of 
each i.f. transformer. The upper view shows two wires 
at holes I22 and A22. These wires carry the positive 
and negative supplies from the small panel to the large 
panel, and they are not fitted at this stage. The leads 

Looking down directly on the main component board and the smaller a.f. board. The ferrite aerial is secured to the main board. 
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Fig. 2. The main component board. Check with the inset diagram of Fig.1. to 
obtain correct orientation of L2. 

which connect to the front panel components can, 
however, be fitted. These are flexible wires which are 
cut to their final length when their ends are connected 
later. 

A.F. PANEL 
The small Olin. Veroboard for the LM380 has 17 

copper strips by 16 holes, and has to be cut from a 
larger size by means of a hacksaw. Details are given in 
Fig.3. 

First drill out the two 3.3mm. diameter holes and 
then make the four breaks in the copper strips at the 
points indicated. The components and three link wires 
are then soldered in place, as also are the leads which 
carry the positive and negative supplies to the large 

panel and the leads which connect to the front panel' 
components. As with the leads from the large panel, 
these are flexible wires which are- cut to their final 
length when their remote ends are connected. Also 
connected at this stage is the negative battery clip lead. 

The small a.f. board is then mounted on the large 
board using two M3 bolts and nuts with spacing 
washers, after which the two wires carrying the 
positive and negative supplies are connected to the 
large board. 

The large board is secured to the back panel of the 
case, using M3 bolts and nuts with spacing washers 
again. The connections to the front panel components 
can then be made. The two wires to the speaker can be 
lightly twisted together for neatness and they should 

o 
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be long enough to allow the front panel to be swung out 
as illustrated in the photograph showing the inside of 
the case and the rear of the front panel. The three wires 
to VR1 may also be twisted together and given a length 
which allows the front panel to swing out. The three 
leads to VC1, VC2 must not be twisted together. They 
should be kept separate and should be as short as is 
reasonably possible. VC1 is the front section of the 
2 -gang capacitor. The positive battery clip lead is 
soldered to the appropriate tag of S1 at this stage. 

There is plenty of space for the PP3 battery beneath 
the loudspeaker. It can be held in position, when the 
front panel is screwed to the case, by a piece of foam 
plastic. 
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Fig.3. The a.f. amplifier board. This is 
bolted to the main component board. 

ALIGNMENT 
After construction has been completed and the 

wiring carefully checked, the set is ready for align- 
ment. Since the i.f. transformers are pre -aligned it will 
probably be possible to tune in a few stations as soon as 
the set is switched on, and their strength may be 
increased by moving the aerial coil along the ferrite 
rod. Tune accurately to a weak signal and then adjust 
the cores of IFT2 and IFT1 to peak the signal. The i.f. 
alignment is now complete. It is necessary to use a 
weak signal for alignment as the a.g.c. action in the 
receiver will mask the peak with strong signals. 

The frequency coverage of the receiver can next be 
checked. If the receiver does not tune to a sufficiently 
high frequency with the capacitor vanes in the 
minimum capacitance position, TC2 should be 
unscrewed until the correct coverage is given. If 
coverage does not extend to a sufficiently low fre- 
quency with the tuning capacitor at maximum 
capacitance TC2 should be screwed in, provided that 
this does not unduly reduce the high frequency 
coverage at the other end of the band. Strictly speak- 
ing, it is the core of L2 which should be adjusted for 
correct coverage at the low frequency end of the band. 
However, like the i.f. transformers L2 is supplied 
pre -aligned and its core should only be adjusted if 
correct coverage is not available within the adjustment 
range of TC2. In practice, it is unlikely that it will be 
necessary to make any adjustment to the oscillator coil 
core. 

After the oscillator tuned circuit has been found to 
give adequate frequency range the signal frequency 
tuned circuit has next to be aligned. Tune to a station at 
the low frequency end of the band and adjust the 
position of the aerial coil on the ferrite rod for max- 
imum signal strength. Next, tune to a signal at the high 
frequency end and peak this with TC1. Then return to 
the low frequency end and readjust the position of the 
aerial coil on the ferrite rod for maximum signal 
strength, and tune back to the high frequency end and 
readjust TC1. Keep repeating this procedure until no 
further improvement can be made. Final adjustments 
should always be made with weak signals. After the 
alignment has been completed the set will track cor- 
rectly, giving good sensitivity over the whole of the 
band. The aerial coil should then be secured in its 
position on the ferrite rod by means of adhesive tape. 
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Relay Switching 
By P. F. Bow/es 

Relays use logic, too. 

In all but the simplest circuit diagrams, 
electromagnetic relays are depicted with what is 
described as the "detached" presentation. The 
relay coil is shown as a rectangle and the relay 
contacts can appear anywhere in the diagram. 
Unless otherwise stated, the contacts are always 
shown in the de -energised, or released, position. 

RLA 
3 

RLAI RLA2 i L 
COIL BREAK MAKE CHANGEOVER 

Fig. 1. Relays are usually depicted in 
circuit diagrams with "detached" 
presentation. Here we have Relay "A" 
with three contact sets, numbered 

RLA1, RLA2 and RLA3. 

The relay may be designated by a letter or 
number. In Fig. 1 the relay is RLA. Its coil is iden- 
tified as RLA/3, the figure 3 indicating that the 
relay has three contact sets. Sometimes the 
figure is omitted. The three contact sets are also 
shown in Fig. 1, and consist of a "break" set, a 
"make" set and a changeover set. The break con- 
tact set breaks when the relay energises and the 
make contact set makes when the relay ener- 

Fig. 2(a). Relay switching 
circuit with On and Off 
buttons. S1 is push -to - 
make, and S2 is push -to - 

break. 
(b). If S1 is pressed the 
relay energises. It stays 
energised when S1 is 
released because of the 
circuit completed 
through S2 and contacts 

RLA1. 
(c). An alternative circuit. 
Pressing S1 causes the 
relay to latch on through 
contacts RLA1. Pressing 
S2 short-circuits the relay 
coil and releases the 

relay. 

RLA 
2 

RLAI 

ON OFF 

RLA 

To controlled 
circuit 

(o) 

gises. The break set may also be referred to as 
"normally closed" and the make set as "normally 
open". 

LATCH CIRCUITS 
Relays are particularly useful for switching cir- 

cuits on and off when it is necessary for the con- 
trolling circuit to be completely isolated from the 
switched circuit. Fig. 2(a) shows a latching relay 
circuit. Push-button S1, in this diagram, closes 
when it is pressed and push-button S2 opens 
when it is pressed. In Fig. 2(a) the relay is de - 
energised and both its contact sets are open. 

When S1 is pressed the relay energises and 
contact set RLA2 closes to turn on the controlled 
circuit. Contact set RLA1 also closes and, when S1 
is released, ensures that current still flows in the 
relay coil via this contact set and switch S2. The 
situation is shown in Fig. 2(b). The relay now 
remains energised and, in the jargon, is "held on 
by its own contact". If push-button S2 is next 
pressed the circuit to the relay coil is broken and 
the relay releases, turning off the controlled 
equipment. The circuit then reverts to the condi- 
tion shown in Fig. 2(a). 

An alternative method of energising and de - 
energising the relay is shown in Fig. 2(c). When 
S1 is pressed the relay energises and latches in 
the energised state due to the circuit completed 
by contacts RLA1. In this case the relay coil is 

RLA 
2 

RLA2 

To controlled 
circuit 

(b) 

RLA2 

To controlled 
circuit 

(c) 
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supplied via the resistor R1. When push-button 
S2 is pressed it short-circuits the relay coil, 
whereupon the relay releases again and stays 
released. The resistor will normally have a value 
of the same order as the relay coil resistance and 
it requires a wattage rating suitable for the 
period, with S2 pressed, when it has the whole 
supply voltage applied across it. 

SEQUENTIAL SWITCH 
A sequential switching circuit which aptly 

demonstrates "relay logic" is given in Fig. 3. In 
this diagram the controlled circuit is turned on 
and off by contacts RLB2. When push-button S1 is 
pressed these contacts close. Pressing S2 a sec- 
ond time causes the contacts to open again. 

Circuit operation is broken down into steps in 
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a) S1 is pressed for the first time. 
Current flow (which is assumed to be from 
positive to negative) is indicated by the arrows. 
The current flows from the positive rail through 
contact set RLA1, S1 and contact set RLA2 to the 
upper end of coil RLB/2. Relay RLB energises and 
its contacts RLB1 and RLB2 close. Relay RLA can- 
not energise because the lower side of its coil is 
coupled to the positive rail through the circuit 
path from that rail to RLB/2 and thence via con- 
tacts RLB1. Whilst S1 remains closed, coil RLA/2 
is short circuited. 

S1 is released in Fig. 4(b), taking the short- 
circuit off coil RLA/2. Current now flows from the 
positive rail through coil RLA/2, contacts RLB1 
and coil RLB/2. Both relays are energised and 
contacts RLA1 and RLA2 have moved to the 
energised position. 

SWITCHING OFF 
S1 is pressed again in Fig. 4(c). At the instant of 

switch closure, contacts RLB1 are made, so that 
the switch completes a short-circuit across coil 
RLB/2 through contacts RLB1, RLA1, the switch 
itself and RLA2 to the negative rail. Relay RLB 
releases and no further energising voltage is 
available for it. Whilst the switch is pressed, an 
energising circuit for coil RLA/2 is given through 
contact set RLA1, the switch and contact set 
RLA2. This circuit is broken when S1 is released, 
whereupon relay RLA de -energises and the cir- 
cuit returns to the state it had in Fig. 3, with both 
relays released. 

The two relays should be of the same type and 
should have the same coil resistance. The supply 

RLA 
2 

RLBI 

1 

RLA 

4, 
RLA2 

RLB 

1 

2 

RLB2 4-1. To controlled 
circuit 

Fig. 3. A sequential switching circuit. 

RLB2 

RL02 

RLB2 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

To controlled 
circuit 

To controlled 
circuit 

To controlled 
circuit 

Fig. 4(a). When S1 of Fig. 3 is first pres- 
sed, relay RLB energises. 

(b). Releasing S1 causes both RLA and 
RLB to energise. 

(c). Closing S1 a second time main- 
tains RLA energised with RLB releas- 
ing. Relay RLA releases when Si is 

opened. 

voltage is twice the value needed for energising a 
single relay. When S1 is pressed the full supply 
voltage is applied across one or other of the relay 
coils, according to the position of the contacts 
RLA1 and RLA2. It is quite in order, with a stan- 
dard relay, for the higher voltage to be applied 
across its coil. 

For purposes of explanation we have assumed 
in all the diagrams that the upper supply rail is 
positive. In practice, supply polarity is unimpor- 
tant and the upper rail can be negative, if desired. 

(Editor's note. The circuit of Fig. 3 is due to M. 
G. Ashby and appeared originally in the Sep- 
tember 1971 issue). 
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CONSTANT CURRENT 
HFE METER 

By D. Smith 

Current gain readings with constant 
current sources. 

Bipolar transistor hFE measuring instruments are 
not new, and 'a number of designs have appeared in 
these pages in the past. The author returns to the 
subject because the appearance of small constant cur- 
rent devices on the home -constructor market make it 
possible to make up a meter in which test transistor 
base currents are completely independent of supply 
voltages and of voltage drops across base -emitter j unc- 
tions. The constant current devices also allow current 
limiting to be given so that there are no risks of damage 
to test transistors or indicating meters in the event of 
accidental short-circuits or incorrect connections at 
the test terminals. 

FULL CIRCUIT 
The full circuit of the transistor hFE meter is given in 

Fig. 1. Three constant current i.c.'s type LM334Z are 
employed, the constant current they pass being con- 
trolled by the value of external resistance which is 
connected between their pins 1 and 3. The constant 

_LL 
o 

2 
ICI 

2 
tC2 S2 

LM334Z 

3 e 
IIO 0-10 mA 

C E 

LM334Z 

B 

E 

N.P.N. 

S1 positions 

I:O-100 
2:0- 1000 

000Ì LM334Z 

3 12 Lead -outs 

CI 

BY' 
9V 

LM334Z 
Slb IC3 

Fig. 1. The complete circuit of the trans- 
istor hFe meter. IC1 and IC3 are con- 
stant current devices which provide 
pre -selected base currents. IC3 limits 

the current in the meter circuit. 

current, in amps, is equal to 0.0677 divided by the 
value of the external resistor. R1 has a value of 680S1 so 
that, when range switch S1(a) is set to position 1, the 
constant current is 0.1mA. The value of R2 is 6.8kCZ, 
whereupon setting S1(a) to position 2 results in a 
constant current of 0.01 mA. The values of R5 and R6 
are the same, respectively, as those of R1 and R2, with 
the result that IC3 similarly produces a constant cur- 
rent of 0.1 mA when Si (b) is in position 1 and a current 
of 0.01mA with S1(b) set to position 2. 

The collector -emitter current passed by the test 
transistor flows through meter Ml, which has an f.s.d. 
rating of 10mA. IC2 is set up, by means of R3 and R4, 
to pass a constant current which is just slightly more 
than 10mA. The i.c. thereby functions as a current 
limiter and ensures that the maximum current which 
can flow in the circuit cannot exceed its constant 
current. 

Two sets of terminals are provided, one for n.p.n. 
and one for p.n.p. transistors. The transistors are 
connected to the test terminals as indicated. After a 
test transistor has been connected, push-button S2 is 
pressed to obtain a gain reading. Since current is only 
drawn from the 9 volt battery when S1 is pressed, and 
since the maximum current cannot exceed slightly 
more than 10mA, a small battery can be used for BY1. 
A PP6 or PP7 would be suitable. 

The LM334Z i.c. is available from Maplin Elec- 
tronic Supplies. S1(a)(b) can be a 2 -pole 6 -way rotary 
switch with adjustable end stop set for 2 -way opera- 
tion. 

N.P.N. TRANSISTORS 
When an n.p.n. transistor is connected to the test 

terminals the circuit set up is as shown in Fig. 2(a). The 
transistor functions as a common emitter amplifier 
with the meter in its collector circuit. If S1(a) is in 
position 1 the base current is 0.1 mA so that, should the 
transistor have a current gain of exactly 100 times, the 
meter will indicate 10mA. If the transistor has a gain of 
50 times the meter indication will be 5mA. Should the 
meter read more than f.s.d. the transistor gain will be 
greater than 100 times, whereupon S1 (a) is moved to 
position 2, giving a base current of 0.O1mA . In the 
event of the transistor having a gain of 1,000 times the 
meter will once again indicate 10mA. It is very much 
more likely that the gain will be lower than this figure. 
A gain of 300 times will result in a meter indication of 
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+9V +9V 

Test 
transistor 

R4 

Test 
transistor 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2(a). The test circuit which is set up 
when an n.p.n. transistor is connected 

to the meter. 

(b). Connecting a p.n.p. transistor pro- 
duces the test circuit shown here. 

3mA, and a gain of 400 times will produce a meter 
reading of 4mA. 

As will be seen, the current gain of the transistor is 
read directly from the scale calibration of the meter, 
with the 10 on the meter scale corresponding to 100 or 
1,000 according to the setting of S1(a). 

P.N.P. TRANSISTORS 
Connecting up a p.n.p. transistor gives the test 

circuit shown in Fig. 2(b). In this instance the transistor 
functions as an emitter follower, with the result that 
the meter reads emitter current. The emitter current is 
equal to the collector current plus the base current but, 
since the base current will normally be very much less 
than the collector current, the error introduced is 
negligibly small. 

Gain indications are the same as with the n.p.n. test 
circuit, an f.s.d. reading in the meter corresponding to 
a gain of 100 times when S1(b) is in position 1 and to 
1,000 times when S1(b) is in position 2. Cl is included 
in the p.n.p. circuit to overcome the risk of instability. 
The base and collector of the test transistor are in 
phase and the input impedance at the base is fairly 
high. Without Cl the circuit could oscillate if there 
were long test leads to the base and collector and these 
ran close to each other. There is no risk of instability 
with the n.p.n. test connection because the base is held 
at a low impedance and the base and collector are, in 
any case, out of phase. 

With both p.n.p. and n.p.n. test transistors there 
should be a reasonable but very probably not precise 
correlation between readings obtained with a par- 
ticular transistor on the two ranges. The lack of exact 
correlation will be due to the different collector cur- 
rents involved. There is no real need to use close 
tolerance resistors for R1, R2 and R5, R6, and 5% 
components will give adequate accuracy for all practi- 
cal purposes. 

COMPQNEN'I-S 
Resistors 
(All ; watt 5%) 

R1 68011 
R2 6.8k1í 
R3 8.212 
R4 see text 
R5 68012 
R6 6.8k11 

Capacitor 
Cl 0.01µF polyester 

Semiconductors 
IC1 LM334Z 
IC2 LM334Z 
IC3 LM334Z 

Switches 
S1(a)(b) 2 -pole 2 -way rotary 
S2 push-button, press to make 

Meter 
M1 0-10mA panel mounting moving -coil 

meter 

Battery 
BY1 9 volt battery 

Miscellaneous 
Plastic case 
6 insulated terminals 
Pointer knob 
Battery connector 

LIMITING CURRENT 
The value of R4 is found experimentally, and it is 

assumed that the constructor has a reasonable stock of 
fixed resistors between 2212 and 6812. 

The circuit is initially assembled, as illustrated in 
Fig. 3, without R4. The collector and emitter terminals 
of either set of test terminals are connected together, 
causing the meter to be connected across the 9 volt 
supply in series with IC2. With only R3 in circuit the 
meter will give a reading of about 8.3mA when S2 is 
pressed. Starting with 6811 and using a slightly lower 
value after each check, find the resistance required in 
R4 which causes the meter needle to pass beyond the 

IC2 

3 R3 

4 

S R4 

+9V 

Fig. 3. The meter is initially assembled 
without R4. Various values are then 
checked experimentally until the 

required value is found. 
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0-100 0-1000 

PUSH TO 
READ 

Fig. 4. A recommended front panel lay- 
out for the hFE meter. Connections to 
test transistors are made by way of 
short flexible leads terminated in small 

crocodile clips. 

10mA calibration point and just rest gently against the 
end -stop at the f.s.d. end of the scale. When a suitable 
resistance value has been found, the resistor is perma- 
nently soldered into circuit and becomes R4. In the 
prototype circuit the value required in R4 was 33S1 

Take great care not to accidentally try a resistor lower 
than 22fl, as there would then be excessive current in 
the meter. 

The current range specified for the LM334Z is 1µA 
to 10mA, but no harm will be caused to IC2 if it is 
operated fractionally above 10mA, particularly with a 
supply voltage of 9 volts only. 

CASE 
The transistor gain meter can be assembled in a 

small plastic case, and a recommended front panel 
layout is shown in Fig. 4. S1(a)(b) and S2 are 
positioned to the right of the meter, and can be ope- 
rated by the right hand without obscuring meter read- 
ings. Large insulated terminals are preferred for the 
test transistor connections. 

Note that, unlike the circuit presentation in Fig. 1, 
the p.n.p. collector terminal is above the base terminal, 
with the emitter terminal below. Wiring to the termi- 
nals follows Fig. 1, of course. However, positioning the 
p.n.p. terminals in the same order as the n.p.n. termi- 
nals reduces possible confusion in the use of the hFE 
meter. 

BOOK REVIEW 
TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL MICROPROCESSOR SELECTOR. By T. D. Towers, M.B.E., 
M.A., B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.R.E. 259 pages, 245 x 165mm. Published by W. Foulsham & 
Co. ISBN 0-572-01037-0. Price £14.95. 

(The letters ISBN in the description of this book stand for 
Book Number. We shall be quoting the ISBN in future reviews as a service to lib- 
rarians). 

T.D. Towers' Selector series already consist of a book covering transistors, another 
for operational amplifiers and a third for field-effect transistors. To these very useful 
reference works is now added the present Microprocessor Selector. 

The book starts with a 5 page introduction to microprocessors which deals with 
history, operation, terminology, coding and availability. The introduction is followed 
by tables listing single -chip microprocessors, multi -chip microprocessors and bit - 
slice microprocessors. The Tabulations, which make up the main body of the book 
then begin. The column headings are: Device Type Number, Function, Data Word 
Length, Device Description, Micro Family, Maker, Package, LSI Type, Operating 
Temperature Range, DC Supply Voltages, Quiescent Power, Input Logic Levels, Out- 
put Logic Levels and Substitute. More than 7,000 i.c.'s are listed. 

There are ten appendices, and these include a glossary of microprocessor terms 
together with details of microprocessor families, manufacturers and codings, micro- 
processor trainer and development systems, bibliography and notes on the entries in' 
the Tabulations. 

Mail Order Protection Scheme 
The publishers of this magazine have given to 

the Director General of Fair Trading an under- 
taking to refund money sent by readers in 
response to mail order advertisements placed in 
this magazine by mail order traders who have 
become the subject of liquidation or ban- 
kruptcy proceedings and who fail to supply 
goods or refund money. These refunds are 
made voluntarily and are subject to proof that 
payment was made to the advertiser for goods 
ordered through an advertisement in this 
magazine. The arrangement does not apply to 
any falure to supply goods advertised in a 
catalogue or direct mail solicitation. 

If a mail order trader fails, readers are advised 
to lodge a claim with the Advertisement Manager 
of this magazine within 3 months of the appear- 
ance of the advertisement. 

For the purpose of this scheme mail order 
advertising is defined as: 

"Direct response advertisements, display or 
postal bargains where cash has to be sent in 
advance of goods being delivered." 

Classified and catalogue mail order advertising 
are excluded. 
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Radio Tonics 
By Recorder r 

Moving into a new house can 
have its amusing as well as its 
traumatic moments. I myself 
have just made such a move, 
complete with all the books, 
papers, files and technical bits 
and pieces which are part of the 
background for a jobbing jour- 
nalist whose field is electronics. 

My new house is actually 
quite an old one, but it is of solid 
construction and warm 
temperament. My neighbours 
tell me that it has had a succes- 
sion of owners, each averaging 
an occupancy of about seven 
years. And it must be to an 
unknown occupier of several 
removes in the past that I owe a 
small debt of gratitude. 

DOOR BELL 
My new house did not have a 

front door bell. Now, when I get 
engrossed in some really inter- 
esting work it takes more than a 
few knocks at a front door to 
catch my attention, and visions 
arose in my mind of me solder- 
ing away in my workroom at a 
particularly tricky design, bliss- 
fully unaware of an unsatisfied 
stream of postmen, charity col- 
lectors and Jehovah's Witnes- 
ses, all pounding away fruit- 
lessly at my front door. 

The obvious solution was an 
old fashioned, good and noisy, 
electric bell, whereupon all that 
was required wasa bit of wiring 
around the house. My heart 
sank a little when I inspected 
the front door jamb on which 
the bell push would have to be 
mounted. This presented 
about five inches of solid 
wood, in which a hole would 
have to be drilled to allow the 
bell push wires to pass 
through. The handymen 
amongst you will raise an 
eyebrow at my baulking at 

such a simple task, but with the 
tools available to me I would 
have to drill through from both 
sides, with the two holes meet- 
ing at the middle. I have to con- 
fess here that if I had the com- 
mission to dig the Channel 
Tunnel, starting from both the 
English side and the French 
side, the outcome would be 
two tunnels. 

Then I spied an irregularity on 
the surface of the door jamb at 
bell push height. After a little 
work with a pen knife I found 
two short stubs of wire of 
around 12 s.w.g. with about 
quarter of an inch of PVC insula- 
tion still present on them. These 
had been painted over and over 
until the doorjamb surface was 
virtually flush. The wires dis- 
appeared completely into the 
interior of the wood and so I 

next searched for their re- 
appearance elsewhere. And 
there, sprouting out of the 
woodwork near the electricity 
meter, were another two thin 
PVC covered wires of around 12 
s.w.g. 

A swift check with a con- 
tinuity tester soon revealed that 
these were the other end of the 
two stubs at the door jamb. All 
that I had to do was to solder on 
two short extensions to the 
stubs of wire, pass sleeving 
over them, connect up the bell 
push and screw it in place. 

Guessing the time of that 
original installation is rather 
like carbon dating a find in an 
excavation. I make it at least five 
layers of paint over the wire 
stubs and, since the insulation 
is PVC. The wire must have 
been fitted in place after the 
early 1950's. At any event, a 
very neat and unobtrusive wir- 
ing job now has the electrons 
flowing along it every time 
soneone leans on my front 

door bell, just as it had some 
twenty to thirty years ago. 

CONDUCTIVE SPRAY 
Plastic housings for elec- 

tronic equipment are popular 
with manufacturers because 
they are cheap to produce, are 
light, and have more than ade- 
quate strength for most appli- 
cations. But plastic is an 
insulator and it provides no 
screening against electro- 
magnetic interference (EMI) or 
radio frequency interference 
(RFI). Attempts have been 
made to produce plastics with 
conductive fillers, but these 
have been unsuccessful 
because the high density of fil- 
lers required to provide effec- 
tive shielding modifiesthe plas- 
tic to a state which is unaccept- 
able for strength and rigidity. 

This is where two conductive 
coatings, Xecote and Xeprime, 
come on to the scene. Xecote 
can be sprayed on to a plastic 
surface just like any ordinary 
paint and it dries in about 15 
minutes. Full cure time is 24 
hours. It contains highly con- 
ductive nickel particles which 
are inert and do not oxydise. A 
single pass provides a uniform 
coating of 0.0005 to 0.002 inch, 
and a coating of 0.002 to 0.003 
inch is sufficient for effective 
shielding. The shielding is 
effective up to 10GHz, at which 
the coating gives a measured 
attenuation of 70dB. The sur- 
face resistivity is less than 152, 

per square. 
Xecote adheres to most plas- 

tics, including acrylics, poly - 
carbonates, ABS, poly- 
phenelene oxides and fibre- 
glass. The alternative from- 
ulation is Xeprime. Xeprime 
can be employed as a conduc- 
tive primer, and it is also avail- 
able as a non-conductive 
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primerfor subsequent coatings 
of Xecote. Xeprime is intended 
for use with polyesters and 
composite substrates and, like 
Xecote, can be applied in the 
same way as ordinary paints. 

A 6 page bulletin giving 
details of these two products is 
available from MCP Electronics 
Ltd., 38 Rosemont Road, Alper - 
ton, Wembley, Middlesex, HAO 
4PE. 

DOWN TO EARTH 
The young lady in the photo- 

graph is a technician handling 
sensitive electronic equipment 
which can be readily damaged 
by high static voltages. The 
bench is covered with a conduc- 
tive table top mat, the tech- 
nician's feet rest on a mat of the 
same material and she wears a 
wrist strap which provides 
positive earthing. 

All the earthing items are 
produced by Modulux Indus- 
trial Equipment Ltd., a leading 
supplier of high quality robust 
factory and laboratory furni- 
ture, who have entered into an 
agreement with 3M United 
Kingdom Ltd. to provide com- 
plete protection against static 
electricity for the safe handling 
of micro -electronic compo- 
nents. 

The latest generation of elec- 
tronic devices can be inadvert- 
ently weakened or damaged 
during vital assembly and 
handling by operators with 
insufficient earthing. The ready 
availability from Modulux 
Industrial Equipment of the 3M 
Static Control Work Station 
Grounding Kit to effectively 
drain off electrostatic discharge 

comes as a vital step to improv- 
ing standards and quality for 
the 80's. The 3M kit includes a 4 
by 2 ft. Static Control coloured 
bench top mat, a 4 by 6 ft. 
matching floor mat of the same 
conductive material, and a 

wrist strap which connects to 
the table top and provides body 
contact with earth for the 
worker. The Static Control mats 
are available in brown or gold 
colours to match or contrast 
with other Modulux industrial 
furniture. The 3M kit comes in a 
compact, convenient pack to 
complement an existing furni- 
ture installation, or it can be 
delivered additionally with a 

furniture order. 
Research has shown that 

thousands of volts of electro- 
static charge can be generated 
in a technician's body by simply 
walking across floors, sliding 
elbows across working bench 
tops or rubbing against stool 
seats. The use of the Modulux 
earthed furniture certainly 
eradicates all the risks of high 
electrostatic voltages. Further 
details can be obtained from 
Public Relations, 3M United 
Kingdom Ltd., 3M House, P.O. 
Box 1, Bracknell, Berkshire, 
RG12 1JU. 

THERMAL STRIPPER 
The second photograph 

shows the new temperature 
control unit type TC -1 which 
has been made available by 
Eraser International Ltd., Unit 
M, Portway Industrial Estate, 
Andover, Hants, SP10 3LU, for 
use with their recently intro- 
duced TWC-1 Thermal Hand 
Wire Stripper. 

The technician here wears a wrist 
strap to provide positive body ear- 
thing. To further guard against high 
static voltages, the bench is covered 
with an earthed conductive top mat, 
and her feet rest on another earthed 
mat of the same material All these 
items are produced by Modulux Indus- 
trial Equipment Ltd. 

The combination of the TC -1 
temperature control unit and 
the hand wire stripper enables 
the tool to successfully strip 
problematic insulations such 
as PTFE and Teflon. In addition 
to stripping these types of insu- 
lation the tool, with the control 
unit, will strip all normal type 
wire insulations such as PVC 
and nylon. 

TheTC-1 operates from a 240 
volt 50Hz supply and no exter- 
nal transformers or power sup- 
plies are required. Low voltage 
high current electricity is fed 
from the heat control unit 
through the alloy stripping 
blades of the tool to give instant 
heat, adjustable in temperature 
from ambientto 700 deg F atthe 
touch of a button. This instant 
heat will strip even the toughest 
high temperature insulations 
with ease, leaving the wire free 
from oxides, nicks or deforma- 
tions. 

Further, the use of the temp- 
erature control unit enables the 
temperature of the stripping 
blades to be varied to eliminate 
such problems as smoking, 
excessive fumes, etc., which 
are often associated with ther- 
mal wire stripping. 

The TC -1 heat controller is 
available separately or altern- 
atively as a complete unit with 
the wire stripper. 

MARCONI AND THE POLICE 
North Yorkshire police are to 

use some ofthe latest computer 
technology in the fight against 
crime. 

The core of their new control 
system is a central processor at 
police headquarters in North - 
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allerton which stores inform- 
ation and is also linked to every 
police station in the area. The 
new Resource Availability 
System has been developed 
and supplied by Marconi Space 
and Defence Systems, Kids - 
grove, Staffs, and will enable 
the North Yorkshire force to be 
more effectively co-ordinated 
and controlled. 

There will be 13 operator pos- 
itions in the headquarters con- 
trol room complex, each 
equipped with a visual display 
unit and keyboard to update 
and request information, and a 
further 16 VDU's at division and 
sub -division stations. The sys- 
tem also provides a means of 
passing telex -type messages 
over the same network. 

All units will have direct 
access both to the central pro- 
cessor and the Police National 
Computer at Hendon, reducing 
reaction time and increasing 
the economic and efficient use 
of police resources. 

Another Marconi company, 
Marconi Avionics Limited, at 
Basildon, is helping the Metro- 
politan Police. The London 
Metropolitan force, the largest 
in the United Kingdom, isto put 
into service the Marconi 
Avionics "HELI-TELE" heli- 
copter -mounted television 
viewing system in its new Bell 
222 helicopter. 

HELI-TELE enables a steady 
view of the ground to be 
obtained from a helicopter. 
There is very precise stabil- 
ization of the TV camera mount- 
ing, and this allows pictures to 
be taken at long range, with a 
powerful zoom lens to show 
important detail, unaffected by 
the vibration and other move- 
ments experienced in helicop- 
ters. 

The system comprises a 
stabilized steerable television 
camera, with a cockpit - 

The Eraser international thermal wire stripper 
type TWC-1 and the TC -1 temperature control unit. 
Stripping temperatures up to 700 deg F available 
for high temperature insulations. Lower ,temp- 
eratures, for PVC, nylon and similar insulations can 
also be selected. 

mounted monitor for control 
purposes, and a data link to a 
remote control post. Data is 
transmitted "live" in real time 
and can be recorded remotely. 
This facility has proved useful 
for many tasks, ranging from 
traffic supervision to crowd 
control. 

The TV camera system, many 
of the functions of which are 
automatic, is controlled by an 
operator in the helicopter who 
is free to concentrate on aiming 
the camera and operating the 
zoom lens. 

HELI-TELE, developed in the 
United Kingdom and now in 
operation in several countries 
in a variety of helicopters, has 
earned nearly £1l million in 
exports alone. The system for 
the Metropolitan Police, which 
has been operating since last 
Summer, is now being fitted to 
the new Bell 222 helicopter. 

So useful has the system 
proved that a second system 
has now been ordered, for ser- 
vice in mid -1981, on the second 

Bell 222 ordered by the Metro- 
politan Police. 

BACK NUMBERS 
For the benefit of new readers we would draw attention to our back number service. 

We retain past issues for a period of two years and we can, occasionally, supply copies more than two years 
old: The cost is 80p, inclusive of postage and packing. 

Before undertaking any constructional project described in a back issue, it must be borne in mind that 
components readily available at the time of publication may no longer be so. 
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PULSE POWER 
SUPPLY 

By Stephen P. Narey 

Pulse width control of motor speed. 

This article describes a circuit for controlling the 
speed of a small d.c. motor of the type used in small 
hand drills. It could doubtless be used for other similar 
purposes. 

ESSENCE OF OPERATION 

A variable voltage regulator type LM317T is con- 
nected in the conventional manner, as shown in Fig. 1. 

RX is chosen to give the desired output voltage from 
the simple formula 

Vout = 1.25(1 + RX/240). 

For the 8 volts required by the author RX was made 
1.5k0, the other resistor being 27011 because 24012 
was not available at the time of making up the circuit. 
The regulated voltage is then 

1.25(1 + 1,500/270) 

or slightly more than 8 volts. 

If we now make RX equal to zero, the output of the 
regulator will drop to 1.25 volts: 

Vout = 1.25(1 + 0/270) 
= 1.25. 

Here lies the clue for the operation of the power 
supply. If we pull point "X" down to zero volts by, say, 
the application of a square wave, we will get the same 
waveform appearing at the output of the regulator, but 
it will be referenced to 1.25 volts and not to zero volts. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 2. The amplitude of the output 
waveform will be determined by the voltage to which 
we have set the regulator by the two resistors, RX and 
27052. Maximum voltage will be the regulated voltage, 
and minimum voltage will be 1.25 volts. 

By varying the duty cycle of the waveform at point 
"X" we can effectively alter the rate at which the 
regulator will deliver power to its load. This gives the 
method by which we alter the speed of the motor, but 
because the amplitude of the d.c. applied to the motor 
does not fall we do not lose power' at low revs. 

Fig. 1. The basic circuit for the LM317T 
variable voltage regulator. 

Vin 

LM317T 

X' 

In Out 
Adj 

RX 

240n 

Vout 

Common 

Fig. 2. If RX is short-circuited by the 
negative pulses of a square wave, 
another square wave appears at the 

regulator output. 
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oao 
bce 

BC184L 
Lead -outs 

O 

LM 317T 
Lead -outs 

Fig. 3. The full circuit of the pulse power supply. IC2 triggers IC3 into producing a 
series of positive pulses whose width is controlled by R3. 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
(All fixed values watt 5%) 

R1 82k,, 
R2 18k5I 
R3 20k5Z potentiometer, linear 
'R4 1.5kSZ 
R5 4.7kS2 
R6 1.5k5Z 
R7 1.5k5ì 
R8 2700, 
R9 18052 

Capacitors 
Cl 4,700µF electrolytic, 16 V. Wkg. 
C2 47µF electrolytic, 16 V. Wkg. 
C3 0.1µF disc ceramic 
C4 0.22µF polyester 
C5 0.1µF polyester 
C6 1µF polyester 
C7 0.1µF disc ceramic 
C8 220µF electrolytic, 16 V. Wkg. (see text) 

Transformer 
Ti mains transformer, secondary 9V at 2A 

Semiconductors 
IC1 78L05 
IC2 555 
IC3 74121 
IC4 LM317T 
TR1 BC184L 
D1 -D4 1N5400 
D5 1N4001 
D6 1N4001 

Switch 
S1 (a)(b) d.p.s.t. toggle 

In 

Out 
Adj. 

o 

0/P 

THE CIRCUIT 
In the circuit of Fig. 3, a 555 is connected in the 

normal way for a free -running pulse generator, and it 
produces a chain of negative -going pulses at around 
55Hz. These pulses are fed to the 74121, which is 
arranged to produce a stable output pulse of duration 
determined by R3, R4 and C6. R3 is variable, so the 
length of the output pulse may be adjusted. This is fed 
to the base of TRI, which performs the required 
function of regularly pulling point "X" down to zero 
volts. The waveforms throughout the circuit are as 
shown in Fig. 4. 

7'7 
J Li r- 

IC2 pin 3 IC3 pin 6 Point. X' 
and 0/P 

Fig. 4. The waveforms which appear in 
the power supply circuit. The length oft 

is set by R3. 

The circuit can be easily modified for different 
output voltages by suitable adjustment of the value of 
RX. The maximum rated output voltage for . the 
LM317T is 37 volts and its maximum rated output 
current is 1.5 amps. C8 (not shown in Fig. 3) may be 
added across the output terminals if required, and it 
reduces jerkiness at low speed with certain types of 
motor. Resistor R9 ensures that there is always an 
output load for the LM317T. 

Construction can be in any form, the author using a 
standard diecast box. The box also provides the heat 
sink for the LM317T although, due to the nature of 
operation, little heat is dissipated. The circuit works 
very well with a motor of 0.5 amp rating. 
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DICK'S BLACK BOX 
Dick meditated for some 

moments, then purposefully 
picked up Smithy's pen and 
pulled the note -pad towards 
him. Quickly he sketched out a 

new circuit. (Fig. 7). 
"This," he said confidently, 

"is a real stinker. I've got a 

completely enclosed black box 
with two terminals on it. One 
terminal connects via a 470k12 
resistor to a zero voltage d.c. 
supply line. Also connected to 
this terminal is a 0.01µF 
capacitor. If you connect the 
other terminal of the box to a 
d.c. supply, which can have 
any voltage between 150 and 
300 volts, a steady oscillation 
at around 100Hz is given at the 

150-300V D.C. 

oV 

Fig. 7. Dick's black box. 
What are the two comp- 
onents inside the box 
which produce the mys- 
terious 100Hz oscillation 

at the circuit output? 

A Session 
of Puzzles. 

No. 2. 

Puzzle along with Dick and Smithy. 

two points I've marked as the 
output." 

"Is the high voltage supply 
point positive or negative?" 

"It doesn't matter," said 
Dick. "You get the oscillation 
regardless of the polarity of the 
d.c. supply." 

"How many components are 
there in the box?" 

"Two," replied Dick gleefully 
"and you've got to tell me what 
they are. Neither of the com- 
ponents is a capacitor." 

"Humph," grunted Smithy. 
"Is a strong oscillation given at 
the output points?" 

"Fairly strong. It has a peak - 
to -peak amplitude of around 4 
to 6 volts and it's at high impe- 
dance." 

"Blimey," said Smithy, "this 
really is a stinker. Is the oscill- 
ation sinusoidal?" 

"Nope." 
"You say that neither of the 

components in the box is a 

capacitor. Is there an inductor 
in the box?" 

"Nope." 
"Not even a relay?" 
"Nope." 
"Any mechanical device?" 
"Nope." 
"Any silicon semiconduc- 

tor?" 
"Nope." 
"All right then," grated 

Smithy, "any germanium 
semiconductor?" 

"Nope." 
(Dick was right, this is a 

stinker. Can you guess what is 

in his black box?) 
Dick grinned happily. 
"Give up?" he asked. 
"Not yet," replied Smithy 

slowly. "Let me think a bit. 
There are only two comp- 
onents in the box, and they 
aren't capacitive or inductive, 
and there are no mechanical 
devices. Also, the oscillation is 
given with a d.c. supply of 
either polarity. Now, that gives 
me the glimmering of an idea." 

"Does it?" 
"Yes it does," said Smithy. 

"Does this black box of yours 
have to be light -proof?" 

"It does," confirmed Dick. 
"As I said at the beginning, the 
box is completely enclosed." 

"Then," said Smithy, "I'll 
make a guess that one of the 
components in the box is a 
neon bulb." 

"Good thinking. One of the 
components is a neon bulb. 
What's the other one?" 

"Since one of the compo- 
nents is a neon bulb," stated 
Smithy thoughtfully, "the 
other component must be a 

photocell of some sort. I think 
I've got it. Would the remaining 
component be a light depen- 
dent resistor?" 

"You've got it," said Dick. 
"The second component is an 
ORP12 photoconductive cell, 
or light dependent resistor. 
The neon bulb is one of those 
little wire -ended types and it's 
mounted so that its body is on 
top of the sensitive surface of 
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Neon bulb 

ORP 12 

Fig. 8. A wire -ended neon 
bulb soldered to the leads 
of a photoconductive cell. 
(This arrangement was 
originally described by G. 
A. French in the May 1970 

issue.) 

the ORP12. The two comp- 
onents are wired in parallel and 
they connect to the terminals 
of the black box." (Fig. 8). 

"That black box circuit," said 
Smithy thoughtfully, "will 
oscillate because of two 
effects. The first of these is that 
the resistance of an ORP12 
alters rather slowly when the 
light intensity on it changes, 
this being particularly the case 
with a decrease in light inten- 
sity. The second effect is that 
the striking voltage for a neon 
is a little higher than its main- 
taining voltage. The resistance 
offered by an ORP12 in com- 
plete darkness is very high, 
being around 10Mf or more, 
so that when the power is first 
applied the neon bulb strikes 
immediately and lights up. 
This causes the resistance of 
the ORP12 to fall to a level 
which takes the voltage across 
the neon below maintaining 
level, and the neon goes out. 
The ORP12 resistance then 
starts to increase relatively 
slowly until sufficient voltage 
is given across the neon for it to 
strike once more and illumin- 

ate the ORP12. Whereupon the 
ORP12 resistance decreases 
and another cycle starts. The 
frequency is controlled by the 
sluggishness of the ORP12 in 
changing its resistance value 
and the oscillator output volt- 
age will be the difference be- 
tween the neon striking and 
maintaining voltages. 

"That was very good, 
Dick!" 

"You liked it, eh?" 
"I did," commended Smithy. 

"Where did you get the idea?" 
"I was looking through some 

old 'Suggested Circuit' articles 
by that G. A. French geyser." 

"Geyser?" repeated a hor- 
rified Smithy. "You really must 
show more respect for your 
elders and betters. Anyway, 
I've got another puzzle for 
you." 

MURDER MYSTERY 
"Okeydoke," said Dick equ- 

ably, "I'm all ready for it." 
Smithy drew the note -pad in 

front of him and tore off the top 
sheet. Busily he wrote on the 
clean surface of the sheet 
below. (Fig. 9). 

"This has to do with a mur- 
der mystery," he said. "The 
police chief is investigating a 
murder for which there are five 
suspects, and he eventually 
interviews his favourite 
Supergrass. Now, that Super- 
grass knows very well who the 
murderer is but he's not going 
to stick his neck out and pass 
on the murderer's name 
directly. So he presents the 
police chief with a note on 
which he's written the names 
of the five suspects in exactly 
the same way as I've shown 
them here." 

Dick looked baffled. 
"If all seems very confusing 

to me," he said. "How can you 
find the murderer from that 
note?" 

"Very easily," replied 

THE MURDERER IS: 

TOM .DICK .TERRY. BILL.PETER 

Fig. 9. Out of the five suspects listed here, one is the 
murderer. 

GAREX 
RESISTOR KITS new extended range at old prices: E12 series 101). to 1M, 61 values, 5% carbon film, general purpose ratings iW or 1W (please state). Starter pack 5 each value (305) £3.10 
Standard pack 10 each (610) £5.55 Mixed pack, 5 each 4W plus 1W (610) £5.55 
Giant pack 25 each (1525) £13.60 
NICAD RECHARGEABLES physically as zinc car- bon: AA(U7) £1.30, C(U11) £3.35; PP3 £5.55. 
Any 5+: less 10%; any 10+: less 20%. 
VHF FM MONITOR RECEIVERS 
HF 12 POCKET SIZE 12 channel xtal controlled. 4MHz bandwidth in range 130-174MHz. With nicad & charger. £57.95 Xtals extra, see below. 
SOUNDAIR 008 PORTABLE SCANNER 8 channel xtal controlled. Nicad, charger. £59. Xtals extra. 
SR -9 top selling monitor: 2m FM with 144-146MHz full coverage VFO, plus 11 xtal controlled channels, ideal for fixed or mobile listening. 12V DC opera- tion. £47.50. Xtals extra. 
MARINE BAND SR -9, 156-162MHz £47.50. 
CRYSTALS FOR HF -12, NR -56, SR -9, SOUNDAIR 008, TM56B: all 2m channels in stock from 01145.0) to 32(145.8) at £2.46 (plus 15p post). Over 40 popular marine channels at £2.85 (plus 15p post) Sae list. 
AMPLIFIER MODULE new, fully assembled 6W IC unit, 12v DC. Low impedance (4-8.-) input & output for extn. speaker amplification, with circuit £2.75 CO -AXIAL CONNECTORS & ADAPTORS sae list P1259 UHF plug plus reducer 75p; 50239 UHF socket panel mtd. 60p; 
2xS0239 Inline coupler £1 
2xPL259 Inline coupler £1 
Co -ax fitting - any 5+: less 10% 
MAINS P.S.U. 12v 1A regulated. British made by GAREX £15.95. 
Main distributor of Revco aerials and special prod- ucts. 

Access - Barclaycard 
PRICES INCLUDE UK POST & VAT 

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT 
GAREX ELECTRONICS 

7 NORVIC ROAD, MARSWORTH. 
TRING, HERTS HP23 4LS 

Cheddington (STD 0296) 668684 

MORSE MADE 
EASY 

BY THE G3HSC 
RHYTHM METHOD! 

These courses which have been sold for over 25 
years, have been proven many times to be the 
fastest method of learning Morse. You start right 
away by learning the sounds of the various 
letters, numbers, etc., as you will in fact use 
them. Not a series of dots and dashes which later 
you will have to translate into letters and words. 
Using scientifically prepared 3 speed records you 
automatically learn to recognise the code, 
RHYTHM without translating. You can't help it. 
It's as easy as learning a tune. 18 WPM in 4 weeks 
guaranteed. 
The Complete Course consists of three records 
as well as instruction books. 
Complete Course £5.50 U.K. p/p 75p. (Overseas 
postage sufficient for 750grm). Details only s.a.e. 

THE G3HSC MORSE CENTRE 
S. Bennett, (Box 8), 45 Green Lane, 

Purley, Surrey. 

Name 

Address 
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THE 

MODERN BOOK CO. 
Largest selection of English & 
American radio and technical 

books in the country. 

19-21 PRAED STREET 
LONDON W2 1NP 
Tel: 01-402 9176 

PEATS for PARTS 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

RADIO & TELEVISION 
For the convenience of Irish 

enthusiasts we supply: 

Radio & Electronics 
Constructor Data Books 
Panel Signs Transfers 

Also a postal service peace 
the world of electronics 

25 Parnell Street, Dublin 1. Tel 749972 

RADIOiELFCTRONICS 
CONSTRUCTOR 

ANNUAL 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 

to this magazine may 
be obtained through 
your newsagent or 

direct from the 
publishers 

INLAND . . . . £9.50 
OVERSEAS . . £10.50 

per year, post free 

Please send remittance with 
name and address and 

commencing issue required to: 

DATA PUBLICATIONS 
LTD 

57 Maida Vale, London 
W9 1 SN 

Smithy. "In fact the note says 
preciselywhothe murderer is." 

(Can you, dear reader, find 
out who of the five suspects is 
the murderer? This is quite a 

simple little puzzle to finish off 
with). 

"Well, it doesn't tell me any- 
thing," said Dick. "What do all 
those lines over the names 
mean?" 

"Do you," asked Smithy, 
"remember the way in which 
logic expressions are pre- 
sented?" 

"Why yes, of course I do," 
said Dick, "a bar over a letter in 
Boolean algebra means 'not', 
doesn't it?" 

"That's right," agreed 
Smithy. "Also, if we infer 
multiplication between two let- 
ters then this means AND. On 
the other hand, if we put a plus 
sign between two letters, it 
represents OR. Now, do you 
remember the De Morgan 
equations?" 

"I think so," said Dick 
uncertainly. "It's something 
about changing AND signs to 
OR signs." 

"I'll write the two equations 
down," said Smithy. "Here 
they are for two letters, A and 
B." (Fig. 10). 

"Ah yes," stated Dick. "I 
remember them now. On the 
left hand side of the equation 
there's one long bar over all the 
letters, and on the right side 
there are individual bars over 
each letter. If the letters are 
linked with AND's on the left 
they're linked with OR's on the 
right, and vice versa. 

"You've got it," said Smithy. 
"One final point is that the two 
equations can be extended to 
any number of terms, as 
required." 

"Are you saying we can use 
one of the De Morgan equa- 
tions to sort out this note about 
the murderer?" 

"I am." 

A + B = A.B 

A.B = A + B 

Fig. 10. The two De Mor- 
gan equations. These can 
be expanded to any 

number of terms. 

"But there isn't one bar over 
all the names, there's three!" 

"I know. What you have to 
remember next is that if you 
have one bar over another bar 
the two cancel out, because 
there's a double inversion. So 
we can start off by taking away 
two of the three long bars, and 
'leave only one bar over all the 
names." 

Smithy wrote out the new 
expression. (Fig. 11(a).). 

"That looks," said Dick, "as 
though we can do a De Morgan 
on it." 

"We can," agreed Smithy. 
"What we have to do is add 
another bar over each name, 
and we put plus signs between 
them to represent OR. Here's 
what we get." 

Smithy's pen moved busily 
again. (Fig. 11(b).). 

TOM . DICK . TERRY .BILL . PETER 

(a) 

TOM+ DICK i- TERRY + BILL +PETER 

(b) 

TOM + DICK + TERRY +BILL +PETER 

(c) 

Fig. 11(a). First step in 
simplifying the murder 

suspect note. 
(b). De Morgan inter- 

venes. 
(c). The final form of the 

suspect note. 

"Now we're getting closer to 
the final answer," he went on. 
"Two of the names have three 
bars over them, so two of those 
three cancel out to leave one 
bar. One name has no less than 
five bars over it so four bars, or 
two pairs of bars, cancel out. 
And another name has only 
two bars above it, and these 
similarly cancel out. Which 
brings us to the final result." 

Carefully, Smithy wrote the 
final expression. (Fig. 11(c).). 

"Let's read that out," said 
Dick excitedly. "The murderer 
is not -Tom OR Dick OR not - 
Terry OR not -Bill OR not - 
Peter." 
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"Which means," said 
Smithy, "that the murderer 
must be Dick. The overall 
statement says that there are 
five alternatives as to who the 
murderer is. The first of these 
alternatives is that the mur- 
derer is not -Tom. The third 
alternative is not -Terry, the 
fourth is not -Bill and the fifth is 
not -Peter. The second altern- 

ative is Dick, and so Dick has to 
be the murderer." 

PUZZLING OVER 
"I don't know whether I 

should be annoyed or flattered 
over you choosing my name 
for the murderer," grinned 
Dick. "At any event this has 
been quite an interesting little 
session." 

"A bit of a change from ser- 
vicing?" 

"Definitely." 
"What I always say is that 

there's nothing like the odd 
puzzle to pass away the time 
and sharpen up the wits. What 
do you always say?" 

"I always say," said Dick, 
"the same thing that you 
always say." 

TRADE NEWS 
PROFESSIONALGRADE HF DFC BREAKS COST 
BARRIER 

High -quality 8 -digit frequency counters for sine or 
square wave inputs from B. Davis Electronics, of 
Brett Drive, Bexhill -on -Sea, Sussex, start at only 
£116 for a 60MHz instrument with a resolution 
down to 10Hz. 

An integral x10 prescaler/amplifier widens the 
range to 600 MHz and a crystal oven increases initial 
accuracy from ±1 ppm to ±0.2 as well as making 
readings practically independent of ambient temp- 
erature. Both options can be factory retrofitted. The 
8 -digit display is by seven -segment 4 in. LEDs using 
the latest reflector technology for utmost clarity. 

Power requirements are ac mains or 9-16V dc. For 
bench use, tilt legs are provided and a carrying case 
is also available. 

Davis 600 MHz digital frequency 
counter in carrying case. 

ADVANCED VIDEO TECHNOLOGY AT LOW PRICE 
In launching their new video 

recorder, model VT 8000, 
Hitachi have combined to offer 
the consumer, an entirely newly 
designed VHS unit embodying a 
wealth of advanced video tech- 
nology but at a price to appeal to 

the first time buyer, this model 
retailing with VAT at only £549. 

The VT 8000 has a timer 
which can be set to record any 
programme up to 10 days in 
advance and has an AM/PM 12 
hour digital clock on the front of 

the recorder. The motor drive 
system of the VT 8000 which 
would normally occupy a large 
part of the VTR mechanism has 
been much reduced by incorp- 
orating a direct drive capstan 
with a built in motor to reduce 
space requirements. The motor 
has a special IC incorporated in 
the drive circuit which precisely 
controls motor speed accurately 
to the signal from the motor's 
built in frequency generator. The 
flywheel has been eliminated and 
its function is now performed by 
the rotor. The cylinder of the VT 
8000 employs a built in direct 
drive motor system to effect 
compactness and lightness and to 
obtain rotational accuracy. 

The VT 8000 comes complete 
with an aerial RF cable, remote 
control unit, 180 video tape and 
a protective dust cover. 
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NEW! JUST PUBLISHED 
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL 

MICROPROCESSOR SELECTOR 
Towers' International 
Microprocessor Selector 

If you come into contact with microprocessors (whether as 
hobbyist, student, circuit engineer, programmer, buyer, 
teacher, serviceman, or just humble reader) you often find 
you would like data information on a specific microcircuit 
element. Specifications apart, you may be even more 
interested in where you can get the device in question. And 
perhaps even more important still (particularly with obsolete 
devices), you may be looking for guidance on a readily - 
available second source or possible substitute. 

This microprocessor selector (working on the same basis 
as the TRANSISTOR, FET, and OPAMP LINEAR -IC selectors 
already compiled by the author) is designed to provide in 
one handy reference volume a comprehensive body of 
readily -accessible, user -slanted essential information across 
the field of microprocessors. 

In the data tabulations will be found set out the essential 
basic specifications of over 7,000 commercially -available 
microprocessor 'chips', including not only the micropro- 
cessor elements themselves (e.g. MPUs and CPUs) but also 
the many other LSI 'support' circuits (e.g. ROMs, RAMs, 
PROMs, clocks, UARTs, I/Os) normally used in harness with 
the microprocessors proper to produce complete microcom- 

ONLY 
£16.25 

POST PAID 

Puters or microcontrollers. For ease of reference, the 
descriptions and control specifications of the individual 
circuits are set out in the detailed data tables on separate 
single lines, arranged in alpha -numeric order by type 
number. 

For the newcomer to the very new field of micropro- 
cessors, the selector includes a full introductory note on 
these devices before the data tables. 

Besides this, the tables are supplemented by separate 
appendices giving additional information on: (a) Micropro- 
cessor chip applications (and codings); (b) Microprocessor 
'families'; (c) Microprocessor LSI chip manufacturers (and 
codings); (d) Semiconductor LSI technologies (and codings); 
(e) Microprocessor chip packages (and codings); (f) Micro- 
processor trainer and development systems; (g) Micropro- 
cessor bibliography; (h) Manufacturers' house codes; (i) 
Glossary of microprocessor terms; (j) Explanatory notes to 
tabulations. 

This selector is fully international in scope and covers not 
only microprocessors and related devices from the USA and 
Continental Europe, but also from the UK and the Far East 
(Japan). 

TO:- DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD, 57 MAIDA VALE, LONDON W9 1SN 

Please send me copy/copies of 

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL 
MICROPROCESSOR SELECTOR 

Price: £16.25 inc P&P 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Rate: 12p per word. Minimum charge 

£2.00 
Box No. 30p extra 

Advertisements must be prepaid and all 
copy must be received by the 4th of the 
month for insertion in the following 
month's issue. The Publishers cannot be 
held liable in any way for printing errors or 
omissions, nor can they accept responsibil- 
ity for the bona fides of Advertisers. 
Where advertisements offer any 
equipment of a transmitting nature, 
readers are reminded that a licence is 
normally required. Replies to Box 
Numbers should be addressed to: Box 
No. -, Radio and Electronics Construc- 
tor, 57 Maida Vale, London, W9 1SN. 

RADIO VALVES 1930 ONWARDS. Ex - 
equipment, guaranteed. Magazines, P.W., 
W.W., etc. S.A.E. list. Malnors Radio, 12 Kir- 
kham Close, Chilton, Ferryhill, Co. Durham, 
DL17 ORL. 

ANY SINGLE SERVICE SHEET £1 plus S.A.E. 
Thousands of different service/repair man- 
uals/sheets in stock. Repair data your named TV 
£6 (with circuits £8). S.A.E newsletter, price 
lists, quotations. (0698-883334). Ausrec, 76 
Churches, Larkhall, Lanarkshire. 

ALMAG INDOOR TV AERIAL. New design. All 
groups. £2.50 + 50p P. & P. Refundable. Mur- 
phy, 6 London Road, Dalkeith, Midlothian. 

MICRO TRANSMITTERS. Range up to 1000 
yards. Tuneable 60-150MHz. Receive on 
VHF/FM radio. Supplied assembled and tested 
with sensitive microphone and data. £4. C.W.O. 
P.D. Electronics, 11 Bluebell Close, Orpington, 
Kent, BR6 8HS. 

WIRELESS, VALVES, PRE-WAR ONWARD 
S.A.E. Modern bargains list 15p. Sole Elec- 
tronics, (REC), 37 Stanley Street, Ormskirk, 
Lancs., L39 2DH. 

BOOKS FOR SALE: Experiments with Opera- 
tional Amplifiers, by George B. Clayton. £3.75. 
Experimenting with Electronic Music by Brown 
& Olsen. £1.20. Electric Model Car Racing by 
Laidlaw-Dickson. 60p. Electronics Unravelled 
by Kyle. £1. Auto Electronics Simplified, by Tab 
Books. £1.20. Box No. G394. 

BREAKER, BREAK. Build your own C.B. rig. 
(27MHz transceiver). Circuit diagram, parts list, 
etc. All components available in U.K. Send 
£2.95 & large s.a.e. to: P: Sherwood, 8a Ayles- 
tone Walk, Manchester, M10 9NU. I'm down 
and on the side. 

OSCILLOSCOPE, Calscope, (Scopex) Super 6, 
single beam 6MHz. Little used, now surplus. 
£100. Telephone: Tonbridge (0732) 832923 
after 6 p.m. 

(Continued on page 572) 

THE SPECTACULAR 
1981 GREENWELD 

Component Catalogue Bigger and 
better than ever!!! 

* 60p discount vouchers 
* First Class reply paid envelope 
* Free Bargain List 
* Priority Order Form 
* VAT inclusive prices 
* Quantity prices for bulk buyers 
SEND 75p FOR YOUR COPY NOW!! 

CALC CHIPS 60p!!! 
New full spec. supplied with data. 
Type MK50321 - full function inc. 
memory. Only 60p. 

DISPLAYS 
8 and 9 digit 7 -segment bubble type 
for above chips - most have minor 
faults dud segment etc. Mixture of 2 
or 3 different types with data. 5 for 
£1.00 

NICADS 
Ex -equip size C approx. £1 each; 10 
for £8.00 

1N4006 DIODES 
Special purchase of 1A rects, 
Russian made. Packed in boxes of 
300, £8.50 per box; 4 boxes £30.00; 
10 boxes £75.00 

DISC CERAMICS 
0.22uF 12V 9mm dia. Ideal for de - 
coupling . 100 for £2.75; 1000 f20.00 
0.05uF 12V 15mm dia. 100 £1.60; 
1000 £12.00 
Pack of disc ceramics, assorted 
values and voltages - 200 for £1.00 

TRANSFORMERS 
Mains primary, 50V 20A sec. £20.00 
Mains pri. 110V 15A sec £30.00; 20A 

SLIDER POT SCOOP!!! 
Made by Piher, type PL40CP Silly 
prices for superb goods!! 
PL40CP - 69 x 16 x 9mm, 40mm 
slide length. 220R, 2k2 or 10k lin 
only. Prices (any mix): 1-24 20p; 25- 
99 17p; 100+ 14p. 

TTL, LINEAR, OPTO 
All new full spec - Fairchild/SGS: 
TTL: 5400 5401 5402 5403 5404 5405 
5410 5421 5430 5450 5451 5453 5460 - All 12p ea. 5470 5472 5474 5475 
5476 5480 5486 5490 54107 54121 
54122 -All 20p ea. 5482 54126-40p 
ea. Others (74S, H) on B/L 12 (SAE 
please) 
LINEAR: 9665 or 9666, 7 x 50V 
Darlingtons in 16 DIL 60p; 75452 or 
4 dual periph driver 70p; XK1444 7 
CMOS P -channel buffers, 15V 16DIL 
24p. 
OPTO: Isolators, FCD831 60p; 
TIL115/118 60p; FPE100/106 Infra 
red LED £2.50; FND847 7 seg 0.8" 
CA £2.00; FND850 CC £2.00 (Data on 
request for linear & opto devices) 

TRANSISTOR PACK K516 
Take advantage of this unbelievable 
offer!! Small signal NPN/PNP tran- 
sistors in plastic package at an 
incredibly low, low price!! Almost 
all are marked with type number - 
almost all are full spec devices, 
some have bent leads. Over 30 
different types have been found by 
us, including BC184/212/238/307/ 
328; BF196/7; ZTX107/8/9/342/ 
450/550 etc. Only available as a 
mixed pack at £3/100; £71250; £251 
1000. 

REGULATED PSU PANEL 
Exclusive Greenweld design, fully FSRA60 relay. 2 x 10A contact, 1M, variable 0-28V & 20mA-2A. Board 

1B. Coil is 250R, and rated 60V ac, contains all components except but works on 12-24V DC. Solid pots and transformer. Only £7.75. 
Encapsulation with screw terminals Suitable transformer and pots £8.00 makes it ideal for car use. £1.20 Send SAE for fuller details. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT; JUST ADD 40p POST 

GREEIVWELio 
443G Millbrook Road Southampton SO1 OHX 

A CAREER IN RADIO 
Start training today and make sure you are qualified to take advantage of the many opportunities open to the trained person. ICS can further your technical knowledge and provide the specialist training so essential to success. 

ICS, the world's most experienced home study college, has helped thousands of ambitious men to move up into higher paid jobs- they can do the same for you. 
Fill in the coupon below and find out howl 
There is a wide range of courses to choose from, including: 

CITY & GUILDS CERTIFICATES 
Telecommunications Technicians' 
Radio TV Electronics Technicians' 
Electrical Installations Technicians' 
Electrical Installation Work 
Radio Amateurs' 
MPT Radio Communications Cart 
EXAMINATION STUDENTS - 
GUARANTEED COACHING 
UNTIL SUCCESSFUL 

TECHNICAL TRAINING 
ICS offer a wide choice of non -exam 
courses designed to equip you for a 
better job in your particular branch of 
electronics, including: 
Electronic Engineering & Maintenance 

Computer Engineering/Programming 
Radio, TV & Audio Engineering 

& Servicing 
Electrical Engineering Installations 

& Contracting 

COLOUR TV SERVICING 
Technicians trained in TV Servicing are in constant demand. Learn all the techniques you need to service Colour and Mono TV sets through new home study course approved by leading manufacturer. 

POST THIS COUPON OR TELEPHONE FOR FREE PROSPECTUS r lr Ili EMI MI ail I MI M 
111 

I am interested in 

Name Age 

Address 

1 Occupation 

Accredited 
by CACC 

Member of 
ABCC 

To 
International Correspondence Schools Dept 278G Intertext House, LONDON 
SW8 4UJ or phone 01-622 8911 (anytime) 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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T & J ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
METAL BOXES 

Two piece design consisting of a 
"U" shaped base and cover. 
Finished in black stelvite. 
WB16x4x111" 165p 
WB28x5x2" 215p 
WB39x5x2}" 230p 
WB641.x2Ix24" 130p 

PLAIN ALUMINIUM (With lid) 
AB751x2Ix1I" 90p 
AB84x4x11" 90p 
AB94x2Ix1i" 90p 
AB1051"x4x1I" 105p 
AB123x2x1" 72p 

PLASTIC BOXES 
PB1411x3x1}" 70p 
O25L 2I x 13 x 1" (Vero) 50p 
Many other boxes in catalogue. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
P.C.B. Transfers (13 sheets) 
Insulated crocodile clip 
Telephone pick up coil 
2.5" x 0.1" Veroboard 

300p 
9p 

75p 
16p 

Small cable ties 2p 
PP3 battery connectors 14p 
F.M. ribbon dipole aerial 45p 
We can only show a small selection 
here, there is much more in our 
catalogue. 

L.E.D.S. 
0.125" red 12p 
0.125" green or yellow 21p 
0.2" red 13p 
0.2" green or yellow 22p 
0.2" clear, illuminates red 22p 
Clips for all above types- 2p 

RESISTORS 
1W and 1W tolerance ± 5% 4.7f2 to 
10M. E12 series. Price each 2p. 
Miniature presets. Tolerance + 20% 
Power rating 0.1W.E6 series 115-052 to 
1M. Price each, vertical or hori- 
zontal. 9p 

I.C. SOCKETS 
Low profile types by Texas. 
8 pin 11p. 14 pin 13p. 16 pin 13p. 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
8C107/8/9 11p, BC182/3/4 11p, 
AC127/8 24p, 2N3702/3/4/6 11p, 
BC338 16p, BC169 12p, 2N3819 25p, 
1N4001/2 5p, BY127 18p, 1N5401 
15p, 1N914 5p, IS44 7p, BZYB8C 
series 2.7V to 33V 10p. 

COMPONENT KITS 
All previously advertised kits still 
available. For latest kits please send 
an s.a.e. 

98 Burrow Road, Chigwell, Essex. 
IG7 4HB. 

Mail order only. Prices include VAT, overseas 
deduct 15% NO minimum order charge. 
Postage: Components 40p (Overseas add 
£1.50, airmail at cost), kits 65p. Orders are 
despatched same day as received. 
Full catalogue available 45p cheque or postal 
order. Enquiries please enclose an s.a.e. 

REVOR OPTICAL & TECHNICAL 
6 SICILIAN AVENUE 

LONDON W.C.1 
Tel. 01-836 4536 

PRICED 
FROM 

£148.75 
Stereomaster 

This microscope's working. 
distance and field of view is 
relatively large; this feature 
ensures convenience to the 

operator who works with both 
hands while assembling 

precision mechanisms. 
IDEAL FOR 

PRINTED CIRCUITS 
AND OTHER 

DELICATE WORK. 

COMES 
COMPLETE WITH 

built-in x 10 Mag. 
Objectives x 20 
Objectives x 35 

At extra cost 

We stock one of the largest selections of second 
hand microscopes and optical magnifiers, on 

and off stands. Please phone for details. 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
(Continued from page 571) 

THE RADIO AMATEUR INVALID & BLIND 
CLUB is a well established Society providing 
facilities for the physically handicapped to enjoy 
the hobby of Amateur Radio. Please become a 
supporter of this worthy cause. Details from the 
Hon. Secretary, Mrs. F. E. Woolley, 9 Rannoch 
Court, Adelaide Road, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 
4TE. 

OSCILLOSCOPE TUBE 3" with mu -metal 
screen, unused, £15 (cost £40). Books: Radio 
Constructor 1962-1971 £15 the lot. Television: 
1963-1969 £10 the lot. Practical Wireless: 1960 
- 1971 £20 the lot. Wireless World: 1957-1966, 
bound volumes, £30 lot. Many others bound. All 
o.n.o. Telephone: 0622-30504. 

BOOK CLEARANCE. Bound volumes Radio & 
Electronics Constructor Nos. 27, 28 and 29, 
£3.00 each. Cost Effective Projects Around 
the Home by John Watson, £1.50. Talk -Back 
TV: Two -Way Cable Television, by Richard 
Veith, £1.00. Solid State Short Wave Receivers 
for Beginners, by R. A. Penfold, 60p. SO Simple 
LED Circuits, by R. N. Soar, 50p. All prices 
include postage. Box No. G399. 

TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINE. Build 
your own for under £10 plus any cassette, 
recorder. Send £3 for circuit and plans. S. D. 
Cross, 24 Thorney Road, Streetly, Sutton. 
Coldfield, West Midlands. 

FOR SALE: Oscilloscopes, Tektronix 545 with 
CA plug-in, double switched beam 15MHz. 
£110. Solartron CD1017 (CT436) compact 
double beam, 6MHz. £80. Signal generators: 
RF/AM 100kHz-25MHz £20. Audio, Advance 
20Hz - 50kHz £10. Avo electronic multimeter 
(CT38) £20. Avo 7 £20. 500V megger £15. 
Large auto transformer 240/115V £10. All 
working order with handbooks. S.A.E. 
enquiries please. Carriage extra. Box No. 
(Middlx.) G400. 

FOR SALE: Newnes Radio TV Service Manuals 
Volumes 1 -5 plus 1955-1967. 17 volumes. £1 
each, £15 the lot. Telephone Royston (Herts.) 
60641. 

FOR SALE: 120 Blank E180 video tapes due to 
system change. All J.V.C. brand. £5.00 each. 
Please send s.a.e. for telephone number. Box 
No. G.401. 

POSTAL ADVERTISING? This is the Holborn 
Service. Mailing lists, addressing, enclosing, 
wrapping, facsimile letters, automatic. typing, 
copy service, campaign planning, design and 
artwork, printing and stationery. Please ask for 
price list. - The Holborn Direct Mail Company, 
Capacity House, 2-6 Rothsay Street, Tower 
Bridge Road, London, S.E.1. Telephone: 
01-407 6444. 

(Continued on page 573) 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
(Continued from page 572) 

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL S.W. LEAGUE. 
Free services to members including Q.S.L. 
Bureau, Amateur and Broadcast Translation, 
Technical and Identification Dept. - both 
Broadcast and Fixed Stations, DX Certificates, 
contests and activities for the SWL and transmit- 
ting members. Monthly magazine, Monitor, 
containing articles of general interest to Broad- 
cast and Amateur SWLs, Transmitter Section 
and League affairs, etc. League supplies such as 
badges, headed notepaper and envelopes, QSL 
cards, etc., are available at reasonable cost. Send 
for League particulars. Membership including 
monthly magazine etc., £9-00 per annum 
U.K. Overseas rates on request, Secretary 
Grove Road, Lydney, Glos., GL15 5JE. 

PARCELS ASSORTED COMPONENTS: 100 
£2.50. 200 £3.50. Superpack 400 £4.75. All 
post paid. C.W.O. only. Transway Services, 
P.O. Box 197, Ingatestone, Essex, CM4 OAR. 

WANTED - Handbook for the 8 valve Trio 
9R-59DE. Please contact P. Bradbury, 2A Col- 
eswood Road, Harpenden, Herts., Telephone: 
63942. 

WANTED: FAX equipment, manuals, service 
sheets, etc. G2UK, 21 Romany Road, Oulton 
Broad, Lowestoft, Suffolk. NR32 3PJ. 

BURGLAR ALARM EQUIPMENT. Top quality 
brand new free catalogue and price list. Sigma 
Security Systems, 13 St. John's Street, Oulton, 
Leeds, Yorks. LS26 8 JT. 

100 1N4148 £1. 150 Resistors £1. 100 Capacitors 
£1. P. & P. 25p. S.A.E. Lists. Dept. R, D. B. 
Products, P.O. Box 8, York, YO1 1FT. 

FOR SALE: Bound Volume No. 26 Radio & Elec- 
tronics Constructor 1972/1973. As new. £2.50 
plus £1.50 Post & packing. Box No. G402. 

INTERESTED IN OSCAR? Then join 
AMSAT-UK. Newsletters, OSCAR NEWS 
Journal, prediction charts, etc. Details of mem- 
bership from: Ron Broadbent, G3AAJ, 94 
Herongate Road, Wanstead Park, London, E12 
SEQ. 

FOR SALE: Photographic enlarging equipment: 
Vivitar enlarger. Model E.36 with 50mm f. 3.5 
and 75mm f.3.5 lenses. Kodak safety light. 
Kodak contrast filter set. 11 in. x 14 in. printing 
frame with copying facilities. Measuring flask. 
Three trays, three tweezers. Three plastic bot- 
tles. Clips. Printing paper. Antistatic brush for 
cleaning negatives. Kodak Photoguide Booklet. 
Man's protective apron. £75 o.n.o. Pair of 
Goodman's speakers 8 ohms, 15 watts, £50 
o.n.o. R. L. Gee, 9 Glanmead, Shenfield, 
Essex. 

(Continued on page 575) 

The larger 
Catalogue 

that means 
FREE POSTAGE 

IN U.K. 

ADDITIONAL 
DISCOUNTS 

GUARANTEED 
SATISFACTION 

GOOD STOCKS 
GOOD DELIVERY 

We pay postage. 

68 
LARGER 
PAGES 

Semi -Conductors I .C.s Opto - 
devices Rs and Cs in great variety 

Pots Switches Knobs 
Accessories Tools Materials 
Connectors 

ELECTRO ÚE 
ELECTROVALUE LTD., (RC5). St. Jude's Rd., 
Engiefield Green, Egham, Surrey TW20 OHB. 
Phone: 33603 (London 87) STD 0784. Telex 264475. 
NORTHERN BRANCH (Personal shoppers Only): 680 Surnage Lane, Surnage, Manchester M19 1NA. Phone (061) 432 4945. 

FRf pRTi FRKT(NG pSK 

BECOME A 
RADIO AMATEUR 
Learn how to become a radio amateur in contact 
with the whole world. We give skilled preparation 

for the G.P.O. licence. 
No previous knowledge required. 

mor NM 
Brochure without obligation to :- 
British National Radio 
& Electronic School 
4 Cleveland Road, Jersey, Channel Islands. 

Name 

IAddress 

1 
REC/5/815 BLOCK CAPS PLEASE fi-a ------- 
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RECHARGEABLE 

BATTERIES 

TRADE ENQUIRIES 
WELCOME 

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE SEND SAE 
FOR LISTS. £1.45 for Booklet Nickel 
Cadmium Power" plus Catalogue. 
Write or call: 

*NEW SEALED 
LEAD RANGE AVAILABLE* 

SANDWELL PLANT LTD 
2 Union Drive, Boldmere, 

Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands, 
021-354 9764. 

BUILD YOUR OWN 
P.A., GROUP & DISCO SPEAKERS by R. F. C. Stephens 
Save money with this practical guide. Plans for 17 different 
designs, Line source, I.B., Horn and Reflex types, for 8"-18" 
drive units. £3.95 post free ($8 overseas). 

THE INFRA -BASS LOUDSPEAKER by G. Holliman 
(full constructional details for versions using 15", 12" and 
10" (drive units). £2.95 post free ($6 overseas). 

THE DALESFORD SPEAKER BOOK by R. F. C. Stephens 
This books is a must for the keen home constructor. Latest 
technology DIY designs. Plans for I.B., and Reflex designs for 
10-100 watts. Also unusual centre -bass system. £2.20 post 
free ($5 overseas). 

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING 
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire 

METALFILM RESISTORS 
1% Tolerance, Watt 

ONLY 3P EACH 
Minimum order £10 

Minimum 5 pcs per value 
89 Values (E24) 

1008 1k 10k 100k 
1108 
1208 

1k1 
1 k2 

11k 
12k 

110k 
120k 

1308 
1506 

1 k3 
1k5 

13k 
15k 

130k 
150k 

1606 
1806 

1k6 
1k8 

16k 
18k 

160k 
180k 

2006 
2206 

2k 
2k2 

20k 
22k 

200k 
220k 

24019 
2708 

2k4 
2k7 

24k 
27k 

240k 
270k 

3006 
330R 

3k 
3k3 

30k 
33k 330k 

3606 
3906 

3k6 
3k9 

36k 
39k 

- 
- 

43011 
4706 

4k3 
4k7 

43k 
47k 470k 

5106 
5608 

5k1 
5kú 

51k 
56k 560k 

6206 
6806 

6k2 
6k8 

62k 
68k 

- 
680k 

]506 
8206 

7k5 
81,2 

75k 
82k 620k' 

9106 9k1 91k 1M 

Special Offer: 5 PCS of EACH (445 RESIS- 
TORS) ONLY £11.50. 
High Quality, High Stability, High Strength. 
VAT inclusive. Add £1.00 p&p all areas. 

ORION SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS LTD. 
10 Wardour St., London W1. 

Strip -fix Plastic 
PANEL SIGNS 

PANEI 

*SET 3 -Wording -WHITE 
*SET 4 -Wording -BLACK 

Over 1,000 words and symbols, 
covering more than 300 terms, in 

each set 

Illustration of actual size equals RADIO 

*SET 5 -DIALS 

6 sheets containing one Large and two 
Medium scales, Large Horizontal Tuning 

scale, Frequencies, 12 Control Panels 

6 SHEETS IN EACH SET 

PRICE: £1.50 per set including VAT. 
p.&p. 13p per set. 

To DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD., 
57 Maida Vale, London, W9 1SN 

Please supply Panel Signs as follows: Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 

I enclose cheque/crossed postal order for 
(Tick which set is required) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
(Continued from page 573) 

INTERESTED IN RTTY? You should find the 
"RTTY Journal" of interest. Published in 
California, U.S.A., it gives a wide outlook on the 
current RTTY scene; RTTY-DX; DXCC Hon- 
our Roll; VHF RTTY news; and up to date 
technical articles are included. Specimen copies 
35p from: The Subscription Manager, RTTY 
Journal, 21 Romany Road, Oulton Broad, 
Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 3PJ. 

LEARN ELECTRONICS FAST. New, unique, 
brilliantly simple Tutronik system. Selected by 
BBC TV. No -soldering, 30-kwikbuild electron- 
ics projects. Learn fast to identify components, 
read circuit diagrams, break the colour code and 
connect circuits that really work. Kit complete 
with simple -to -follow instructions, circuit plans, 
components and Tutronic connection system in 
compact presentation wallet. Only £12.95 plus 
'75p p. & p. UK (£2.75 p. & p. elsewhere). 
Available only from Dept. RE, Technocentre 
Ltd., 140 Norton Road, Stockton-on-Tees, 
TS20 2BG. 

FOR SALE: A number of "D & S" three pin, 
fused, mains plugs and fuses. S.A.E. for details. 
Box No. G396. 

PERSONAL 
JANE SCOTT FOR GENUINE FRIENDS. Intro- 

ductions to opposite sex with sincerity and 
thoughtfulness. Details free. Stamp to: Jane 
Scott, 3/Con North St. Quadrant, Brighton, Sus- 
sex, BN1 3GJ. 

SPONSORS required for exciting scientific project 
Norwich Astronomical Society are building a 
30" telescope to be housed in a 20" dome of 
novel design. All labour being given by volun- 
teers. Already supported by Industry and 
Commerce in Norfolk. Recreational. Educa- 
tional. You can be involved. Write to: NAS 
Secretary; 195 White Woman Lane, Old Cat - 
ton, Norwich, Norfolk. 

BROADLANDS RESIDENTIAL CLUB for 
elderly people. Are you recently retired and 
looking for a home? We have a delightful top 
floor room overlooking Oulton Broad, facing 
south. Write to: The Warden, Broadlands Resi- 
dential Club, Borrow Road, Oulton Broad, 
Lowestoft, Suffolk. 

TWO'S COMPANY for friendship/marriage. 
Introductions with the personal touch for people 
of discernment. Brochure on request. TWO'S 
COMPANY, Dept. 1E/R, 111 High Holborn, 
London WC1V 6JS. Telephone: 01-242-2345. 

IF YOU HAVE ENJOYED A HOLIDAY on the 
Norfolk Broads, why not help to preserve these 
beautiful waterways. Join the Broads Society 
and play your part in determining Broadlands 
future. Further details from: - The Hon. Mem- 
bership Secretary, The Broads Society,. "Ick- 
nield," Hilly Plantation, Thorpe St. Andrew, 
Norwich, NOR 85S. 

Wilmslow 
Audio 

THE firm for speakers! 

SEND 50p FOR THE WORLDS BEST 
CATALOGUE OF SPEAKERS, DRIVE UNITS KITS, 
CROSSOVERS ETC. AND DISCOUNT PRICE LIST 

AUDAX AUDIOMASTER BAKER 
BOWERS & 

WILKINS CASTLE CELESTION 
CHARTWELL COLES DALESFORD 
DECCA EAGLE ELAC EMI FANE 
GAUSS GOODMANS HARBETH 

ISOPHON I.M.F. 
JORDAN JORDAN WATTS KEF 
LOWTHER McKENZIE MISSIONS 

MONITOR AUDIO MOTOROLA 
PEERLESS RADFORD RAM 

ROGERS RICHARD ALLAN SEAS 
SHACKMAN STAG TANNOY 

VIDEOTONE WHARFEDALE 

WILMSLOW AUDIO DEPT REC 
35/39 CHURCH STREET, WILMSLOW 

CHESHIRE SK9 1AS. 
Tel: 0625-529599 for Mail Order & Export of Drive Units, Kits, 

etc., 
Tel: 0625-526213 (Swift of Wilmslow) for Hi-fi and complete 

speakers 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS FOR 
"RADIO & ELECTRONICS 

CONSTRUCTOR" PROJECTS. 

OCT 20dB amp. Part 1 68p plus 30p P&P 
NOV. 20dB amp. Part 2 62p plus 30p P&P 

NOV. Basic Med. Wave radio 69p plus 30p P&P 
DEC. Volume Expander £2.25 plus 30p P&P 
FEB.'81 Cricket Game £1.67 plus 30p P&P 

APR. Med. & Short Wave radio £1.20 plus 30p P&P 
APR. Active tone control mod. £1.25 plus 30p P&P 
All boards ready for use, roller tinned and drilled, 

glassfibre. 
Trade enquiries welcome. Highly competitive prices. 

Write now for quote to: 
BRB PRINTED CIRCUITS (REC) 

109, Potter Street, Worksop, Notts. S80 2HL. 

PURE GOLD! 
Top-quality, low -profile, gold-plated contacts, 

IC SOCKETS 
8 pin . . . . 8p 

14 pin . . . . 14p 
16 pin . . . . 16p 
18 pin . . . . 18p 
20 pin . . . . 20p 
22 pin . . . . 22p ç< 

24 pin . . . . 24p Unbeatable value! 28 pin . . . . 28p 
40 pin . . . 40p Minimum order £10. Add £1 P & P 

500+ and 1 type lens 5% 
1000+ any mix lens 10% 

Special Offer: 10 x 8 pin, 20 x 14 pin, 20 x 16 pin, 5 x all others 
£11.50 

ORIONOrion Scientific Products Ltd., 
10 Wardour St., London, W.1 
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RADIO & ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR 

Single Copies 
Price 60p each, p&p 20p 
Issue(s) required 

Annual Subscription 
Price £9.50 inland, £10.50 overseas (including Eire) 

post free, commence with issue 
Bound Volumes: 

Vol. 27. 
Vol. 28. 
Vol. 29. 
Vol. 30. 
Vol. 31. 
Vol. 32. 
Vol. 33 

August 1973 to July 1974 
August 1974 to July 1975 
August 1975 to July 1976 
August 1976 to July 1977 
August 1977 to August 1978 

September 1978 to August 1979 
September 1979 to August 1980 

Price £3.00, post & pkg £1.50 
Price £3.20, post & pkg £1.50 
Price £3.50, post & pkg £1.50 
Price £3.70, post & pkg £1.50 
Price £5.20, post & pkg £1.50 
Price £5.50, post & pkg £1.50 
Price £6.20 post & pkg. £1.50 

CORDEX SELF -BINDERS 
With title, 'RADIO & ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR' on spine, 

maroon only Price £2.25, post & pkg 60p 
With no title on spine, maroon Price £2.25, post & pkg 60p 
With no title on spine, green Price £2.25, post & pkg 60p 

Prices include V.A.T. 

DATA BOOK SERIES 
DB5 TV Fault Finding, 132 pages Price £1.20, P.&P. 30p 
DB6 Radio Amateur Operator's Handbook, 

New edition in course of preparation 
DB17 Understanding Television, 504 pages Price £3.95, P. & P. £1.20 
DB19 Simple Short Wave Receivers Price 80p, P. & P. 30p 

140 pages 

STRIP -FIX PLASTIC PANEL SIGNS 
Set 3: Wording - White 
Set 4: Wording - Black 
Set 5: Dials 

-6 sheets 
-6 sheets 
-6 sheets 

Prices include V.A.T. 

Price £1.50, P. & P. 13p 
Price £1.50, P. & P. 13p 
Price £1.50, P. & P. 13p 

I enclose Postal Order/Cheque for . . . . in payment for 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 

Postal Orders should be crossed and made payable to Data Publications Ltd. 
Overseas customers please pay by International Money Order. 
All publications are obtainable through your local bookseller 

Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London W9 1SN 

PLEASE MENTION THIS MAGAZINE WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 
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Make it for a Song! 
477 77- .. o 

The New Maplin Matinée 
al 

Amazing Value 
For Only £299.95 + £99.50 for cabinet if required. 

Easy to build. Latest technology - means less 
cost, less components and 80% less 
wiring. Comparable with organs selling for up 
to £1,000.00. Two 49 -note manuals. 13 -note 
pedalboard. All organ voices on 
drawbars. Preset voices: Banjo, Accordion, 
Harpsichord, Piano, Percussion. Piano sustain 
Sustain on both manuals, and pedalboard. 
Electronic rotor, fast and slow. Vibrato 
and Delayed vibrato. Reverb. 
Manual and Auto-Wah. Glide 
(Hawaiian Guitar Sound). Single 
finger chording plus memory. 30 
Rhythms! 8 -instrument voicing. 
Major, Minor and Seventh chords. 
Unique walking bass line with each rhythm. 
Unique countermelody line with each rhythm. 
Truly amazing value for money. 
Full construction details in Electronics (Si 

Music Maker magazine. 

The complete buyers' guide to electronic 
components. With over 300 pages, it's a 
comprehensive guide to electronic 
components with thousands of 
photographs and illustrations and page 
after page of invaluable data. Get a copy 
now - it's the one catalogue you can't 
afford to be without. 

Post this coupon now for your copy of our 1981 
catalogue price £1. 

1 Please send me a copy of your 320 page catalogue. I ' enclose £ 1 (Plus 25p p&p). If I am not completely ' satisfied I may return the catalogue to you and have my 
money refunded. If you live outside the UK send £1.68 ' 
or 12 International Reply Coupons. 
I enclose £1.25. 

' Name 

Address 
111 REC/5/81 

flYOtiiflMn 
Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd. 
All mail to: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR 
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554155. Sales (0702) 552911. 
Shops: 
159-161 King Street, Hammersmith, London W6. Telephone: (01) 748 0926. 
284 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. Telephone: Southend (0702) 554000. 
Both shops closed Mondays. 

Catalogue now on sale in all branches of WHSMITH wy Price £1.00 


